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NEW! PULLMAN 8-1-2 SLEEPERS IN ABS
Golden Gate Depot is producing 8-1-2 Sleepers in ABS Plastic, in a limited road names. Available in
Pullman, PRR, NYC TTG, NYC Betterment and Unlettered Pullman Green. Coming 2008 for $129.95 / Car.

PULLMAN HW HEAD END SET IN ABS

70’ BAGGAGE, 70’ POSTAL BAGGAGE, 70’ COMBINE
B&O - C&O - CB&Q - CPR - GN - N&W - NH - NP - NYC (TTG) - PULLMAN - SF
SP (G,TTG,DAY) - PRR - UP (TTG,Y) - UNLETTERED GREEN
Available in May 2008 for $379.95 (RESERVE PRICE) per 3 Car Set

54’ Steel REA REEFERS $74.95
Also B&O, Pull-Green, NYC, SF, Coming 2008

REA ACL

REA Green

GN

REA ORIG

A LEVEL OF DETAIL UNMATCHED
Scale Aluminum Sets

- NYC ESE: 6 Car Set, 2 Car Add On
($549.95 / $279.95) May 08
- Santa Fe 1937 Super Chief: 6 Car Set, 2 Car Add On
($549.95 / $279.95) June 08
- Southern Pacific Daylight: 5 Car, 5 Articulated Add On ($549.95 / $549.95) Late 08
- PRR Fleet of Mod. 2 Tone Tuscan:
5 Car Set, 2 Car Add On
($549.95 / $279.95) Late 08
PRR Post War Tuscan:
5 Car Set, 2 Car Add On
($549.95 / $279.95) Late 08
Scale Trucks - Scale Fluting - Scale Interior Details - Overhead Lighting - 48” Radius 2 Rail Track.

+ $5 S&H (1-4 PACKS)
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40 Seated $29.95
Standing Sold OUT!
HIGHLY DETAILED
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LITTLE PEOPLE!

100 TON Coaling Tower
AVAILABLE NOW
Black(Dark Brown), Brown
IN STOCK for
$199.95 Shipped (US/48)
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York’s Grand Central Terminal, taxis and passengers
are ready to depart on Sandra Lloyd’s and Douglass
Smith’s 20th Century Scenic Railroad. At the center
top of the main building is a replica of Jules Coutan’s
mythological statuary recreated by Bill Roth, a local
sculpture artist. Photo by Dan Vargas.
Centerspread: It’s busy at the engine terminal on Neil
Gibson’s railroad empire. In the foreground is a C&O
Greenbrier (4-8-4) and a PRR M-1b (4-8-2), while
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Photo by Scott Mann.
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Images of the Past...
The Art and Artistry of Dan and Armando Vargas

Photo 1: Grand Central Terminal in the New York City scene. The terminal building is an exact 1:48 replica of the prototype including all exterior and interior
detail. The structure was built from scratch by the Vargas brothers after extensive research of the prototype.

Publisher’s Note:

Tiburon, Calif. — North of San Francisco and across the bay
from Sausalito are two brothers, Dan and Armando Vargas, who
create model railroad fine art in O Scale. The Vargas brothers
were brought to our attention by Scott Mann of Sunset/3rd Rail.
Several other magazines proposed articles to the Vargas brothers
but they chose OST because of our emphasis on art, craftsmanship and model building. We were fortunate to get an interview
with Dan during his busy schedule, along with some photos of
their fine work. We’re showing two layouts in particular. The 3Rail scale layout belongs to Sandra Lloyd and Douglass Smith.
The 2-Rail layout belongs to C. O. “Neil” Gibson. Photos in this
article were provided by Scott Mann and Dan Vargas.

How They Started

Dan and Armando became fascinated with trains through the
influence of their father. After the Korean War, the senior Vargas
got a job in South San Francisco at the Bethlehem Steel Company
as a bridge crane operator, loading heavy steel into gondolas and
onto flats. At that time, the Espee was in its steam to Diesel transition, so Mr. Vargas was witness to both kinds of motive power, an
SP 0-6-0 was assigned to switching at the steel plant.
On his days off, he would take his sons to see trains switching
at the yards, or go to a passenger terminal to watch trains arriving
and departing. One early memory Dan recalled was in 1968 at
Webster Park in Oakland, California. An SP 4-6-2, #2467, was on
display with three passenger cars, one of which was an observation car. The park caretaker was living in the car and offered to
give the Vargases a tour of the car. During that tour Dan recalls
seeing a Walthers O Scale Pullman model.
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Dan’s next memory was of a 1971 visit to the SP terminal at
3rd and Townsend in San Francisco where he watched FM Trainmasters pulling commuter cars.
Dan says his dad bought some Lionel trains early on. He
started with a Lionel Hudson and later added a GP-9 in Boston
& Maine livery. They built a layout using Super-O track for more
realism. Eventually, the brothers amassed a collection of Lionel
“name” trains.
But, the turning point for them came with a visit to the East
Bay Model RR Club in the mid-1970s. On entering the club
venue, Dan noticed a Max Gray UP Big Boy in a wooden case
and he never forgot that sight. From that point on, Dan and his
brother were dyed-in-the-wool 2-Railers. Their first 2-Rail locomotive was a US Hobbies SP MT-4, 4-8-2, followed soon thereafter by a Westside B&O EM-1. The rest, as they say, is history.

Their Approach to Layout Building

Both Dan and his brother were fascinated with O Scale models, but they were disappointed that most of the layouts they visited did not have any scenery, just lots of operation. They realized
their true passion was in creating complete scenes (dioramas) for
the trains to run through. In a way, it harkens back to Frank Ellison’s theory that the trains are “actors” on a “stage”. The Vargas
brothers love building the stage and its scenery.
Their goal is to help other people realize the goals for their
own model railroads. When working with a client, the Vargases
take stock of what the client already has on-hand, what they’d
like the end result to be, and do a lot of one-on-one communication. Usually, their clients have already amassed a great deal of
information and done a lot of research. They take all of this into

account when creating a design. The result is a one-of-a-kind
model railroad.
The brothers use every trick in the book: backdrops, mirrors,
indirect-lighting, forced-perspective, and more, to create their
complete miniature scenes.
The Vargases call their company Images of the Past and they
can be reached by phone at 510-334-0870 or 415-676-7254.
Bear in mind, however, their services are in great demand and
they are very busy.
Next, we take a brief tour of the two layouts.

The 20th Century Scenic Railroad — Hi-Rail

Photo 2: Looking down on the train shed of Grand Central Terminal.

Photo 3: Building such an iconic structure as Grand Central Terminal, the clients
decided it should include all its details, both interior and exterior. Here is the
interior vaulted roof being detailed per the prototype.

The owners of the 20th Century Scenic RR are Sandra Lloyd,
a writer, and Douglass Smith, a retired businessman and artist. Sandra and Doug have had the pleasure of experiencing
train travel across the U.S. and around the world, riding such
name trains as the Daylight, the Super Chief, the 20th Century,
and even the Orient Express. After seeing how the couple had
furnished and decorated their home, the Vargas brothers knew
the couple would want a model railroad that would reflect
their real railroad travel experiences, i.e., vignettes with scenic
panoramas.
The challenges in building the 20th Century were not
insignificant. The lower level of the house, where the layout
would be built, had five large concrete supports that would
either have to be avoided or removed. Also, the ceiling height
was only 74”, rather than the standard 96”. To compensate for
the lack of headroom and give the illusion of more height, the
layout was started at a lower than normal level. This means
the layout is seen from a bird’s-eye view, looking down into
each scene.
The layout is composed of six scenes. These are:
(1) New York — This vignette incorporates the NYC’s Grand
Central Terminal (shown on the cover and in Photos 1, 2, 3 and
4), Times Square, the Metropolitan Opera House, the Brooklyn
Bridge, the Astor Hotel, the Biltmore Hotel, the Chrysler Building, The Empire State Building, Ebbets Field, plus many other
structures circa 1930-1950.
(2) Yosemite — This scene (Photos 5, 6 and 7) includes the
Yosemite auto entry tunnel, Yosemite Valley with campsites, El
Portal lumber and sawmill; plus such notable Yosemite features
as El Capitan, the North Dome, Half Dome, and a working waterfall. The scene also incorporates many rock climbing figures.
(3) Colorado — Points of interest here are
an Aspen ski resort with a working ski lift,
snowsheds over the tracks, an old western
town, and Leadville (Photo 8), Colorado, with
yard and engine facilities.
(4) Pebble Beach — This scene highlights
the Pebble Beach golf course, plus a small
coastal community with a lighthouse and
many cypress trees (Photo 9).
(5) Big Sur — The view here is of coastal
Highway 1 crossing Bixby Bridge and the Big
Sur waterfall into the Pacific Ocean (Photo 9).
(6) Hollywood — The Hollywood scene
includes the Capital Record building, Grauman’s Chinese Theater, Rodeo Drive, the
Roosevelt Hotel, Mel’s Drive-In: a working
drive-in movie theater, and The Barris Brothers
Kustomizing Shop.
Photo 4: The clients have a sense of humor, too. Here
is another view of the New York scene. In the photo
are Superman exiting the Daily Planet building and
King Kong on top of the Empire State Building. In the
basement of Grand Central Terminal is the secret hideout
of Superman’s arch nemesis Lex Luthor.
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Photo 5: Travelers driving into Yosemite in the
morning. You can almost smell the redwoods
and hear the birds.

Photo 6: Looking down into the gateway of the
Yosemite Valley. To the left are El Capitan and North
Dome. Half Dome is to the right.

Photo 7: A Sunset SP 4-8-2 exits Yosemite tunnel
headed to the next scene: Big Sur.
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Photo 8: This is the Leadville scene in the Colorado
vignette. Engine service facilities are on the right side,
the town is on the left.

Photo 9: This is actually the transition between two
scenes, coastal Big Sur and Pebble Beach. To the
rear and left is Coast Highway 1 crossing Bixby
Bridge (Big Sur, CA). To the right is the Pebble Beach
vignette.

Photo 10: A Sunset PRR K-4 is leaving the engine
servicing facilities in the industrial section of Neil
Gibson’s railroad empire.
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Photo 11: An SP 4-8-2 in Daylight colors climbs a grade to the summit on Neil Gibson’s layout.

C.O. “Neil” Gibson’s Layout — 2-Rail

Neil Gibson’s layout fills a 4000 sq. ft. room. It includes superelevated curves, grades and 12 loops that all interchange. Neil
says his largest locomotive, a 4-12-2, can negotiate every curve
and turnout on the layout. The layout is built for one-person operation and includes just about every type of prototypical operation
you can imagine. The control system is currently DC but the layout is wired to be DCC compatible for future upgrade.
Neil Gibson has an extensive collection of brass from 0-6-0s
to Big Boys, electrics and Diesels and he wanted his layout to
accommodate all of them.
Neil’s layout is a work-in-progress and the photos (10, 11 and
Centerspread) show only a fraction of the layout. OST will be
doing a more in-depth feature on this layout later in the year. For
u
now, enjoy the scenery.					

Mullet River
odel Works

118 Huson Ct. • Plymouth, WI 53073

Phone 920-892-8159
WWW.mulletrivermodelworks.com
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O Scale
Caboose Models
See your dealer or our web site for more photos
> Laser cut plywood body with working windows
> Full interior with roof ribs and purlins
> Separate doors can be modeled in the open position
> Working windows
> Etched brass underframes

403001 Soo Line Caboose with single window cupola
403002 SOO Line Caboose with two side window cupola
403003 DSS&A Caboose
403004 C&NW Caboose with no end windows
403005 C&NW Caboose with end windows
403006 C&NW Caboose with all wood underframe
403007 Big Four Caboose
403008 Milwaukee Road Caboose with tall cupola
403009 CB&Q 28' Caboose
403010 CB&Q 30' Caboose
403011 SOO Line 34' Caboose
403012 Central of Georgia Caboose with tong and groove side
403013 Yosemite Valley Caboose
403014 Central of Georgia Caboose with plywood side
403015 Colorado & Southern Caboose standard gage
403016 C&NW Bay Window Caboose tong and groove side
403017 C&O-Pere Marquette Caboose

$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00

P&D Hobby Shop

31280 Groesbeck,
Fraser, MI 48026
586-296-6116
Open Mon-Fri 10-8,
Sat 10-6, Sun 12-5
Fax: 586-296-5642
www.pdhobbyshop.com

Power
Power or
or Repower
Repower Kits
Kits for
for Red
Red Caboose
Caboose GPs
GPs

PDP2201K-Repower kit, Red Caboose GP9, P&D brass EMD Blomberg trucks

PDP2201K-Repower Kit, Red Caboose GP9 with P&D brass
Blomberg trucks...$225.00 + s&h

PDP2200K-Repower Kit, Red Caboose GP9 with plastic Blomberg
trucks...$160.00 + s&h

The P&D TWIN
TOWER DRIVE for the Red
Caboose GP body kit is
functionally equivalent
to the P&D power units
already available for the
P&D F units, GPs, RSDs,
and the Weaver FAs, FBs,
RS-3s and GP-38s.
The Red Caboose
power kits provide only
the necessary power
related parts to supplement the Red Caboose GP
body kit. These power kits
fully utilize the underframe
(platform), deck, air tanks,
fuel tanks, motor mounts
and screws that are furnished in the Red Caboose
body kit.
These P&D Twin Tower
Drive kits can also be used
to repower existing Red
Caboose GPs. Two kits are
offered: #PDP2200K has
plastic Blomberg trucks,
while #PDP2201K features
the P&D brass Blomberg
trucks, which are truly
some of the finest trucks
on the market. Each kit
also includes a powerful
Pittman motor and all the
necessary parts to complete the installation.
Detailed instructions are
included.

The Tillamook
Spruce Company:
an On30
Logging Railroad
Dirk Becker
During the last construction days of my White Pass & Yukon
layout, I bought one of Bachmann’s new Shay locomotives. I
liked this fantastic model right away, so I decided to construct
a logging railroad layout. Since I planned to display it at the
model railroad shows we have here in Germany, the cargo

Engine #9 is switching, and the Climax is taking empty log cars back to camp.

A scratchbuilt water tank.

area of my station wagon was the ultimate benchmark for
determining the size of the layout. As shown in Figure 1, the
Tillamook Spruce Company consists of three sections with
total dimensions of 8’ 9” x 4’ 3”. The track plan provides continuous running as well as extensive switching maneuvers. A
short piece of track on the left edge of the layout is for a later
extension to a saw mill.

The name of my railroad, Tillamook Spruce Company, is no
imaginary name. From 1924 to 1926, there really was a logging railroad with that name in and around Tillamook, Oregon. On requests for information, even the Tillamook Pioneer
Museum didn’t know about the existence of this line. I took to
the name, however, and modeled a freelance railroad rather
than a true-to-prototype copy.

The gas-mechanical is from Bachmann. All the rolling stock is weathered.

Climax #6 (another Bachmann product) was customized with a new smokejack
from Backwoods Miniatures.
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Engine #6 makes a pit stop in the camp.

The top of the caboose is the best place for a good view of the railroad.

The dogs look on with interest while the crew fiddles with the donkey engine.

The logging camp on the left side of the layout.

Although the distance is only 20 inches, the homemade background provides
a good depth effect.

Don’t try this at home! A brakeman is hanging on the last car.

A winch kit from Backwoods Miniatures gives this Shay a different look.

The Climax pulls a train with big tree stumps on the ring-track.
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All the visible track and turnouts were handlaid. The ties
are laid in typical chaotic logging railroad style, with Code
100 rail used throughout, spiking every tie. The appearance
and uniqueness of handlaid track is worth all of this effort. The
control system is Uhlenbrock Electronik’s DCC Daisy system
with turnouts controlled by remote switch decoders also from
Uhlenbrock.
The engine shed was scratchbuilt completely of linden
stripwood. I used more than 25 running meters of stripwood.

My water tower is a scratchbuilt freeFig. 1 lanced design typical of the do-ityourself spirit of many logging roads.
A big stump serves as a rear bearing
support. A spray can cap serves as a
water container which was covered
with stripwood. The spray can cap
is only ¾” high, so this height was
accepted for the water level in the
tank. I glued a piece of cardboard on
top of the cap and painted it a greenish-black color and finished it with
clear varnish for the water surface.
Ladders and other details complete
the scene. Other buildings on the
layout include four from Foothill
Model Works.
The scenery shell is made of paper-maché, covered with
Heki and Woodland Scenics turf and foliage material. I also
used some real sawdust here and there. All of the trees were
scratchbuilt with plant material from a florist.
The 2005 world premiere of my layout was at Intermodellbau Dortmund, one of the largest Model Railroad Fairs in
Germany. It was also displayed at the Schmalspur-Expo at
Klostermansfeld, Germany; the B.D.E.F. special show, ”American Railroads”, in Sinsheim; plus Berlin’s Recreation Center. u

Better be quiet, the man on the chair is trying to sleep.

Every logging railroad needs a steam donkey; this is one of two.
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The crew hammers out a ding in the gas-mechanical. All the figures on the
layout came from Arttista.

1:20.3 Rio Grande Southern #1
Item No. 82399

On30 Colorado Mining Co.
Item No. 29162

Along with the Great Depression, the Rio Grande

1:20.3 Scale DCC Ready

On30 Scale

Southern faced natural disaster as well when a
mudslide cut the railroad into two pieces. Struggling
MSRP: $150.00
Shipping Now
to remain financially solvent in the face of these
Rio
Grande
Southern #1
difficulties, the RGS developed Motor Car #1 as a
Item No. 29133
cost-effective solution to severely reduced passenger,
Greenbrier & Big Run Lumber Co.
freight, and US Mail traffic. Based on the replica of
(Green)
Item No. 29157
Rio Grande Southern Motor #1 that resides in
Pocahontas Lumber Co.
Colorado’s Ridgeway Railroad Museum, Bachmann
(Yellow & Black)
delivers whimsy and realism in two narrow gauge
Item No. 29160
scales with these anticipated Spectrum® models.
Midwest Quarry and Mining Co. (Black)

™

MSRP: $350.00 Shipping Now

Painted Unlettered – Red & Black
Item No. 82394

Painted Unlettered – Silver & Black
Item No. 82395

Item No. 29161

Features include:
• powered by realistic drive-shaft
• die-cast frame, bed, and hood
• LED headlights
• full interior with seats and instrument panel

Colorado Mining Co. (Silver & Black; shown)
Item No. 29162
Little River Logging Co. (Red & Black)
Item No. 29163
Painted Unlettered (Grey)
Item No. 29199

When the workday is over, treat your On30 or Large Scale crews to a Billboard Reefer,
advertising real American brew pubs. Visit your local hobby retailer to learn more.
On30 & Large Scale

Painted Unlettered – Black
Item No. 82396

Painted Unlettered - Yellow & Black
Item No. 82397

Painted Unlettered – Green & Black
Item No. 82398

Large Scale Only
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From PA Heritage
O Scale Birney Drive Units

DYNAMIC RUNNING BASE

For Use With JAK ROLLERS

O-Scale 2&3-Rail
Oak DRB 4-8-4 w/ 2 JAK Rollers $139
Oak DRB 4-8-8-4 w/ 4 JAK Rollers $174
Generation II
JAK ROLLER

• Shown above: a complete interior structure for the
Corgi Birney with lights and reversing headlights. Includes
the 2-rail power truck. $125.
• 2-rail power truck for the Corgi Birney. Requires some
floor removal which is not visible in the car. 8' wheelbase
with scale or hirail wheels. Our hirail wheels operate on
code 100 or higher. $90
• Not shown: Black Beetle power unit available in wheel
base from 23.75 MM to 40 MM.(15/16" to 1 9/16"). $65

Pa Heritage Models Ltd.
715 Ridgeway Road, Birdsboro, PA 19508
www.paheritagemodels.com

Available in Standard Gauge, G, O, S, HO Scales

Optional
Display Covers
Materials
Finishes
Sizes
Engraving
Wired & Insulated - No setup necessary
JAK ROLLERS can be used independent of Dynamic
Running Base for service, testing, and wheel cleaning!

Generation II JAK Rollers Available with Wheel Cleaning Pads

JAK Tool And Model, LLC
INFO@ JAKTOOL .COM
Tel (732) 610-5787
PO Box 291 Matawan, NJ 07747 WWW.JAKTOOL.COM

Simply the finest laser
cut kits you can buy!

E!!

O-SCAL

HIGHLY DETAILED

DURANGO’S
75-TON
COALING TOWER
MOVABLE CHUTE
$260
COMING SOON:
Ragg’s...To Riches?
dURANGO’S
sAND tOWER
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(570) 376-2025
www.raggstoriches.biz

The Art of Finescale
Michael Cougill
Getting Started in P48
Okay, you’ve made the decision to switch scales and O Scale and scenery materials available in O Scale will work just fine on
to P48 standards is your choice. Where do you find supplies and a P48 layout.
other materials? Take heart, it isn’t as hard as it seems. You’ll
One of the best sources I can direct you to is Gene Deimneed P48 wheels to start with. Northwest Shortline and Protoling’s Proto 48 Modeler e-zine (electronic magazine) on the Web
craft are two good sources for wheelsets designed to be drop-in at [www.proto48.org]. Here you’ll find examples of the fine
replacements for most manufacturers’ equipment. San Juan Car
modeling being done in P48, along with updates on forthcoming
Company makes a nice selection of trucks for steam-era models. items, and most importantly, a list of dealers for P48 products
Rich Yoder (RY Models), Precision Scale and others also have a
to get you going. An Internet search will turn up other websites
selection.
and forums dedicated to P48 topics. Walthers also has a cataLocomotives occasionally come ready-to-run with P48
log covering O and S Scales that would be a good resource to
wheelsets. These will mostly be from the major brass importhave. This isn’t an exhaustive list by any means. If I’ve left out
ers and can be hard to find. RY Models sometimes offers P48
someone’s favorite source of goodies, it’s an error of ignorance,
versions of their locos, as does George Kohs (Kohs and Comnot malice. You’ll learn best by doing. If someone is working in
pany), and occasionally Overland Models. For those of us with
P48 near you, see if they’re open to answering questions. Most
more modest budgets, locos from Atlas-O, Weaver and others
modelers are more than willing to do so.
can be converted to P48. Red Caboose made a GP-9 that is a
Since this is my first column as Editor, a few comments seem
sweet locomotive if you can find one. (I believe that Des Plains
in order. I think OST has a great mix of subjects and authors;
Hobbies is now producing them.) For many Diesel models, all
therefore, you won’t see any drastic changes to the magazine.
you need are replacement wheels that simply drop in the existI do want to expand coverage of some neglected subjects like
ing trucks. Conversions of locos built for Hi-Rail will be more
scenery, layout design and weathering. We have articles on
involved. Steam engine conversions will need much more work
all three subjects underway. The Art of Finescale column will
and ingenuity.
remain as is; although, I’d like to see more P48 coverage in OST.
Track to run on makes a layout more enjoyable and you’ll
It’s an aspect of O Scale that is under-represented in the model
likely be handlaying it in P48. Canter Rail Services (CRS) and
press. Many folks working in P48 are just quietly pursuing their
American Switch & Signal will get you going with track gauges
hobby interests while producing some extraordinary work in the
and switch templates from CRS, while John Pautz of American
process. I know you folks are out there. Let us know what you’re
Switch & Signal makes excellent quality P48 turnout castings.
doing. We are very open to running Finescale/P48 modeling
Right-O-Way Products has bundles of rail, ties, tieplates and all
features.
those details that make O Scale track so enjoyable to build and
As Brian mentioned in the last issue, I’m a relative newcomer
look at. Also check out The Irish Tracklayer for their offerings.
to O Scale and I do bring a different perspective with me. I’d like
Rolling stock is less of an issue. Many cars from Altas-O,
to see us broaden our readership by showing more of what O
Weaver, even Lionel make good candidates for use. As long
Scale has to offer. I want to look to the future of O Scale while
as the basic dimensions are accurate (and they often are), then
honoring its rich heritage. With your help, OST can do this with
the car can be re-detailed to your heart’s content. Some of the
grace and style.
older Intermountian and Red Caboose kits can still be found at
Best regards,
hobby shops and swap meets. Craftsman kits are available from
u
Mike							
San Juan Car Company, Chooch/Ultra-Scale, Mullet River and
others. Additionally, there are always brass
offerings from Sunset, Kohs & Company,
Roscoe’s Model
Keystone Model Works, RY Models, and
Precision Scale to name just a few. CouStructures
plers are more basic. Many P48 modelers
www.roscoesmodelstructures.com
swear by the scale rendition of the type
Realistic Cast Hydrocal
E, AAR coupler made by San Juan. It’s a
Building Kits
very good looking coupler. Others like the
Features:
operational reliability of Kadees. Although
• Decal Signage
I’m not that knowledgeable about them, I
• Laser Cut Plywood or Resin Cast Doors & Windows
believe there are some other choices too.
• Details from Sodders, Westport Model, Grandt Line
Pick the one that suits your needs best.
& Evan Designs
There’s no such thing as a P48 build• Free Shipping in Continental U.S.
ing. For structures and scenery, O Scale is
See our website for other kits or
O Scale. P48 mainly deals with track and
Kit shown is “Ace Electric”; Cat# TW-41 — $59.95
call us at 414-852-4977
wheel standards. All of the structure kits
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Rail-Related Industries from B.T.S. !
Cabin Creek

Coal Tipple
The Cabin Creek Coal Tipple is a freelanced
composite of several different tipples located in West
Virginia and Pennsylvania. Three tracks are serviced
here. The tipple kit is laser cut and engineered for
easy construction. Detail castings and bulkheads are
included. Overall size is about 2’ x 4’ as shown.

#18105-L

$ 549.95

Slatyfork Sawmill

Slatyfork is a double bandsaw mill that can handle the load! This Master
Creations’ kit consists of laser-cut basswood, plywood, and detail castings.
Interior walls and floors are included. And the standard features of B.T.S.
kits are there... positionable doors and window sashes, slot and tab
construction, brass door knobs, and well-engineered construction providing
fast and easy assembly. The footprint is about a scale 115’ x 65’.

#18300

$ 850.00

Willet’s Supply Co.

Willet’s Supply Company represents a small trackside firm dealing in just
about anything! If they don’t have it, you probably don’t need it! Loading
dock and freight doors are on the back and right side. Fence and detail castings
are included. Approx. Scale Size - 45’ x 24’

#17435

$ 89.95

Elliott and Sons Supply
While it is a freelanced structure, the Elliott & Sons Supply was based upon a tomato
packing house in Florida. The kit features laser-cut basswood, cardstock and plywood;
tabbed, easy construction; loads of Detail Castings; laser-cut, self-sticking shingles &
sashes; laser-etched nail holes; optional skylights; and a scale 40’ x 60’ Footprint.

#18106

$ 229.95

Anderson Pulpwood Yard

At the yard, small truck loads of pulpwood, small logs cut into about five foot lengths,
are loaded onto pulpwood cars for shipment out to the mill. The Anderson Pulpwood
Yard kit includes the office, storage shed, truck scale, oil drum rack, two wood racks,
signage, raw materials for pulpwood, and metal detail castings. Office and scale footprint
is a scale 34’ x 40’.

#17480

$ 89.95

P O Box 856
Elkins, WV 26241
Phone:
Fax:

304-637-4510
304-637-4506

www.btsrr.com
Shipping - $5.00/order in the US

All Scale Catalog - $5.00

Celebrating over 29 Years of Service since 1979

Spif Up Your
P&D Tower Drive

Text & Photos
by Ray Grosser

Tower Chain Tensioner
I have a model of a Soo Line Alco FA-1
built using an Overland body with a scratchbuilt frame and fuel tank, along with a P&D
chain drive tower and wheelsets in Weaver trucks
(Photo 1). After a considerable amount of fine running, I noticed the plastic chain began slipping on
the gear sprockets, possibly due to stretching. I tried
removing one link of the chain, but discovered that it
would be too tight and impossible to get over the sprockets.

1

I considered making a bronze bearing to take out the
sloppy fit of the shaft in the tower, but that would not work
since I still could
not adjust things
if the chain
stretched some
more. I decided
to see if I could
mount a router
bearing on a
brass idler arm
that could be
adjusted to keep
the chain taut
(Photo 2).
I started by soldering a short piece of 0.186” dia. brass
tubing onto a piece of 0.040” flat brass. I mounted the router
bearing in the tubing — a snug fit that
did not require any
cement to keep it in
place. I measured
the distance from the
chain to the hole in
the gear tower and
cut the brass arm so
that it cleared everything. Once I had

2

3

determined the length of the arm, I drilled and tapped a hole
for a 2-56 bolt that holds the whole assembly to the tower
(Photo 3). Test running the engine revealed it was a perfect
solution that could be adjusted later if needed.
Eight-Wheel Electrical Pickup Wipers
I have a Red Caboose (now Des Plaines Hobbies) Phase
II GP-9 and a P&D Hobbies EMD F-3 with the P&D replacement drives and brass trucks. I view these as the finest
detailed and operating trucks in the business except for one
thing: each truck picks up power on one side only. I use a
Digitrax DCC control system and decoders with SoundTraxx
DSX sound boards “piggybacked” in all my locomotives,
so having good electrical pickup is absolutely essential for
operation. I asked several O Scale modelers if they had any
experience with making wipers for 8 wheel pickup, but none
had. So here is how I made mine.
I started with some double-sided copper circuit board
from Radio Shack. I made two small square pieces to fit on
the bottom spring plank of the truck. I drilled a #52 clearance
hole in the board and a #56 hole in the corner of the spring
plank, tapping it to receive a 0-80 X 3/8” long hex head bolt.
I sanded off the copper cladding where the bolt head would
be located, so that I had an area of isolated copper cladding
to attach my wipers to.
Once the boards were attached, I cut some Clover House
0.010” hard nickel silver into a 1/8-inch wide strip long
enough to reach from wheel center to wheel center. I made
two opposing 45 degree bends on the ends that contacts the
wheels, then twisted each extension of the wiper 90 degrees
to contact the back side of the wheel with a flat surface, and
soldered the strip on to the board. I soldered some 30 gauge
wire to the board and threaded it up through the frame, running each wire lead back to opposite end truck pick up screw,
attaching them with solder to the connector (Photos 4 & 5).
Test running the engine revealed it was a perfect solution. I
painted the wipers grimy black
which made
them disappear
under the engine.
I also added the
chain idler bearings as explained
above. I now
have positive
8-wheel pickup.
No more flickering headlights,
interrupted
sound, or slow
speed stalling on
isolated switch
frogs.		
u

4

5
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Building a Simple Wooden Trestle
Text by Martin Brechbiel
Trestle and Photos by Ed Reutling
1

inspiration for this exercise. We’ll leave the details of the construction of the bench work and foam to your imagination since
there are too many construction alternatives to address here.
What this article deals with is building a trestle across a ravine
in a very general sense that should be readily adaptable to your
space and needs.
The starting point is something analogous to the situation
depicted in Photo 3, a ravine to be crossed. In this specific case,
we’re bridging 90 scale feet and will end up with a set of 6 bents

3

One of the limitations in the selective compression of reality
is that most of us all end up with a relatively flat layout (unless
you have some serious space and resources). To alleviate that
condition, we add scenery elements such as mountains, cuts,
valleys, and ravines to superimpose an illusion of three-dimensionality. Mountains provide one with the ability to add tunnels
(deceiving the viewer by creating an illusion of a larger space,
etc). Cuts provide a visual element of depth without adding
grades. Valleys and ravines provide the inverse depth element
also without adding grades. We’ll focus on that latter opportunity
with this project.
While building an extension to my point-to-point, around the
room switching layout, I decided to add a large ravine that would
need a bridge over it. A local bridge renovation (Photo 1) combined with the Clinchfield wood trestle (Photo 2) provided some

as well as timber and crushed stone abutments at each end. A
trestle needs supports; so we start from the bottom up, making
a series of good foundations. The foam is easily carved or cut to
insert forms for pouring foundations (Photo 4).

4

2

Wooden forms were fabricated and assembled into an excavated section on the pink foam, to be both level and set into the
scenery. (Photos 5 & 6). Simple Plaster of Paris was used to pour
the six ”concrete” foundations. The foundations are spaced 10
scale feet apart and there are three different sizes - 1’ x 3½’, 1’
x 5’, and 1’ x 6’ scale feet, since the bent gets wider at the base
the higher the bridge it supports. When the plaster was set, but
not hard, the forms were just popped off; no need for any release
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5

6

8

to roughen up the wood surfaces. Vertical bracing was added to
”hold” these together, and you could dress these up with nutbolt-washer castings to suit your own level of necessary details.
The bents (Figure 1, page 21) for supporting the bridge were
assembled in place from 5/16” square stock pine using the following technique. First, the sill beams were centered on the plaster foundations. Second, the 3 vertical members were measured
in place from the sill up to the bottom of the lintels of the bent
that are attached to the underside of the bridge beams. The vertical members are cut to length as needed on the band saw, and
secured in place with CA. Lastly, the 2 diagonal outer members
of each bent were similarly measured, cut and installed. These
6 trestle bents are actually 3 symmetric pairs working inwards
from each abutment and are all basically the same: three centered vertical supports and then two outside supports angled at
12 degrees (Photo 9). The only difference is height that they are

9
7

agents (Photo 7).
The main beams that extend across the ravine are a scale
18” square, cut from pine on the band saw. At the ends of the
bridge they were left sitting on the wooden forms of the abutments at track level, with the space behind them being filled in
with crushed stone (Photo 8). One of the advantages of cutting
your own wood, besides economics, is that the saw leaves all
those nice cutting marks that give the wood some character. You
could just as easily substitute dimensional lumber from Midwest, Northeastern, Kappler, or Mt. Albert, and use a razor saw

scaled to support. So, all of the trestle bents were just assembled
to fit and glued in place as opposed to any kind of complicated
pre-assembly process. And, then one might ask, what holds the
entire structure in place? Just gravity, with a bit of help from a
pair of 00-90 machine screws though the ends of those main
cross beams down into the top of the abutment (Photo 10).
Now, since the gap in the middle of the bridge span was too
wide without some sort of support, an additional set of trestle
bents were inserted adjacent to the inner pair of large bents
(Photo 11). These doubled bents then support six (3/16” x 1”)
large beams in 3 pairs with one pair on the centerline and one
pair under each of the bridge stringers that in turn provides support to two more lintels under the main bridge beams. Again, all
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10

13

14
11

15
of the measurements are only for this specific example and you
can translate and modify these into your situation as needed.
Finally, cross-bracing and diagonal bracing (1/16” x 3/16”) was
added across the trestle bents and in between, connecting everything with CA into one solid structure. Again, one could dress
up all of these braces with NBW castings. Everything, from the
ties down to the sill beams, got a healthy application of MinWax
walnut stain (Photo 12). If you want your trestle to look lighter, or

12

darker, you can always use a different color of stain.
Now, before actually putting the bridge into place, it’s probably best to add the scenery to avoid having to reach around
and under the bridge. Some scattered outcroppings of rocks add
interest to these scenes and they do not have to be a complicated
exercise to create and install. Simple aluminum foil, heavily crinkled up, can be used to cast rock formations that can be installed
in place as in Photo 13. After the plaster has set, the foil was
peeled away (Photo 14) and dirt and Woodland Scenics ground
cover was applied, and secured with sprayed on ”wet water” and
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Fig. 1

artist’s matte medium (Photos 15 & 16). The rock outcroppings
can be painted, tinted, or stained. These are just starting points
on scenery, since this part up is entirely up to you and your plans
for what goes under your bridge, whether it’s dirt, water, a road,
u
or another set of tracks!			

Babbitt Railway Supply Co.

Limited Run Brass Steam Locomotive Kits (Pacific 4-6-2 shown).
Also available: 4-4-0, 4-4-2, 4-6-0, 4-6-2, 4-8-2, 2-6-0. Kits complete
with full instructions and pictures. Also, restoration, repair and all
parts available. Send $1.00 for catalog.
Babbitt Railway Supply Co.
715 Barger • Mayfield • KY 42066
270-247-0303 • boyceyates@bellsouth.net

Nos. 16001-18500

O SCALE/PROTO 48 • Kit #124/124-P … $49.95
•Based on 1917 prototype built
by Mt. Vernon Car Co.
•Double sheath with Dreadnought ends
•Steel underframe
•Andrews trucks
•Kit includes couplers and decals
Also available –
SACRAMENTO NORTHERN
Boxcar Nos. 2301-2350
Kit #125/125-P … $49.95
� Coming soon – SP Sugar Beet Gondola
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East Gary
Car Co.

Dept OST
3828 St. Joseph Ct
Lake Station IN 46405

www.modelbuildingservices.com
Scratchbuilt Steel Mill

They’re Back!
Former Indianapolis Car Company sides
are now available from new tooling.
Parts #100 & #200
$3.00 each

ATLAS O Scale 2-Rail
3518-1
3513-1
7458
7462
7519
7521
7638
7639
9019
9052
9103
9125
9159
9374
9371
9519
9707
9766
9855
9403
7974

Conrail SD-40 DCC Gold $407.95
WM SD-40 DCC Gold
$407.95
C&NW SS Box
$45.00
Reading SS Box
$45.00
Bend Mills 53' Evans
$55.20
NN&S 53' Evans
$55.20
Chessie Safety EV Caboose $63.70
Family Lines EV Caboose $63.70
Southern Star 36' Reefer
$53.50
ASD 36' Reefer
$53.50
Merchants Biscuit 40' Reefer $53.50
Farimont 40' Reefer
$53.50
Mathieson 40' Reefer
$62.65
Edgar Clay 70T Hopper
$55.20
WM 70T Hopper
$55.20
Santa Fe 40' Steel Reefer
$55.20
C&NW 1937 AAR DD Box $55.20
C of NJ 1923 ARA X-29 Box $59.45
Schmidts 50' PS-1 Box
$59.45
NH 50' PS-1 DD Box
$55.20
Southern 89'4" Flat
$63.70

Models built by Stu Gralnik
264 Marret Rd • Lexington MA 02421
Ph: 781-860-0554
stu@modelbuildingservices.com

Assembled buildings
from any manufacturer’s kit.
Kitbashed, painted and
detailed...
“Just Like Real!”

Orders under $50 please add $4.50 for postage and
handling. SASE for updated list.

Deichman’s Depot

Model Building
Services

Repairs - Sales - Installations
Standard & Narrow Gauges

Special Thanks To Our Springfield Visitors

•DCC •Sound •Figures •Couplers
•Styrene & Wood •Track •Vehicles
•Building Kits •Tools •Details •Lubes
Greenford, OH 4/4-5

Timonium, MD 4/12-13

Other Shows In MA, MD, NY, OH, PA , RI
Call Ahead - Orders can be delivered to all show locations
Contact us for further info

Mail Orders - Credit Cards - Gift Certificates
Craftsman Grade Products & Services

Cr u sa d e r
R A I L

S E R V I C E S

Scale Train
B R U M M Y ’O S

Issue # 3

PREMIUM GROUND

Sale Date : 3/0
RUBBER BALLAST

Due: 1/15/08

Scale or Hi-Rail Size:
Limestone White, Gray New
Earth Colors! (All sizes) Dry Dirt,
Rich Dirt (Darker), Sand Box
Beige (Brighter) Coal - All Sizes.
WE NOW TAKE VISA, M/C, and AMEX

Phone: 330-825-3673
Fax: 330-825-0214

200 23rd St. NW • Barberton, OH 44203

5920 Houghton St., Phila. Pa. 19128
215-482-7530 crusaderrail@verizon.net

email: Dbrumagin4@netscape.net

BF&M

O Gauge Kits and Parts from past
Master Modelers

ALL Trainman Rolling 2rl Stock $36.50
CHECK WEB for AVAILABILITY

Deichman’s Depot

110 Ivyside Dr, York PA 17402
Ph: 717-755-1108 • Fax: 717-840-9650
deichmansdepot@comcast.net
www.deichmansdepot.com

Stevenson Preservation Lines
Catalog 2005 Price: $3.00
http://RailsUnlimited.ribbonrail.com/
email: railsunl@sbcglobal.net
“We take time to give you full service”

Baldwin Forge & Machine

Unique O Scale models • Urethane cars; 40’ & 50’ boxcars, reefers, stock cars, milk cars, pickle car & circus cars.
Full Service O Scale Dealer • Kits, DCC & Sound Supplies
Books: new & out of print • Darkroom Services • Railroad Photos
Model Railroad Sales & Service
Ted Schnepf
126 Will Scarlet
Elgin Il 60120-9524
847-697-5353 or 847-697-5366

How can we help you? Custom machine
work, 3-R to 2-R conversions for steam,
diesel or electric. Driver castings
machined. General repairs to O Scale locomotives. Call Joe, evenings 7 to 9 PM.
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Box 5, Baldwin MD 21013

410-592-5275 or rrjjf@aol.com

Baldwin Model Locomotive Works
Lobaugh
Adams & Sons
Lenoir
Kansas City Kit
Hines Lines
Alexander
Pearce Tool Co.

Bob Stevenson, 2326 230th St. Ames, IA 50014

Book Reviews

Favorite New Railroad Books of the Past Few Years

Roger C. Parker
What are the elements that make
for lasting value in railroad or traction
books?
As the prices of railroad books
continue to increase—along with the
prices of just about everything else—it
becomes more and more important
that readers shop for long-term value…
and that book publishers produce
books that deliver it. To justify today’s
high cover prices, it’s no longer enough
for a book to appear on a given subject. To justify purchase beyond a
given line’s dedicated fans, books have
to provide lasting pleasure.
To me, the best way to evaluate the
true value of a book is to measure how
frequently I remove it from the shelves
and enjoy it over and over again. Here
are some of my favorites, published
between 2004 and 2007, with some of
the lessons they teach.
Best-produced Book—Color
My favorite color book is Jim Boyd’s
Outbound Trains: In the Era Before the
Mergers. This
beautifully
reproduced,
full-sized,
full-color, volume surveys
railroading
and railroaders in the ”fallen flags” era. Part of
Boston Mills Press’ Masters of Railroad
Photography series, Outbound Trains
teaches modelers and railroad lovers
several important lessons.
One lesson is that you can never
weather too much! Many books feature
just painted or washed rolling stock.
Outbound Trains is one of the few that
shows railroad rolling stock as it often
appeared, with a coating of dust and
dirt and surrounded by an often cluttered environment of buildings, auto-

mobiles and right-of-way. Often, for
example, the Diesels in multi-unit lashups exhibited slight painting variations.
The weathered and textured rolling
stock shown in Outbound Trains can
teach volumes about why our models
so often look like models rather than
scaled-down trains.
The second lesson shared by many
of the following books is the importance of story, provided by the individuals who ran the trains or—as the
cover photograph shows—the people
who cleaned the trains.
A final lesson that Outbound Trains’
photographs teach is that of mystery;
of omission; of shadows—especially
in Jim Boyd’s numerous night photographs. The most powerful images
seem to be the night photographs of
railroad stations or engine servicing
facilities, or of daylight scenes framed
by station platforms. A night photograph of a Pullman porter awaiting the
departure of Milwaukee Road’s Pioneer
Limited at Milwaukee ties the mystery
of night photography and human interest together.
It’s probably much harder to sell to
a broad audience than to target the
fans and ex-employees of a specific
railroad. Outbound Trains succeeds
because the theme of pre-merger railroads is so strong and Jim Boyd’s photographs do adequate justice to every
geographic area of the country.
Best-produced Book—B&W
The black and white book I continue to return to is: A Passion for
Trains: The Railroad Photography of
Richard Steinheimer, published by
W. W. Norton & Company. Richard
Steinheimer’s black and white photographs are as beautifully produced as
Jim Boyd’s color photographs in the
previous volume.

And again,
people spell
the difference.
Railroads and
the Western
landscape may
provide the
focal point;
but the emotional resonance comes
from the presence of people, even
if they are only silhouetted against a
distant horizon. The scale of ”man
versus machine” frequently emerges
in Steinheimer’s book. Often, railroaders are dwarfed by the rolling stock as
well as the natural environment. Many
of Steinheimer’s strongest photographs
teach lessons about the importance of
details that tell a story, such as a pair of
milk cans sitting alone on a freight platform, or the simple patterns of railroads
crossing each other at acute angles.
Best Story
My vote for the best story is: Moving
Mail and Express by Rail by Edward
M. DeRouin.
This handsome volume,
published by
Pixels Publishing
in 2007, has
numerous lessons to teach.
The first lesson, if you’re
looking to succeed with a ”generic,” i.e. non-railroad
specific book, is to choose a topic
that has not been thoroughly covered.
Although mail and express played a
major role in most railroad and traction operations, the full story had never
been told in detail.
The second lesson is to include
photographs from a broad range of
sources. Moving Mail and Express by
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Rail contains photographs from a variety of sources, including libraries and
historical societies, noted railroad photographers like Jim Shaughnessy, and
the Kalmbach Publishing Collection.
The third lesson is to balance details
with people. Although Moving Mail
and Express by Rail contains numerous details of procedures, car routings,
and station switching, details are often
communicated using anecdotes, interviews, and recollections.
Finally, go first-class in terms of
layout, production, and printing. Each
page is beautifully laid out, the photographs are detailed, and the binding is
destined for a long life. These details
pay off by showcasing the writing and
photographs.
New Arrival: The Shore Line Electric
Railway Company
New volumes from the Central Electric Railfans’ Association are always
good news; and their latest volume,
Bulletin 139: The Shore Line Electric
Railway Company, by O. R. Cummings,
is no exception.
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Unlike the extensively documented
Midwestern traction lines, Connecticut’s Shore Line Electric Railway has
not received the attention it should
have, given its distinctive rolling stock
and the pleasant scenery and small
towns it connected. The Shore Line
Electric connected New Haven, Connecticut, with New London, plus a
branch to Norwich. When completed,
the line permitted all-electric transit between Boston and New York
City—a major accomplishment in its
time, although definitely not a journey
for the faint of heart. Travelers, for
example, had to switch to the New
York, Westchester, and Boston at New
Rochelle, NY, and then—once again—
to streetcars for the remainder of the
journey between the NYW&B’s Bronx
terminal and Manhattan.
One of my favorite features of this
book is the book’s logical ”segmentby-segment” organization, from New
Haven to the east. This permits a pleasing variety of photographs of rolling
stock, carbarns, and—most impor-

tant—rural and urban landscapes. As
always with CERA publications, the
art direction, photo reproduction, and
printing quality are first-rate.
Traction modelers searching for
inspiration will find numerous beautifully-detailed photographs of the line’s
distinctive, heavy, passenger cars asdelivered and in everyday use.
Publisher’s addresses:
Boston Mills Press, 132 Main Street,
Erin, Ontario, Canada N0B 1T0
W. W. Norton & Company, Inc.,
500 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y.
10110
Pixels Publishing, P.O. Box 10, La
Fox, IL 60147
You can find all of these books
online at the publisher’s website or
Amazon.com			
u
Note: Roger will be back next issue
with Traction Action.

Running O Scale Trains with On-Board Power
The Positive and Negative
Andy Romano
If you’re anything like me, you find track cleaning to be a real
dis-incentive to running trains. My layout (The Ironbound RR.
OST#33) is located in our garage. On a breezy day when the
garage door is open for even a few minutes, fine powdery pollen
and tree debris finds its way in, heading straight for the railheads
where it turns to sludge. For this reason I have been searching for
an alternative to through-the-rails power for my locos.
I’ve been using wireless control for some time now, but it’s still
through the rails. When browsing through a recent issue of OST,
I came upon an ad for a wireless system which eliminates track
power completely. Now this sounded like a system made just for
people like me. So I plunked down a few hundred bucks (not a
small amount for us retired guys) and took the plunge. What I
learned is worth sharing.
I chose the RCS (Remote Control Systems) on-board battery
and motor-driver system which is imported from Australia. There
may be similar systems available from other companies. My plan
was to buy a basic unit and test it on my layout before tossing
out my other control systems and tearing out all my track feeder
wires.
What you get from RCS are four components: battery packs,
which give a nominal 14.4V for train running; a small PC board
with battery charger socket, an on-off switch, LED indicator and
other electronic ”thingies”; a PC board, which acts as an electronic throttle; and a small radio signal receiver (Photo 1). You

Photo 1: Small metal box is the radio signal receiver, connected here to the
basic motor control module. Bright blue wire is antenna.

also get a very small hand-held wireless transmitter and a battery
charger, some extra wire and connectors.
The transmitter/controller is less than half the size of a TV
remote, so it’s easy to hold and operate, plus, its array of little buttons will control sound effects and the like. (Photo 2). The handheld controller can be electronically linked to different locos if
required, or you can get more than one controller and link each
one up to a different loco if you want two or more operators
working at the same time.
Locos can be MU’d, each with its own power source, or with
two units drawing off one battery pack. Of course this will drain
the batteries quicker, but the system is robust and you’ll be able
to run trains for quite a long time on each charge. I am told by
other users that an average O Scale loco should get at least three
to four hours of steady running under load at 12V. There are more
heavy-duty versions of the system available as well.
Is the system easy to install? I’m an electronics-impaired klutz
and I was able to do it. However, don’t count on the instruction
sheets to make it easy. They may be confusing because they are
not organized and seem to be describing items you do not actual-

Photo 2: Comparison of very small 9V battery powered transmitter (right)
with a typical hand-held track-power radio transmitter. Once door is closed
you hardly know it’s anything but a boxcar. But because the green LED is not
visible through door, don’t forget to turn off the system switch when you’re
done running!

ly have in your system. There are several different systems offered
and the company tries to cover them all with one set of instructions. In the end, it’s like anything else, once you figure it out you
say: ”Hey, that was easy.”
Some O Scalers have managed to fit the entire system into an
RS3, using a smaller, less powerful version of the system designed
to fit ”smallish” Diesel models. Unless you are willing to take one
of your engines and do some surgery to fit all the components,
you will do as I did (and as the manufacturer recommends), and
put all the components into a boxcar or dummy B-unit. Assembling all the components in a boxcar is not all that difficult. I used
a lightweight Atlas plastic boxcar, one of the old 1970’s-series
cars. I tried a two-bay hopper car, thinking the batteries would fit
down in the bays, but it made the car’s center of gravity too high
and it tended to lean.
The components are arranged so that the battery-packs lie flat
on the deck, and the on-off switch and recharging receptacle are
accessible through an open boxcar door (Photo 3). RCS offers
a plastic bracket which makes this a little easier (Photo 4). The
receiver is mounted as far from the batteries as possible, and the

Photo 3: I placed the whole works in a boxcar: 1) battery charger receptacle
2) on-off switch 3) green LED indicates system on 4) receiver antenna wire
is threaded through roof and hidden under the roofwalk. 5) The two battery
packs are attached with Velcro to plastic bracket on car floor. My old oversized quick-connector is near Kadee coupler at left end.
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Photo 4: View of typical arrangement inside a car. A plastic ”bracket” makes
components a little easier to handle. The motor control module has been
mounted vertically in this case, with signal receiver mounted to underside
of car roof, keeping it as far from batteries as possible, to minimize signal
interference.

antenna wire can be passed through a small hole in the roof.
I looped mine around the roofwalk and tucked it under so it’s
barely noticeable. The connecting cable can be run through the
floor near one end for easy connecting to the loco. If you can find
snap-together connectors petite enough, you might be able to
make them look like air brake hoses. The one with the kit is large
and ungainly, and may interfere with the trucks tracking through
switches and curves. Small cable/connectors are available from
Miniatronics.
Because of the weight of the batteries, the plastic trucks developed so much friction they were no longer free-rolling. I popped
them off and attached a pair of KTM brass trucks with steel
wheels and axles. Anytime you change the trucks on a car you
will almost certainly affect the coupler height. It did in my case
and unfortunately fixing this took longer than installing the battery system! It was worth the bother though; the new trucks greatly improved the rolling quality of the car. You must disconnect all
electrical pickup from the loco motor so that battery power does
not flow back through the trucks into the rails. If it does, it will
power up other locos or accessories in that electrical block, leading to all sorts of nasty train wrecks, electrical shorts and draining
the batteries a lot quicker.
The positives are pretty obvious. No problems caused by
dirty track, ”iffy” switch points, or loose feeder wires and solder
joints. No reverse loop wiring puzzles. You can stand across the
room and press one button. Your loco begins to crawl, almost
imperceptibly. I even noticed a significant improvement in the
performance of my loco. There is something very satisfying and
realistic about carrying the power source right on the train. Rails
revert back to what they were intended to do - support and guide
the train along its route. You can still use the rails to carry signal
current or whatever.
The negatives may be significant to you. While the NiCad
rechargeable battery packs have grown smaller over the years,
they are still quite heavy, adding significant dead weight to a train
(Photo 5). There is no way a small loco, such as my GE 45 ton
switcher, can handle all this weight and still shuffle a few freight
cars around the yard. Even the Ironbound’s heavy SD9 slips her
wheels pulling that battery boxcar up a stiff grade on the layout.
However, this isn’t necessarily a bad thing if the batteries are
placed inside the loco and thereby add more weight for traction.
What about DCC-equipped locos? The RCS system is not
designed to work with digital control systems. You wouldn’t want
to pull all that stuff out of your locos, or disconnect your track
feeders just to try this out. But here’s the trick; you can continue
to run your DCC trains and also a battery-equipped loco on the
same track, each using its appropriate controller. You may find
you like it enough to start converting more of your locos.
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Photo 5: Each battery pack holds six AA rechargeable NiCad batteries
supplying approximately 7.2V for total of 14.4V for train running. Larger battery
packs are available.

After installing my system, I could not get it to work. I contacted Don Sweet from RCS New England and Don attempted
to help me work out the problem over the phone. He could not
have been more helpful and patient. We tried this and that but it
wouldn’t work. We finally decided I’d better ship the whole thing
back to him. It turns out that there was nothing whatsoever wrong
with the installation, but I had mistakenly been sent a transmitter which works on a different frequency from the receiver! They
look pretty much the same so there’s no way I could have known.
I got the correct transmitter, and voila! My train is running like a
Swiss watch. Running on rails that may have grime on them, but
u
no electricity in them. How sweet it is!			

Beaver Creek Station
laser cut wood, the industries finest plaster castings, reasonably easy assembly...
overall footprint is 6 1/2” x 10”
#6040 O scale $89.95

www.bantamodelworks.com

421 Hopkins Road
Dummerston, VT
05301
800-653-8214
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Show off your railroad with a wireless video
camera. Capture the Engineer’s view of
your railroad and share the pictures with
the railroad
community. A
Complete line of
wireless camera
and receivers start
at $66.95

Now Available!
Field parts for your interlocking
tower: pipe carriers, crank stands and
cranks. Visit our web site for details.

Exclusive
Special
Runs
Philadelphia Quartz
70 Ton Hopper

Lackawanna “Phoebe Snow”
Double-Sheathed Boxcar
3-Rail (8314) 2-Rail (9314)

$47.95*

3-Rail (8377)

$51.95*

$51.95*

*Shipping:$6.95 for
1 or 2 cars
$7.95 for 3 or 4 cars

Peter Peerbolte Onion Sets
40’ Reefer
3-Rail (8191) 2-Rail (9191)

$59.95*

2-Rail (9377)

$54.95*

All items above are
available in two road
numbers

$62.95*

Additional Atlas O Special Runs Coming Soon:
Oppenheimer Sausage 36’ Reefer
Boston & Maine Trainman Box Car

am-hobbies.com

PayPal

6 Delmar Ridge Drive • Wellsboro, PA 16901

(570) 723-1824

amhobbies2@hotmail.com

The Irish
Tracklayer

2682 W. Palo Alto Ave
Fresno CA 93771
www.irishtracklayer.com

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE!

Reaching thousands of
O Scalers for just $60
an issue*.
Contact Jeb@
OScaleMag.com for
details.
(*6x rate contract)

See Your Dealer Today!

Farmer’s Grain & Stock Company
• This O Scale grain elevator’s compact size makes it
perfect for your On3, On30, or O gauge layout
• 100% Laser-cut parts with our famous Peel & Stick
and Tab & Slot technology
• Elevator features drive through bay with ramps,
office addition, laser scribed decking, wood handrail,
ladder, and simulated metal roofing
• Also includes laser-cut lettering stencil and custom
printed full color farm industry related signage

O Scale Kit #472
www.laserkit.com
For O Scale Catalog, Please Send $1 to:

American Model Builders, Inc. 8229 Brentwood Ind. Dr. St. Louis, MO 63144
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Now Available!

Coming To Terms With O Scale
As a model railroader for well over 50 years, it is easy to
stop and reflect on the direction this hobo has chosen for his
modeling. Starting out with the simple around-the-tree layout
and advancing as my modeling interests changed and became
more sophisticated, I soon found that Hi-Rail realism was my
layout of choice. That lasted for several years; but as my modeling interest in scale and realism grew, so did my passion for
modeling the prototype. That passion has led me on this journey of pursuing scale modeling with the most realistic looking
track available: O Scale 2-Rail.
From where this hobo rests awaiting the next train, it is easy
to see that the hobby is constantly changing. There is a lot of
talk and discussion about scale and realistic modeling. There
are several hobbyists who are choosing to make the transition
into O Scale. Things are a lot more complicated here than they
used to be. But a lot more product is readily available today
for someone with that interest and it is a lot easier to make the
transition today than it was just a few years ago.
The line between Hi-Rail and 2-Rail modeling is becoming
as foggy as a misty morning out on the mainline. This hobo
notes that the line is just as blurred with the terminology
of scale model railroading where things are just a bit more
sophisticated and precise. Learning the proper use of those
terms will serve you well.
As your modeling interests become more scale oriented,
you soon realize that mixing the terms simply will not work.
People contemplating scale modeling or new to scale modeling may have a difficult time sorting out those correct terms.
For a seasoned hobbyist, using the wrong terms could be compared to hearing the wrong note in a symphony; it certainly
was not what the composer had in mind, nor what the audience wanted to hear. And so it is with scale modeling. This is
very important for someone who wants to ask questions and
learn more. You will receive much better answers if you ask
the correct questions and speak the lingo. This old hobo has
seen and heard a lot in my travels. Here are some of the most
prominent terms that will keep you on the right track in your
pursuit of scale modeling:
O Scale is 2-Rail modeling. Everything is scaled to 1/48
dimensions. O Gauge, on the other hand, is 3-Rail modeling
and the models may be scale or semi-scale. The biggest difference is the track on which the models run. You can put an O
Gauge model on 3-Rail track and wish it as you will; it is still
an O Gauge model. And, will always be an O Gauge model
as long as it runs on O Gauge track. Hi-Rail modeling is
operating scale trains in a scale environment on 3-Rail track.
Hi-Railers tend to be very particular and deliberate in building
everything on their layouts close to exact scale except for their

middle rail compromise. Then there are the terms of measurement. Here is where a lot of confusion creeps in.
Radius is half the diameter of the curve. The standard in
O Scale is to measure from the center of the track ties to the
center of the circle. An O Scale radius of 72” means that the
space required for a circle of track will have the diameter of
144”, which will provide for very realistic curves but requires
a lot of space. The wider the curves, the better they are for
realistic modeling. Just like on a real railroad, some locomotives require long sweeping curves and will not negotiate a
tight unrealistic curve.
When contemplating scale modeling one must take the
radius requirements into account when selecting equipment. It
is not the fault of the engine or the manufacturer if your track
curvature is too tight.
In O Gauge, curves are measured with the diameter such as
O-72, O-54, O-48, and O-36. Diameter is the distance across
a circle of track. Three rail modeling allows for ultra-tight
curves for those with limited space. The compromise is that
although the trains will negotiate the curves, the overall look
will appear to be very unrealistic with wide overhangs on the
curves.
There are several scale couplers available on the market.
One is called the Kadee and is probably the most common
and popular. Its use is winning popularity in all scale modeling, whether 2-Rail or 3-Rail, because its profile is very close
to the prototype.
Engine servicing facilities had huge coaling towers for storing and loading of coal for locomotive tenders. The coaling
towers were made of reinforced wood and later with concrete.
Coaling tipples, on the other hand, were located at the coal
mines and were used for loading coal hoppers.
In prototype railroading terms, a switch is an electrical control for a circuit. A turnout, on the other hand, is a junction
on the tracks where the tracks divide in different directions
such as a yard with sidings. Switch towers contain levers and
switches for controlling the turnouts.
Gage is generally defined as the instrument used to measure
gauge. Gauge is the distance between the 2 running rails. In
both O Gauge and O Scale, the measured distance is 1.25
inches. That is a standard. Marker lights generally appear on
the rear of the tender. Classification lights, however, are located on the front of the locomotive.
Transitioning into 1/48 scale model railroading is a learning
curve. It requires a wider understanding of the basic terms of
modeling which leads to more precise and accurate definition.
Hobo hopes that the clarification of these terms will be helpful
in your journey into scale modeling. Hope to see you at the
next station.					
u
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NEW
© 2008 Gorilla Glue Company SG6HD1

Just when we thought Silflor couldn’t get any better, those
scenery gurus at MiniNatur have developed a new multi-depth
grass process that takes textures to a whole new dimension.
Cow Pastures with Tufts begin with a short 2mm base grass
and inserts 6mm tall tufts randomly throughout the mat.
Pastures with Molehills (or ‘Cow Pies’) carry things a little further by
adding little brown deposits of organic fertilizer on the grass. Both
pastures match perfectly with the entire Silflor product line including
Prairie Tufts and Grass Pathways.

FOR THE TOUGHEST JOBS ON PLANET EARTH.
1-800-966-3458 WWW.GORILLATOUGH.COM

™

BK ENTERPRISES
OScaleTrains.indd 1 All

rail turnouts, crossings, curved
turnouts, dual gauge, custom-built.

Spring Tone Cow Pasture
2mm & 6mm multi-depth grass.
SF71321 .................. $33.99

Summer Tone Cow Pasture
2mm & 6mm multi-depth grass.
SF71322 .................. $33.99

Late Summer Cow Pasture
2mm & 6mm multi-depth grass.
SF71323 .................. $33.99

Autumn Tone Cow Pasture
2mm & 6mm multi-depth grass.
SF71324 .................. $33.99

Spring Tone Pasture and
Molehills 2mm & 6mm multidepth grass and cow pies.
SF71421 .................. $33.99

Summer Tone Pasture and
Molehills 2mm & 6mm multidepth grass and cow pies.
SF71422 .................. $33.99

Late Summer Pasture and
Molehills 2mm & 6mm multidepth grass and cow pies.
SF71423 .................. $33.99

Autumn Tone Pasture and
Molehills 2mm & 6mm multidepth grass and cow pies.
SF71424 .................. $33.99

Sheet Measures 12” x 19”

1/4/08 12:52:31 PM

TROUT CREEK
ENGINEERING
On3 wood freight car kits with
plastic and metal fittings.

CLASSIC MINIATURES
Wood and cardstock structures with
plastic and metal fittings.

TRU-SCALE MODELS
Wood milled roadbed O & On3
For more info please send SSAE with 3
stamps. Specify scale.

Sheet Measures 12” x 19”

Tru-Scale Models, Inc.
12874 County Rd 314B
Buena Vista, CO 81211-9102
719-395-8076
bktruscale@aol.com
www.troutcreekeng.com

175 Sheffield Drive, #100 Delmont, PA 15626-1723 • Tel: (724)468-3106
www.scenicexpress.com Please add $8.49 shipping • Pennsylvania residents add 6%

State Sales Tax. Request FREE 200 page catalog with order or send $4 to cover postage.
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UNION PACIFIC HERITAGE SERIES
MSRP: $229.95

In July 2005, Union Pacific Railroad announced that they would be decorating six special locomotives to
honor the people and the companies of the major railroads that had merged with UP. Each locomotive
number signifies the year that the railroad became a part of the Union Pacific system. All new for 2008.
See your Williams dealer to purchase one today!
LOCO SPECS:
• True Blast II digital horn & bell
• 6 wheel power trucks with traction tires
• Powered by dual motors
• Flywheel coasting action
• All metal gears
• Electronic 6-AMP reverse board

• Durable ABS plastic shell
• Die-cast trucks, truck sides & pilots
• Die-cast operating couplers
• Dual Lights
• Sturdy stamped metal handrails

MICRO-PRINTED WARNING SIGNS

UNION PACIFIC BUILDING AMERICA
Item No. 21816

MISSOURI PACIFIC HERITAGE LOCO
Item No. 21810

WESTERN PACIFIC HERITAGE LOCO
Item No. 21811

M-K-T “THE KATY” HERITAGE LOCO
Item No. 21812

RIO GRANDEHERITAGE LOCO
Item No. 21813

CHICAGO & NORTH WESTERN HERITAGE LOCO
Item No. 21814

SOUTHERN PACIFIC HERITAGE LOCO
Item No. 21815

Products bearing: Chicago and North Western, Denver & Rio Grande, Missouri-Kansas-Texas, Missouri Pacific, Pacific Fruit Express, Southern Pacific, Texas & Pacific,
Union Pacific, Western Pacific, associated abbreviations, marks, and slogans are made under trademark license from Union Pacific Railroad Company.

Bachmann Industries, Inc. • 1400 East Erie Avenue, Philadelphia, PA • www.bachmanntrains.com
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More on SP Caboose Review
I do have some comments on your review of the Sunset SP
caboose on page 55 (OST #35). There is a series of books (four so
far) on SP freight cars by Anthony Thompson, published by Signature Press. Vol. 2 (published in 2002) covers cabooses. Per that
book I found the following errors.
Class C-30-1 cabooses were built with narrow slant-side cupolas (like the model) and perimeter wooden walkways around the
cupola (omitted on the model). This detail should be there for the
time frames of the two lettering schemes provided.
From about 1942 into the early ’50s, the cars had a wooden
walkway lengthwise across the top of the cupola (continuing the
conventional roofwalk). These eventually were removed, but I
think that feature should be present on the cars with the postwar
lettering as provided by Sunset/3rd Rail. Its absence is correct
on prewar cars in a time frame prior to 1942. The walk could be
added to prewar cars by owners modeling the 1942-48 time periods for prewar-lettered cars.
The cars were built from 1917 thru 1928 and initially had archbar trucks. Trucks with cast steel sideframes began replacing the
archbars during the 1930s, some as late as 1939.
The prewar lettering as offered on the model (initials only and
number) was changed to the full road name beginning in 1946.
The full road name with horizontal lines above and below was
used until 1953, at which time the lines were discontinued. From
1955 on, block letters were used.
But on either of the two lettering schemes offered on the
model, the cupola perimeter walkways should be present. They
eventually were removed. The book has but one photo of such a
caboose and it had the post-1953 lettering.
The toolboxes on the C-30-1 class were wood, not steel. Steel
toolboxes were used only on the C-30-3 class wooden cars.
Those were very distinctive because steel side sills were visible
below the wooden side sheathing.
The model’s toolbox could be reworked, removed and
replaced, or perhaps overlaid with properly-scribed thin styrene.
The roof (other than the walkways) should be black on carbody & cupola. These were of wood construction overlaid with
canvas & ”mopped” occasionally with black roof cement. Toolbox should be carbody red color, not black. Handrails on prewar
lettered cars should all be red body color. Postwar lettered cars
began using white handrails and there were several variations.
The flat sections at the ends of the side handrails (where they’re
bolted to the car sides) should be red body color, not white.
Officially (per the SP diagram), only the vertical portion of the
handrails on the outer edges of the end sills should be painted
white, but some cars had all end handrails painted white like the
model. Other cars had the vertical portions (or all the handrails)
on the carbody ends below the windows painted white, leaving
the short upper end handrails red.
While adding the cupola walkways might have increased the
cost of the model, it seems to me that with a bit more research,
the correct toolbox and black roof could have been provided.
It was also unnecessary to paint white handrails on the prewar
versions.
Woody Matthews (via email)
PRR Plans in MR
When I got to your Observations in O Scale Trains #35 I was
a little surprised that you’d failed to find anything on the Pennsylvania O1 in Model Railroader. True, the Wayner All-Time Index,
Revised Second Edition, doesn’t list anything, but I didn’t let it go.
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I’m afflicted with a terrible memory. I seem to forget less than
most people do. At one time I did more modeling in the armchair
than at the workbench, endlessly rereading my magazines. I
recalled having seen drawings of two PRR electrics, and a couple
of minutes searching turned up the O-1a and P-5a across the centerspread of the May 1954 MR. Not only did I find the drawings,
I remembered a letter about them in the June MR. J. H. Bramble
wrote: ”With a perfectly straight face you present a couple of
beautifully done plans of two locomotives that represent... the
two poorest performing electric engines that were ever built in
such large quantities... The P-5 as built would not stay on the
track at 35 m.p.h. or above, the O-1 derailed at 20 m.p.h.”
Lately I’ve been doing more actual modeling, but I still make
time for your magazine.
Harry Narunsky, Los Angeles, CA (via email)
Traction Fans Speak Out!
Please don’t throw out traction! O Scale is a great scale for
traction. Sharp radius curves are prototypical, as is electrical
distribution via overhead or outside third rail. A single car is a
complete train. Equipment can be freelanced or follow extensive
prototype choices. The LaBelle kits are a great and satisfying
build. There are also resin kits of specific prototypes that build up
into beautiful cars. For a bit of money there is the St. Petersburg
collection of U. S. PCC cars and others. Q Car Company offers
everything necessary to detail and power your cars. There are
many other vendors and suppliers of parts, details, and overhead
wire necessities.
Upon retiring to Florida, I had only a spare bedroom for my
railroad. A traction layout was planned and built for the space.
Later on I just had to have running space for my Erie, Pennsy,
and Jersey Central equipment that had plenty of space to run on
my former railroad in north Jersey. An elevated loop around the
room and a yard now satisfies my needs.
We met and talked at the Indianapolis meet and I expressed
my regrets that only Andy Sunderland showed any traction supplies. The magazine is getting better all the time but don’t leave
out us trolley nuts.
Best regards: Gerry Hiemer (via email)
Traction #2
I would like to thank you for producing a wonderful magazine for the O Scale modeler. I became a subscriber two years
ago after purchasing O Scale Trains in a hobby shop previously.
One of the attractions for me was the inclusion of a regular traction column. In the earlier issues of your magazine a good friend
of mine, Roger Jenkins, provided the column. Roger and I have
known each other for about 30 years now and Roger helped to
keep my interest in O Scale traction by installing a trolley line at
the Brockton Model Railroad Club in Brockton, Mass. back in the
late 1970s.
More recently, Roger C. Parker has taken over the Traction
Action column. Roger has presented a number of ideas for modular layouts that could provide great operating possibilities. Roger
is also much more Internet savvy than most people and seeks out
anything on traction in cyberspace.
I was very disappointed to hear that you had considered dropping the Traction Action column and were going to cut it back to
an every-other issue column. I hope that you will reconsider. The
experienced traction modeler has limited in-print resources at his/
her disposal currently, with the erratic publication schedule of three
traction only magazines. Coupled with the long dormant Traction
SIG of the NMRA, we really have no reliable in-print publications at
our disposal. I was hoping that O Scale Trains would develop into a
magazine that had something for everyone in O Scale and that trac-

tion would be a regular part of the magazine.
A friend and I are building a new module to the standards of
the East Penn Traction Club that will be part of the layout exhibited at the 2008 National O Scale Convention in Worcester, Mass.
in July. We will be documenting the construction of the module
and will work to provide an article for O Scale Trains about its
construction.
In conclusion, I wish to state on behalf of traction modelers in
O Scale that we welcome your excellent publication and hope
that traction will always be a part of it.
Bob Kelly, Middletown, DE (via email)
Traction #3
Thank you for having the ”Best” O Scale magazine in publication and also providing the traction/trolley modeling fans with the
Superb Traction Action column written by Roger Parker which, I
must add is the only one that supports us on a regular basis.
Our participation in the 2006 O Scale Convention in NJ
generated a lot of interest, questions, and new members for our
Club, thanks to your pictures and exposure in O Scale Trains.
Since then we have been invited to attend the 2008 O Scale
Convention in Worcester, Mass and the 2009 fall Convention of
the TCA in York, Pa., among other shows. We support Electrified
Model Rail Clubs with our modular layouts in all scales, not to
mention our own National Convention on the odd years to promote the hobby.
Some of our members have written articles for your magazine
in the past and we will be happy to do so in future issues. Quite
a few are renowned for their books and publications, models,
modules, and all facets of Traction/Trolley modeling, and the history and restoration of real prototypes.
You have created a wonderful venue for the advancement of
traction/trolley modeling with your magazine and the Traction
Action column and I hope that you will continue to do so.
Regards,
Richard Crooks.
President, East Penn Traction Club, www.eastpenn.org
Traction #4
Gee, Joe! I feel like the little Dutch boy who stuck his finger
in the dike. I applaud your decision to retain Roger Parker in his
role as traction columnist and to add his considerable talents as a
book reviewer. Roger has the knack of discerning the most salient
(and the most modelable) points in his reviews. That will be a
plus for the magazine.
I agree also that modeling articles in the traction field are
few and far between. The few magazines out there that concern
themselves with the field seem to concentrate on historical facts
and photos. That is, in itself, admirable; but where are the modelers themselves? I saw in the ad for the next O Scale Convention
that the East Penn Traction Club alone has over 300 members
and that they are very active. Good for them, but where are the
modeling articles? Perhaps they are all like me. I am 67 and like
all good railroaders, I am losing track.
I thank you for printing my articles. It is a generous nod you
make to us niche modelers by including us when you can. That
can be a difficult editorial and monetary decision. Thank you.
And thanks to Roger for another fine column. You just keep getting it right.
Gerald Brothers (via email)
Traction #5
I just finished with reading Issue #36. I guess I never think to
write; I just expect a great magazine each issue.
First off, I am a multi-gauger: A 20’ X 20’ HO layout under

construction for over 25 years and nearly 90 % done. Two 1.5”
Live steamers and an O Scale collection waiting to find a place to
run. I have now decided to put a shelf with O Gauge in the family room. My interest, in both HO and O is in SF and GN, especially the GN electrics. I also have traction in both scales. I have
many Suydam units in HO and GN Z1’s and The Car Works and
Sunset Y1 in O. My main interest in electrics is in the Sacramento
Northern and I expect to make my shelf a SN Operation.
I would love to see someone put together an article or series on
overhead wire construction with supplier sources. With the exception of the two ads in issues #36, it is hard to find the cottage builders of parts for traction and trolley. I located Current Line Models for
the parts for my LaBelle SN models (O scale). The traction magazines are nearly out of business - late issues, lack of ads, etc.
My brother in AZ is mostly in On30 and also reads your
magazine. The only areas that I skip over are anything on HiRail (3-Rail) or on finescale. These do not interest me. The 3rd
rail always looks out of place and finescale is for the nit-pickers
- which is why I would never submit to any model contest. If it
looks good to me, it is great!
I hope this is enough of an endorsement of the traction section
for you to keep it!
Just so you don’t think I am only in electrics. I have over 25
steamers and 20 plus diesels in HO and 2 steamers and 5 diesels
in O. And I cannot count the number of cars in both scales!
George P. Delucchi, San Jose, CA (via email)
Traction #6
In issue #36, you asked for traction modelers to speak up on
keeping ”Traction Action” as a regular feature. […] I’m currently
building a 4’x5’ layout with 12” radii where I can learn benchwork construction, stringing trolley wire, building girder rail for
street running, switches and around curves (which seems difficult); and city scenery, backdrops, etc. […] Michael Culham’s
series ”Building a Small O Scale Layout” opened my eyes to
many city details, i.e. streets, buildings, with his narrative and
excellent photos.
My concerns about using DC or DCC in traction were releived
a bit after reading David Gairo’s informative article ”DCC for
Traction” in Issue #33, which featured use of HO decoders in O
Scale trolleys. I hope I can afford them. So, you see, I am one
traction fan who reads and appreciates OST. I am amazed with
your consistently excellent quality of photographs, especially the
urban scenes, which interest me the most. I vote for continuing
the Traction Action feature with emphasis on different city streetcar systems, photographs for interest, and articles on any phase of
traction. This could be the ”juice” needed to attract more ”trolley
nuts” to OST.
John M. Lesniak, Chicago, IL
Traction #7
[I] Just got my copy of OST last night. Looks like a lot of
changes and as Brian was telling me - change can be a good
thing. I was always kind of disappointed with the lack of narrow
gauge response, but I guess that crowd already has or had too
many other established publications, etc. in place and so there’s
maybe not a need for that sub-category in OST. […] I think that
traction is another matter though. That sub-category needs a regular publication venue; not necessarily a champion, but an open
door. You have published a number of articles and photos as
well. I found one article and the building of a power truck therein
to be very helpful in one of my still unfinished projects. […]I’ve
also had some e-mail conversation with Gene Deschenes about
this project. Great to see his P&N 5600 in the Traction Action
column of the current issue. As I go on in my building projects,
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I will make an effort to transcribe my notes into articles for OST!
How about an article on building a Stillwell Oyster car?
Take care,
Martin Brechbiel (via email)
Mike replies: Joe and I have talked it over, and Traction Action
will return. The readers have spoken, and we are listening. Joe
addresses many of these reader comments in his Observations
column this issue.
The Lone Narrow Gauger?
I just received my Jan/Feb 2008 issue and was saddened to
see the departure of Bobber Gibbs. Does this mean there is no
chance for me to submit my On30 pictures and an article about
my layout? After some 25 years in HO, I have started modeling
in On30 and had sufficiently good pictures to try to create an
article about my own layout. Would there still be interest? After
seeing my friend Don Eastman’s layout article in the last issue
and listening to Bobber Gibbs at the Narrow Gauge Convention
in Portland, I have gotten the bug to make some contributions to
the hobby.
Jim Gore
Mike replies: Jim, we are always interested in layout articles.
Narrow gauge features are welcome here, whether they are
On30, On3 or On2.
Doesn’t Like Changes
I subscribe to several hobby publications and rarely write letters to the editor; however, your comments in the Observations
Column of the Jan/Feb 2008 issue prompted me to provide feedback.
Dropped Columns:
I am one of those subscribers you describe in the first paragraph of your column. I read each issue from cover to cover. I
always start with your column, and then, ironically, go to Bobber’s Narrow Minded Column. With the current popularity and
continual release of new products for On30, I strongly suspect
I’m not the only one! […] Further, are you stating that you decided to keep Mr. Parker’s column (alternating) based on a single
letter (Mr. Brothers’ letter, pgs. 42-43?) If so, would a single letter
keep Bobber’s column? With all due respect, I don’t believe decisions of this type should be based on such limited criteria.
New Editor:
After thirty plus years in the hobby, I found that Mr. Scace
brought a sensibility and wit to the hobby that was unique and I
will strongly miss. It has been my experience that those (minority)
modelers on the cutting edge of the hobby (i.e., Proto, electronics, etc.) drive the manufacturers to produce better products;
while the majority of modelers truly appreciate the work of these
people, they do not engage in that type of modeling. Therefore,
while I have nothing against Mr. Cougill, I’m not sure that a
Proto48 bias will appeal to most subscribers. If the Proto-Movement was that popular, I’m sure we would have seen increased
coverage in the mainstream publications: MR and RMC.
3-Rail Scale vis-à-vis 2-Rail Scale:
Frankly, I don’t even understand why 3-Rail is even a topic for
discussion. To use your criteria for dropping Bobber’s column,
CTT and OGR: ”have it well covered.” I have nothing against
those who purchase or use 3-Rail products, but I’m at a loss what
”Celebrating the Art of 1:48 Scale Modeling” has to do with toy
trains?
Product News and Reviews:
I think that most readers would agree that a Product News &
Review section contains mini-descriptions of products or detailed
reviews of same. Page 49 is simply a press release in the guise of
news/review. […] I’m looking for an objective review; here, page
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49 is simply wasted space.
The Future:
I’ve been subscribing to OST for two years. If you would have
asked me prior to receiving this issue if I’d be renewing, I would
not have hesitated. The answer would have been yes. Now, I’ll
adopt a wait and see attitude. OST is still my favorite publication
and I hope my concerns are unfounded.
Yours truly,
J. P. Kelly (via email)
Nor Does He
It was on Christmas Eve that I received the Jan/Feb 2008
issue of your magazine. Reading your Observations column in
the issue and finding out about changes that will be made to the
magazine was a real let-down.
In my humble opinion, your decision to drop Bobber Gibbs’
narrow gauge column was a bad move. Although I am not a narrow gauger, Mr. Gibbs’ column was the first thing I sought out
in each new issue. There were some interesting viewpoints and
good ideas in his columns, and these will be very much missed.
Your conclusion that OST has ”little or no base among O Scale
narrow-gauge modelers” was based on two primary points:
1. ”We never get any mail about narrow gauge modeling”
Hey...I sent in a letter on 26 April 2007 to Bobber Gibbs in care
of the magazine. The letter was in response to Mr. Gibbs’ question: ”are you a real model railroader yet?” That was a thoughtprovoking column and I’m probably not the only one who
responded.
2. ”...nor do we get any articles.” Oh really? How about the
article in the March/April 2007 issue: ”A Backwoods Sawmill” by
Charlie Flichman? Most sawmills of that type were built near and
were served by narrow-gauged railroads. […] I had the privilege
of attending Charlie Flichman’s presentation on narrow gauge
modeling at the 1991 O Scale National Convention in High Point,
NC and found it to be loaded with great modeling information.
As a result of listening to Charlie, he did not convince me to
become a full-fledged narrow-gauge modeler, but I did install a
mine scene in my 4’ x 9’ Lionel layout with a narrow-gauge track
leading into the mine.
Well, now that you have decided to turn your back on the O
Scale narrow gauge modelers, I wonder if you will still be happy
to accept the advertising dollars from the manufacturers of O
Scale narrow gauge equipment? […]
OK, that’s enough critique from me at this time. I hope that
your holiday season was a happy one and I wish you and yours
good health and happiness in the upcoming new year.
Sincerely,
S. F. Kachmarsky
Mike replies: Thank you for your comments Mr. Kelly and Mr.
Kachmarsky. With each issue of OST we try to strike a balance
between the many aspects that comprise 2-rail O Scale today. If
we don’t have the material, we can’t print it. There isn’t enough
time for us to generate material in-house to make up for a lack
of coverage on a given topic. We have received many letters
concerning traction that lead us to believe there is indeed a base
of readers for that topic. Narrow gauge layouts and construction
articles are always welcome here. We have some in the pipeline for publication. As for my so-called Proto 48 bias: Guilty as
charged. However, I have no plans to turn OST into a P48 journal. OST will continue to represent all aspects of modern O Scale
to the best of our ability.				
u

Jim Hackworth

Buy⁄Sell⁄Trade

MODEL TRAINS

(and Subsidiary JH Consulting)
2631 Edgevale Road, Columbus OH 43221-1113
Phone: 614-4514517 Fax: 6144514557
Email: jhmtrains@msn.com • Web: www.jhmtrains.com
• • • All Offers Cordially Considered • • •

Gem PRR B6 0-6-0, C/P or N/P, OB.............................................. $575.00
WSM PRR J1a, 2-10-4, C/P, OB................................................. $1,650.00
WSM PRR M1, 4-8-2, C/P, Nice, OB......................................... $1,150.00
Weaver Brass WP GS64 4-8-4, F/P, LN, OB................................. $795.00
USH C&O 2-8-4, C/P, Runs good, OB....................................... $1,275.00
USH PRR M1a, 4-8-2, C/P, OB................................................... $1,275.00
OM N&W J1, 4-8-4, War baby, New.......................................... $1,995.00
MG B&O 2-8-8-4, C/P, NOB....................................................... $1,995.00
OM N&W Y3 2-8-8-2, N/P OB.................................................... $1,895.00
SS PRR I1 2-10-0, long tender, N/P, OB, new............................ $1,150.00
MG PRR J 2-10-4, C/P, Icken gearsm NOB.............................. $1,895.00
USH NYC H10, 2-8-2, Mint, N/P, OB......................................... $1,275.00
USH NKP S-2, C/P, OB .............................................................. $1,250.00
Gem PRR A5 0-4-0, C/P, NOB....................................................... $475.00
OM #0543 UP SD60M, C/P. Lights, strobe, OB........................ $1,175.00
OM SD70M Demo, F/P, LN, OB................................................. $1,675.00
OM N&W C630 High Hood FM trucks, New OB.................... $1,195.00
MG PRR G5 4-6-0, C/P, NOB........................................................ $950.00

Layaway Available

Consignments

Joe Fischer(??) PRR R50b Express Reefer.................................. $200.00
OM PRR PAPB Set, Late Run, F/P, New................................... $2,875.00
MG PRR N5 Caboose, N/P, OB..................................................... $250.00
CB 2-bay ACF Centerflow C/P Chessie, OB................................ $275.00
PRB 100T Cement Hopper, F/P SBD, New.................................. $295.00
PRB 2-Dome GATX Tank Car, New.............................................. $295.00
OM ATSF Erie Built “B” Unit, F/P, New...................................... $899.00
Weaver PRR N5c Caboose, LN, N/P, OB...................................... $350.00
Scale Mod Ind Roundhouse kit...................................................... $195.00
PRB 40’ Airslide F/P BN, New, OB............................................... $249.00
PRB 60’ Greenville Boxcar F/P GT New...................................... $295.00
OM 89’ TTX flat, C/P TTX Yellow, LN, OB................................. $275.00
OM #0026 Tri-Level Auto Rack, Ptd, not Ltd, OB LN................ $495.00
PRB Sealand Gunderson D. Stack, set, LN, OB....................... $1,395.00
PRB 62’ Boxcar, F/P MP/UP, LN OB............................................ $295.00
PRB BN Gunderson D. Stack, set, LN, OB............................... $1,395.00
MG PRR N8 Caboose, N/P, NOB.................................................. $250.00
Alco PRR N6a, C/P or N/P, each.................................................... $225.00

LSASE for Complete List
Shipping 6% - $6.95 Min., $15.00 Max
Ohio Residents Add 6.75% Sales Tax

Estates⁄Liquidations
Collection Reductions
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VALLEY MODEL TRAINS

135 NW Greeley Avenue,
Bend OR 97701

Specializing in O Scale 2-rail
model trains since 1985
● We buy or consign brass model
collections
● Model reservations gladly
accepted
● Prompt, courteous service
●

Check our website for latest
O Scale Listings
www.sumptervalley.com
trainman@callatg.com
Tel: 541/382-3413
Fax:541/389-7237
Hours:
Mon. thru Fri 8:30 AM - 5PM
and sometimes on Saturdays

462 Flagstop Station O... 5" x 6" x 4" ............39.98 36.00
401 Tower House O.. 10" x 7" x 12" .........179.99 161.98
The prototype
for the kit was
built at Clark’s,
near Campbell
Hall, NY on the
New York,
Ontario &
Western RR.

480

480 The Creamery O.....12" x 7" x 5" .......199.98 179.98

Crow River Products O....Crafstman kits
Includes additional
walls to increase
the size of the
main building.
(Tree not
included)

305B

This kit consists of CRP 305 Sylvester
Supply Co. and the 305D Barrett &
Sharp Diorama Kit.
Includes 307
Stainless Steel
Industrial
Smoke Stack
and an
Eyebrow
Monitor for
roof detail

This kit makes an eye-popping diorama

305B Barrett and Sharp.16"x16" approx .....265.00 225.00

315

Twin Drum Hoisting
Winch O… The hoisting
unit is based on a unit
built by American Hoist
& Derrick. Although not
an exact replica of the
unit it's best features
are included in this
unpainted model kit.

Sale 62.60

O56

Electric Winch / Car
Puller O - 12.00

Bar Mills Models O.. Laser Wood Kits with details

934

944

934 Saulena's Tavern O.... 5 3/4" x 11" net 99.98
944 Majestic Hardwar & Feed O 9” x 12”net 169.98

Rusty Stumps.. HO Limited Edition Kits

K4502

The Fall Creek Freight Depot
is a laser cut craftsman kit.
22' x 46' Footprint 5-1/2x11-1/2

K4503
K4502 Backwoods Water Tower O .............net 79.95
K4503 Fall Creek Freight Depot O... ..........net 69.95

Downtown Deco.... O Limited Edition Hydrocal Kits
The two buildings, Johnny Stechino's &
Big Ed's, have a bit of something for everyone.

Vehicle and figures not included

40

40 Johnny Stechino's & Big Ed's O ......89.95 81.00
Add $6.00 S&H in 48 States • Others pay actual
postage cost • N.Y. residents add 8.25% sales tax.
(prices are subject to change w/o notice)

www.valleymodeltrains.com
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Now order online!

A comfortable,
convenient
cottage home
of six rooms,
with Tower

401

valleymodeltrains.com

Kit includes appropriate
signs and coal bin.

Locomotives - 2 rail

Visit our website to see hundreds of HO and O Scale Craftsman Kits

462

The Public Delivery Track

valleymodeltrains.com

PO BOX 1251, Wappingers Falls, N.Y. 12590
Credit Card Orders Welcome
Order/Info(845)297-3866 Fax(845)298-7746
Laser-Art Structures O Laser Cut kits

Now order online!

Sumpter
Valley
Depot

Atlas..GP-15's, RSD-15's, RS-3's..$199-$229
0-6-0's..PRR, CNJ, UP, CBQ...$479-$565
RS-1..Rutland, CNJ, NH, RI, LIRR, WT..$249-$309
SD-35..WM, N&W, SOU, CNJ, B&O..$249-$309
GP-35's..Dash 8's..a few early ones left..$249-$329
GP-60, C424/425/628/630, SD-40, GP-9..$379-$419
SW's..RR, LV, Rdg, CNJ, NYC, Erie..$229-$299
MTH..K-4..$599 CNJ P-47..$749. others available
Sunset..PRR GE 44t..$299. SP MT-4..$1124
Weaver..RSD-12, U25B, a few left..$199-$249
VO-1000..B&O, CNJ, Rdg, WP, MILW, NKP..$199-$249
Shaft drive RS-3's, FA/FB's, GP-38...$99-$150

Passenger Cars

Golden Gate..Head end 3 car sets..$359
Sleepers..SP, SF, CBQ, NW, GN, NP, more coming..$99
Coach sets..SP, Erie, Rdg, B&O, RG, CN, C&O..$399
80' Alum streamilners..SF, NYC..6 pk/$499, 2 pk/$249
SP 5 car alum set, or Articulated diner set..$525 ea
Weaver..B-60 Baggage..$75. RPO...$80
K-line..NYC, Amtk, RG, DLW, SF, UP, more ..call

Box Cars - 2 rail

Pecos River..SF, WAB, NYC, WM, NKP, SP..$35-$40
Atlas..40' Wood..B&M, B&O, C&O, CNJ, D&H, NYC, NW
PRR, P&R, RDG, SP, UP, WAG, WM, more..$45-$55
40' Steel..Erie, NH, PRR, NYC, CNW, GN, more..$47-$55
40' Trainman..B&M, MEC, LN, NYC, PRR, UP, more..$37
X-29's..PRR, MEC, Erie, RDG, CNJ, more..$55-$62
HyCubes..60'..SF, WP, SP, MP, NW..$70; 40'..$37
50'..MILW, DH, NYC, BAR, MKT, SAL, SF, LN, NH..$49-$55
53'..Aloha, Purina, B&M, IC, CNW, FEC..more..$35-$47
60'..C&O, MKT, B&O, EL, RG, Sou, NW, WM..$40-$55
Weaver..40', 50', steelside..30+ roads.. $20-$40

Refrigerator Cars - 2 rail

Weaver/Crown..B&M, BN, CV, CN, NYC, REA,
Dubuque, Nrn Refrig, WIF, PRR..25+ roads..$20-$40
57' Mech..PFE, BN, WFE, Trop..10+ roads..$35-$55
Atlas..36' & 40' wood..Erie, NYC, CNW, SF, PFE,
Meats, beers, foods..25+ billboards..$45-$79
40' steel..IC, NYC, ART, DLW, FGE, more..$45-$55
40' plug door..NH, PRR, WM, WP, BAR, REA
FGE, CNJ, NP, ATSF, NYC, SSW, ART, more....$37
53' express..REA, ARE, WP, MP, SOO..$69
K-line..PFE, MDT, CNW, 15+ billboards..$35-$40

Covered Hoppers - 2 rail

Weaver PS-2 and AC-2..BN, CBQ, CNW, CP, PRR,
D&M, DLW, B&M, C&O, EL, L&N, NH, NYC, ++..$20-$40
50' Centerflow or Grain..CR, CP, LV, NYC, PRR, RI,
EnJay, Dupont, ADM, Amoco, Arco, UP, more..$20-$40
Atlas..3 bay..UP, CBQ, BN, Jack Frost..$37
ACF..Erie, DLW, GN, SP, WM, UP, SF, SSW..$55
New Panel Side..PRR, NYC, NH, RI, D&H, RI..CV..$52
Airslide..LV, D&H, UP, SP, LV, Erie, SF, RG..$40-$50

Hopper Cars - 2 rail

Atlas..3 bay..WM, SOU, BN, NH, Rdg, RG..$37
Ore cars..CN, UP, DMIR..$27; H21..PRR, VGN..$50-$58
2 bay..USRA, or New Panel side, 10+ roads..$45-$52
Weaver..2 bay, 3 bay, and 4 bay..20+ roads..$20-$40

Tank Cars - 2 rail

Weaver...40' & 50', new & old, 20+ roads...$30-$45
Atlas..33K..CNTX, ACFX, GLNX,, Sub Propane..$49
17K..ACF 50' or Trinity 40' corn syrup..$55-$65
8K..Bakelite, Wolfs head, Phila Qtz, 10 more..$50-$55
11K..SHPX, UTLX, Hooker, Solvay, Spencer, 10+ roads..$55

Flat Cars, Stock Cars

Atlas..Double stacks..$125-$169. Front runners..$47
Containers..40/45'..$25. Wvr 20'..$14/pr K-line..$10
40' Stock cars..CNW, RG, B&O, GN, MKT, more..$37
Wvr..flats..LV, Erie, BN, SF, CR, TTX, more..$20-$40

Gondolas - 2 rail

Atlas..40' composite..PRR, NYC, C&O, SP..$52
50'..B&O, CNJ, GN, NW, NYC, PRR, Rdg, UP, LV..$37
Wvr..CNJ, PRR, LV, RI, SF, UP, Rdg, NW, SOU..$35

Cabeese - 2 rail, 3 rail scale

Wvr..CR, Rdg, D&H, Erie, PRR, Monon, more..$$25-$47
K-line..B&O, EL, NYC, SOU, SF, UP, more..$48
MTH..PRR, EL, NYC, C&O, SP, CP, NH, more..$45-$60
Atlas..RFP, Rut, RG, NH, SF, 15+ roads..$37-$70

www.stores.ebay/publicdelliverytrack
e-mail us at pdtrains@earthlink.net
PO Box 1035 • Drexel Hill, PA 19026
610-259-4945 • VISA•MC•DISC•AMEX

Power by the Hour
Have you heard the phrase: ”Power by the Hour?” It’s been
around since I have been railroading and the meaning has
changed very little over the years. Since the era when railroad
companies began making the exchange of freight and passenger traffic, the railroads have sometimes found themselves
short of locomotives to handle the movement of trains on
hand. A theoretical example follows.
Many years ago, after the railroad industry became established and started to expand, the management at railroad
AB&C found themselves in a dilemma. A holiday was fast
approaching and the railroad had more business than it could
safely handle with its locomotive fleet. The management at
AB&C decided to talk to the managers at railroad DE&F to ask
if they had been in this situation before, and what they did to
solve the problem.
Managers at railroad DE&F had been in a similar scenario
before and advised that they solved their problem by borrowing several locomotives from railroad GH&I to move the extra
traffic (Photo 1). After the flow of traffic returned to normal,

out new and trade-in locomotives to any railroad company
in need of extra engines. ”Power by the Hour.” Simple, isn’t
it? Or for the moral of this story: You scratch my back, and
I’ll scratch yours.
Back during the early 1980s while I was working in the
Powder River Coal Basin, it was not unusual to see a five
engine coal train with each locomotive painted in a different
company’s livery. Today engine consists can be seen at any
rail crossing across this country made up of locomotives from
various railroads. While some of these locomotives are Power
by the Hour units, others may be locomotives on joint venture run-through trains. Modern Diesel consists composed of
engines from different railroads operating in a specific area are
more common than you may think. Another thought to consider would be the various paint schemes of a single railroad
that have been applied to their locomotives over the years.
After all, there are Diesels operating today that have seen
twenty plus years of service and system mergers resulting in
new paint schemes, without having their paint job updated.
As O Scale modelers, we tend to model our favorite
prototype operation or create a fictional operation that fits
within our overall plan. Some people model several different
prototypes, as well as eras of operations specific to a certain
location of the country. Then there are those who collect and
operate O Scale models of engines and rolling stock. In a
sense it doesn’t matter. After all, it’s what you enjoy about the
hobby that keeps you involved. Keeping in mind the fact that
you may not be able to get that specific type of locomotive
or car painted and lettered in the road name and number that
the locomotives were returned to the GH&I, the hours used
you desire from the manufacturer, you do have other options.
were totaled, and either paid for at a predetermined rate or
Consider another road name as if it’s a ”Power by the Hour”
traded out, if and when the GH&I found themselves in need
unit or interchange car. Repaint and letter the correct type
of extra locomotives.
locomotive or car for the road you desire; or if you’re not up
The management at AB&C solved their problem by borrow- to this task, there are companies who specialize in custom
ing the necessary locomotives from railroads DE&F and GH&I painting models (Photo 2).
to handle their increase in business over the holiday. The locomotives were delivered to a common interchange point, from
where they were routed to the various locations needed to
move the extra traffic.
With the traffic dilemma over, the borrowed locomotives
were returned to their respective companies. It was agreed
between the managers that the Locomotive Use Hours
would be totaled up and when railroads DE&F and GH&I
needed temporary extra locomotives, railroad AB&C would
come to their aid and work off their debt. Over the years
other railroad companies became involved with this process
Remember, just when you think it’s not prototypical, it
as well. Later, lease companies were formed which rented
might just be. Until next time. ”Highball.” 		
u
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O Scale Mag Ad - 7.4 x 4.9, 07/12 - full color, v3.1.

Have It (Sounds) Your Way!
There is a QSI Sound Module for Every “O” Scaler.
Choose One That’s Right For You!
✔ Conventional DC
Power Pack + Quantum Module = Horn/Bell/Motor Loco Sounds
✔ Conventional DC and Quantum Engineer
Power Pack + Quantum Module + Quantum Engineer = 33 Controllable
Loco & Sound Ops
✔ DCC: All Major Systems
DCC Systems + Quantum Module = 33 Controllable Loco & Sound Ops
✔ Conventional AC: “O” Gauge 3 Rail
Power Pack + Quantum Module = Horn/Bell/ Motor Loco Sounds
✔ AC Command Control: TMCC, DCS, 3 Rail
Command System + Quantum Module = 33 Controllable Loco/Sound Ops

(DC Control) Quantum Engineer

���
Solutions

Please contact us for more information about all these new exciting sound options! 800-671-0641. Introductory offer $159.95 list.
Distributed Exclusively by QSI Solutions
QSI Solutions c/o American Hobby Distributors, 57 River Road, Suite 1023, Essex Junction, VT 05452
Toll-free (800) 671-0641 Fax 802-878-5550 e-mail info@qsisolutions.com Copyright © 2007 by QSI Solutions. All Rights Reserved.
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CHICAGO “O” SCALE MEET
March 14th--16th 2008

Friday Layout tours, meetings and dealer setup

LAYOUT TOURS ~CLINICS ~ DEMOS ~ GREAT GATHERING OF OSCALERS
Sheraton Chicago Northwest Hotel
3400 West Euclid Avenue
Arlington Heights, Illinois 60005
1-888-627-8093 Ask for the Chicago O Scale Rate

Show registration – write or email
MARCH MEET – PO BOX 333
Park Ridge, Il 60068
marchmeet@sbcglobal.net or 847-401-4333

WWW.MARCHMEET.NET
Considered the best O Scale show of the year------Limited tables available--------Register early for your preprinted badge

Passenger Sets
OMI 1935 Hiawatha Steam Passenger Set CP New, 4-4-2 and 5 Cars, Pro Paint, Exceptional..... $3,750
Custom N&W 2 Car Steel Passenger Set CP L/N, Coach and Combine, Interiors............................... $550
Calumet PRR 3 Car P-70 Coach Set CP New, Coaches 1064, 3915, 3941.................................... $1,295
Steam
USH AT&SF 2-10-4 UP New, Late Run............................................................................................ $1,695
OMI B&O S-1 2-10-2 UP New, OMI O147, Road Pilot, Overfire Jets .............................................. $1,350
PSC NYC F-12e 4-6-0 UP L/N, Straight Cyls, 5000 Gallon Tender ................................................. $1,095
Westside NYC J1e Hudson 4-6-4 UP Mint, Never Assembled ......................................................... $1,495
USH NYC L4b Mohawk 4-8-2 UP Mint, Never Assembled.................................................................. $995
Max Gray N&W Class J 4-8-4 UP V/G, Can Motor, NWSL Gearbox ...................................................... $750
Gem PRR A5s 0-4-0 UP EX, Early Version......................................................................................... $375
Weaver PRR A5s 0-4-0 FP New, Late Version, 1 of 12..................................................................... $695
Gem PRR B6sb 0-6-0 CP V/G, Early Version..................................................................................... $395
PSC PRR B6sb 0-6-0 UP Mint, 2 Window Cab Version, PSC 15525............................................... $1,295
Westside PRR H6sb 2-8-0 UP New................................................................................................. $1,395
Key PRR H8sc 2-8-0 FP L/N, Test Run........................................................................................... $2,395
Key PRR H9s 2-8-0 FP New, Professionally Weathered ................................................................. $2,495
Key PRR H10s 2-8-0 FP L/N, Test Run .......................................................................................... $2,495
OMI PRR HH1 2-8-8-2 CP L/N, Test Run, 1 of 10 ......................................................................... $2,595
USH PRR I1sa 2-10-0 UP Mint, Late Run, New Correct Driver Tires.............................................. $1,495
Westside PRR J1a 2-10-4 UP New.................................................................................................. $1,695
USH PRR K4 4-6-2 UP Mint, Late Run, Correct Boiler.................................................................... $1,095
USH PRR L1s 2-8-2 UP Mint, Late Run .......................................................................................... $1,195
USH PRR L1s 2-8-2 CP L/N, Custom Modernized Front End ......................................................... $1,295
WSM PRR M1 4-8-2 UP L/N, No Backhead Detail, PSC Detail Kit...................................................... $975
Max Gray PRR M1a 4-8-2 UP New, 210p75 Tender, Late Run....................................................... $1,195
USH PRR M1a 4-8-2 UP L/N, 210p75 Tender, Tarnish..................................................................... $750
OMI PRR M1b 4-8-2 UP Mint, 210p75 Tender w/Antenna............................................................. $2,495
OMI PRR M1b 4-8-2 FP Mint, 210p75 Tender w/Antenna, No. 6753............................................ $2,595
Max Gray PRR N1s 2-10-2 CP New, McCafferty Paint and Weathering .......................................... $1,695
Sunset 3rd PRR Q1 4-4-6-4 Deskirted FP Mint, 2-Rail.................................................................. $1,195
WSM PRR Q2 4-4-6-4 UP New, KTM Japan .................................................................................... $2,195
Sunnyside PRR T1 4-4-4-4 Duplex FP L/N, Late Version............................................................... $3,295
Gem RDG B8a Camelback 0-6-0 UP New, Gem No. ST-508 .............................................................. $650
OMI RDG T1 4-8-4 UP Mint, W/Decals, OMI No. 0150.................................................................... $1,695
PSC SP AC-12 Crown 2-8-8-2 FP New, Crown Model, No. 4294.................................................... $4,895
Sunset UP Early Challenger 4-6-6-4 CP EX, Cockerham Drive, Road No. 3939 ............................ $2,395
Key UP FEF-3 4-8-4 FP New, Early Excursion, No. 8444, 1 of 10 ................................................ $2,395
Diesel
Oriental ALCO C-420 Phase II High Hood UP New, High Adhesion Trucks ........................................ $795
OMI AT&SF EMD SD75M FP New, Warbonnet, Road No. 221......................................................... $2,095
Key D&RGW EMD F-7 A-B FP New, 1st Run, Black Scheme, Road No. 5551 ................................. $2,150
Oriental EMD GP-20 Low Nose UP Ex, Can Motor, Samhongsa......................................................... $450
Oriental EMD NW-2 Phase IV CP Ex, Painted B&O - Fair Paint .......................................................... $595
OMI EMD SD90 MAC Demonstrator FP Mint, Ser. No. 1 of 10, Blue/Black/Teal/White................... $1,850
Red Cab. NYC GP-9 Kit FP Mint, Black Lightning Stripe ..................................................................... $250
Key PRR EMD E-8 A-A Units FP Mint, Last Run, Brunswick 5 Stripe ............................................. $2,595
Key PRR EMD F7 A-B Units FP L/N, 1st run, Brunswick Freight .................................................... $1,895
Key PRR EMD FP-7 A-B-A Units FP Mint, Tuscan 5 Stripe, Last Run.............................................. $3,595
OMI PRR P5a Electric - Modified UP New, OMI No. 0237............................................................... $1,095
OMI PRR P5a Electric - Box Cab UP Mint, OMI No. 0219, Last Run ............................................... $1,195
CNJB SP ALCO RS-3 CP V/G, Black Widow, As Is ................................................................................ $295

USH SP EMD GP-35 CP Good, SP Bloody Nose Scheme ................................................................... $325
Challenger UP EMD GP-7 Phase 2 FP Ex, Heavy Weathering, Road No. 119.................................... $895
Oriental UP (Missouri Pacific) EMD SD-40 CP L/N, KES Clutch Drive, Lighting, Pro Paint................. $795
Rolling Stock
PSC Pullman Troop Sleeper UP New, PSC No. 16333 ....................................................................... $295
PSC Pullman Troop Kitchen Car UP New, PSC No. 16333 ................................................................. $275
P. Co. PRR X-42 Mail Storage Car UP New, 62'.................................................................................. $425
OMI B&M Wood Caboose UP New, OMI No. 0078, Vertical Brake Staff ............................................ $295
OMI LV NE Steel Caboose CP New, OMI 0718/O, PH I, Late Red Scheme......................................... $325
OMI LV NE Steel Caboose CP New, OMI 0719/O, PH II, Frt. Car Red Scheme................................... $325
PSC NYC 30 Ft. Wood Caboose UP Mint, PSC No. 15437.................................................................. $295
OMI NP (SP&S) Steel Caboose CP L/N, OMI No. 0753, Late Steam Era, Pro Paint .......................... $250
CNJB PRR N5b Cabin Car w/Antenna UP New.................................................................................... $325
Sunnyside PRR N5c Steel Cabin Car w/o Antenna UP Mint................................................................ $325
ALCO PRR N6a Wood Cabin Car UP New............................................................................................ $175
Car Works PRR ND Wood Cabin Car UP Mint, 4 Wheel Cabin Car....................................................... $375
OMI RDG NE Steel Caboose CP New, OMI No. 0715/O, Red w/Black Roof, Trucks............................ $295
OMI WM NE Steel Caboose UP New, OMI No. 0720........................................................................... $295
OMI WM NE Steel Caboose CP L/N, OMI No. 0720, Speed Lettering, Pro Paint................................ $275
PSC AAR 40' Steel Box Car UP New, PSC No. 15281, 8' Youngstown Door...................................... $175
PSC AAR 40' Steel Box Car UP New, PSC No. 15283, Double Doors, Stanray Roof ......................... $175
PSC 50' Steel Box Car UP New, PSC No. 15463, Single Youngstown Door ....................................... $175
PSC 50' Steel Box Car UP New, PSC No. 15465, Double Youngstown Doors.................................... $175
PSC 50' Composite Box Car UP New, PSC No. 15559, 1-1/2 Doors, Ajax Brake.............................. $185
PSC 50' Steel Box Car UP New, PSC No. 15641, Double Doors, Murphy Roof ................................. $175
PSC USRA 55 Ton Twin Hopper UP Mint, PSC No. 15007 ................................................................. $175
PSC Composite Twin Hopper UP New, PSC No. 15009, 1942 Design............................................... $175
PSC 40' Steel Reefer UP New, PSC No. 15517, Wood Roof Walk ...................................................... $185
PSC 40' Steel Reefer UP New, PSC No. 15597, Metal Roof Walk ...................................................... $185
PLTD 40' Steel Fishbelly Flat Car UP New, PL-1000, KC Brakes, W/Trucks ...................................... $285
PSC ACF 70 Ton Covered Hopper UP New, PSC No. 15547, 8 Hatches, Closed Side ....................... $195
PSC ACF 10,000 Gal. Tank Car UP New, PSC No. 15523................................................................... $185
KTM USA AAR 42' Class 4C-SC-1 Stock Car UP Mint, KTM USA No. 233, Rare ................................. $450
USH ACL Composite Twin Hopper CP EX, USH No. 505, Wood Chip Load, Trucks............................. $125
KTM USA LH&St. Louis 40' Stock Car UP Mint, KTM USA No. 231, Rare........................................... $425
USH N&W 55 Ton USRA Ribbed Hopper CP Ex, Coal Load, Trucks, Kadees, Several Available......... $100
PLTD NYC USRA Design Steel Box Car UP Mint, PL-1400, 8'7 IH, Gilroy Doors................................ $250
PLTD NYC USRA Design Steel Box Car UP Mint, PL-1450, 8'7 IH, Youngstown Doors...................... $280
PLTD NYC USRA Design Steel Box Car UP Mint, PL-2550, 9'4 IH, 1-1/2 Doors ............................... $280
PLTD NYC USRA Design Steel Box Car UP Mint, PL-4450, 9'4 IH, 1-1/2 Doors, Post 1950 ............ $280
PLTD P&LE - NYC USRA Design Steel Box Car UP Mint, 9'-4 Inside Height, PL-1600....................... $280
PSC PFE R-30-21 40' Steel Reefer UP New, PSC No. 16259, AB Brakes, Trucks ............................ $195
PLTD PRR H21a Quad Hopper Car UP Mint, PL-850 ........................................................................ $225
PLTD PRR H21a Quad Hopper Car CP L/N, PL-850, Pro Paint and Weathering, 6 Avail. ................. $315
PSC PRR H-25 Quad Hopper Car UP New, AB Brakes...................................................................... $185
PSC PRR H-31 Twin Hopper Car CP L/N, Pro Paint and Lettering, AB Brakes, Trucks .................... $250
KTM USA PRR K-8 42' Stock Car UP Mint, KTM USA No. 234, Rare.................................................. $425
PLTD PRR X-23 Box Car UP Mint, PL-200, Panel Door, Plain End .................................................... $295
PSC PRR X-28 40' Box Car UP New, PSC No. 15483, 1-1/2 Doors, Plain Ends ............................... $175
CNJB PRR X-32 50' Round Roof Box Car UP New, CNJB No. RS-628-O............................................ $175
KTM USA UP 50'6 Steel Gondola UP Mint, KTM USA No. 404, Drop Ends, Rare............................... $325
KMW PRR Gla, H21, H25 Hoppers and GS Gons UP Mint, Different Versions Available ........................Call
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Pieces of the Puzzle
Part 1
Mike Cougill

When I still modeled in HO Scale, I had the impression
that O Scale was just too big for my available space. While I
liked the detail that was possible, I wondered if I could model
the era I wanted; could I find the right types of cars; would a
small layout be interesting to operate long-term? I wrestled
with these questions and others for nearly a year before making the switch from HO to P48.
I don’t think I’m alone in these perceptions of O Scale.
Many modelers from HO and other scales say they would like
to model in O Scale or P48, but hesitate because of similar
concerns. This three-part series of articles will trace the thinking process I went through in designing my P48 layout. In my
article on adding character to a layout (OST #31, March/April
2007), I talked about the three elements that define the character and feel of my Indiana and Whitewater Railroad - the
track, structures and scenery, and operations. I won’t cover
that ground again. This isn’t a nuts-and-bolts how I did things
article. It’s much more about the ”why” than how.
Puzzle Piece #1: Less is more.
I’ve been in the hobby since childhood, having started
more layouts than I can recall. None of them ever came close
to being finished. Part of this could be excused as the immaturity of youth, but I think it was because I never defined
what I really wanted from the hobby. Well, actually I wanted
everything and, as a result, wound up with nothing. Over
time I came to prefer simple operations; one train trundling
along with a few cars, switching hither and yon. Therefore,

1

my interests always centered on some shortline or branch
like the Indiana & Ohio’s line from Valley Junction, Ohio to
Brookville, Indiana featured in the Jan.’83 Railroad Model
Craftsman and that’s what I eventually decided to focus on
(Photo 1).
Why a shortline? I had several reasons. I’d been through
the fill-the-basement with an empire phase. I didn’t have the
time or resources to do it in HO, let alone O Scale. Further-
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more, I didn’t have the desire. One thing became clear; I’d
start a layout, it would reach a certain size, and then I’d get
bored with it and want to start over. This ongoing scenario
seemed to suggest a smaller layout, even though I have space
for something bigger.
I also wanted quality over quantity. With a smaller layout I
could lavish time and attention on each phase of construction
without feeling that I’d never see things finished in my lifetime. For example: I handlaid my track over a period of two
years, putting every detail you can name into it. I just worked
slowly, doing a section at a time as funds allowed. Completed
in Aug 2007, there was a tangible sense of accomplishment
when it was done. There was just the right amount of work
to be challenging. Anymore and it would have become overwhelming and discouraging.
Another factor in this equation was that I didn’t want to
host a big crew for operating sessions. I simply enjoy running a train whenever the mood strikes and I never wanted
a layout so complicated to run that I couldn’t do that. I’ve
seen many layouts with benchwork stuffed into every nook
and cranny. Add 6-12 operators jammed into tight aisles and
things get claustrophobic for me. I wanted an uncluttered
space for operating. I occasionally have visitors who aren’t
modelers and being able to show them model trains in an
attractive setting is a good introduction to the hobby.
Puzzle Piece #2: Pick and Choose.
I had several long talks with P48 modelers Jim Canter
and Warner Clark about what could be done in P48, what
was available and could something nice be built in a small
space. They patiently answered all these questions plus a
thousand more. I have to see things firsthand to understand
them; so one way of determining what I could do in O Scale
was to take the handful of 1970s vintage Atlas freight cars I
had and place them around my HO layout. As ridiculous as
that sounds, it was how I began to get a sense of the space
requirements O Scale was going to take. I was hedging my
bets too. If I decided to stay with HO, I’d still have a layout to
tinker with.
From these experiments, it became clear that any type of
distance running between towns was out of the question.
There just wasn’t room. This meant a number of nice features
from my prototype weren’t going to make it onto the layout.
Some of this hurt, but I’ve never liked overcrowded scenes.
I didn’t want to jam stuff in just because it was on the prototype somewhere. These criteria suggested modeling a single
scene fed by staging of some type. This is a common British
design practice and one we O Scalers ought to be more conversant in. I began with this concept by thinking through the
features I wanted to include.

2

Fig. 1

3

The shingle factory at Brookville is the reason this line still
exists; therefore, it was a given, along with the character-dripping feed mill in Cedar Grove (Photos 2 & 3). Although no
longer served by rail, this mill was just a neat structure that
I wanted to model. Both buildings are unique to this branch
and help to establish the character of it in a freelanced layout
scene. This is an important principle to consider when designing a prototype based freelanced layout: Model the actual
buildings if possible to give a sense of place to scenes.
Track planning started by looking at the I & O yard at
Valley Jct., Ohio. The branch comes in from the north and
crosses US 50, a busy four lane highway, before entering the
yard. I & O trains stop short of the highway while waiting for
permission to enter the yard proper (Photos 4 & 5). The track
arrangement at Valley suggested a corner location. The layout
would consist of the junction trackage with the branch itself
curving off into an open staging area of some sort. I could
consolidate the shingle plant from Brookville and the Cedar
Grove feed mill into the new scene. Operations would consist
of trains coming off the branch, or in my case an interchange,
and switching the plant. Outbound cars would be gathered
up and returned to staging.
The track layout closely follows the arrangement at Valley
Jct. (Compare the right side of Fig. 1 to Photo 4.) Traffic enters
the modeled portion of the layout from a removable staging
cassette that spans an outside entry to the basement. I wanted
easy access for this door and since I’m not a mechanical
engineer, simpler is better to my way of thinking. The cassette just sits on blocking that not only provides support, but
alignment too. Gravity holds it in place, while a pair of drop
wires with alligator clips, attached to the layout’s main bus
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4

7

8
5

9
6

10
wires, provide the power. Since the cassette only connects to
the layout on one end, I don’t have to worry about seasonal
expansion or other odious mechanical issues. The sides of the
cassette are painted to match the rest of the fascia. Removing
the cassette is easy and it leans against the wall when not in
use (Photo 6).
This cassette represents the railroad’s connection to the
outside world. Cars or trains are visibly staged here. Nearby
storage cabinets hold additional rolling stock for rotation on
and off the layout. On a small layout like this, having a train
leave the modeled portion is very important in giving the
sense that there’s more railroad than meets the eye. That’s why
I didn’t include the enginehouse, also located in Brookville
next to the shingle plant (Photo 7), on the layout. I originally
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planned to, but thinking things through, it occurred to me
that doing so would tend to confine your sense of operations
to the modeled portion. I wanted the train to come onto the
scene, do its work and then leave just as in real life. This reinforces the impression of more railroad out there somewhere,
combating the small layout feel.
Puzzle Piece #3: One Large Industry.
There is a growing trend towards modeling fewer but larger
industries like paper mills, plastics plants, distribution/reload
centers and so on. With multiple tracks and/or car spots, a
single large industry can provide as much or more operation
than many smaller ones. On the I&W, as on the prototype, it’s
a shingle plant (Photos 8 & 9).
At seven feet long, my model of the plant will comprise
one third of the layout. There are two tracks serving this plant,
each holding six cars. Roofing granules arrive in 70 ton covered hoppers and are unloaded via an underground pit with
an enclosed conveyor system. Today’s shingle product is
fiberglass backed but in an earlier era, asphalt would come
in tank cars and the felt backing in boxcars. Talc would also
come by box or hopper. Today, however, it’s mostly just covered hoppers. The prototype yard at Brookville is small (Photo
10). As on the prototype, cars will be stuffed wherever there’s
room. Since I don’t have to worry about leaving the line open
for through traffic, all tracks will do double duty. This type of
flexibility is nice to have on a small layout and wouldn’t be as
believable if I’d modeled a conventional town on the main-

line. The number of cars tends to vary with the season, with
winter being the slowest, as photos 2, 8, 9 &10, taken the day
after Thanksgiving 2007 show. Spring and summer seem to
be the peak traffic time. I’ll vary the traffic levels to suit my
operating moods. The layout’s scenery will represent winter,
so I can have slow traffic; or I can say that it’s late winter/early
spring and ramp traffic levels up for the summer peak.
Other car spots on the layout include the ”pole track”,
which doubles as a team track for spotting a variety of car
types. The mill track sees cars for an offline customer that
uses a portable conveyer for unloading. Some industries will
be staged, that is the buildings won’t be modeled, but cars
can be sorted and placed on certain tracks for later delivery.
In another session these cars will be assumed to be ready for
pickup. Now that the track is done, I’ve had some basic operating sessions and things are working as I’d hoped. Operations should prove very satisfying.
Depending on your preferences and priorities, a small
layout can be just as rewarding as a huge basement empire.
True, you won’t be running 12 car limiteds or 50 car freights.
If those are your desires, you’ll be building a very different
layout from mine. Many have the notion that operation on a
small layout would be dull, but this need not be the case. I
hope you found something useful from this behind the scenes
look into the design criteria of the Indiana & Whitewater.
Next time we’ll take a closer look at shelf layout design. u

Precision Turntables for the Discerning Modeler
FEATURING PRO-DEXTM INFRA-RED POSITIONING & DYNAMIC BRAKING
Now it’s easy & exciting to operate
prototypically: 1. Select direction
2. Push run button 3. Watch bridge
advance to any of 48 positions, then
slow & lock on desired track when
you release button!

AAA PRECISION
TURNTABLES

•
•
•
•

Heavy-duty museum-quality construction
Realistic operation!
Painted and ready to run
Manufactured in all scales from Z to G
and all bridge sizes on a per order basis
• Mfg in U.S.A. by skilled machinists using
CNC precision parts. Hand assembled & tested
• Call for specs or visit our website

PO Box 64, Plantsville, CT 06479, USA
1-800-569-1423 • www.AAATurntables.com
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Tom Mix sent along these
photos of his Burlington F2 0-8-0
scratchbuilt to P48 standards.
That, however, is not what
makes this loco interesting. Tom
has been experimenting with
DCC and sound. This locomotive
has its speaker installed in the
smokebox so the sound comes
out the stack, like it should.

Ed Reutling sent this photo of
operations on his layout. He says, “This
is a shortline fantasy operation here in
East Tennessee from an unproffitable
SRR branch. The loco is a rebuilt ALCO
with an early Canadian ‘Safety Cab’
grafted on. The shortline is owned by
a larger holding company, Rail Service
Provider, which has terminal and
shortline operations throughout the
North American continent.”
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New Expanded Website for Locomotives, Passenger and Freight Equipment
WWW.OSCALEREALISM.COM
10% Discount on All Diesels,
Electrics & Freight Cars
Thru 3/31/08
2-Rail STEAM
MTH 2-Rail Locomotives
ATSF Northern
$1150
CNJ Blue Comet Pacific
$1200
CNW Streamlined Hudson
$900
C&O Greenbrier
$975
C&O Steam Turbine
$1100
NKP Berkshire
$1100
PRR T-1 #6110
$1200
N&W Class A 2-6-6-4
$1150
SP
AC-6 Cab Fwd
$975
SP
4-8-4 Daylight
$1250
UP
Big Boy 4-8-8-4
$1350
UP
Gas Turbine 3 units
$850
Weaver 2-Rail Brass
PRR K4 F/P Early
$1100
PRR K4 C/P ’35-’41 scheme
$1400
PRR K4 C/P ’42-’57 scheme
$1400
PRR L1 F/P
$950
RDG G1sas Crusader #117 or #118
$1200
RDG Crusader 5-car passenger set as-built $750
RDG Crusader 5-car set with corrected glazing
and shades
$950
Other 2-Rail BRASS
USH PRR K4 C/P Full Striping
USH NYC Dreyfus Hudson
custom ptd first scheme
OMI MILW 4-4-2 Hiawatha C/P #1
PSC SOU Ps4 F/P Cresc Ltd. #1393
WMS L5 Rdg Camelback C/P
WMS SP Daylight 4-8-4 F/P
SS
UP 4-4-2 Atlantic, vandy tdr
MG Erie K5 Pacific, C/P mint

$1850
$1750
$2500
$750
$1100
$975
$2900

2-Rail DIESEL
MTH PRR Centipedes
MTH ATSF F3 Warbonnet paint
MTH T&P GP9

$1250
$500
$325

$1650

3-Rail Scale Steam

LIONEL
Sou
Ts-1 4-8-2 detailed
N&W Class A 2-6-6-4 NIB
NYC Custom J1e Scullin disc PT Tndr
N&W K2 4-8-2 custom, #123
N&W Y3 2-8-8-2
VGN 2-8-4

$1000
$1000
$1400
$1250
$1100
$1000

Weaver
PRR Std K-4 F/P
$950
PRR K-4 C/P Early Low Tdr Striping
$1450
PRR K-4 C/P 36-41 Condensed Ltr
$1250
PRR K-4 C/P 41-47 Expanded Ltr
$1250
PRR K-4 C/P 47-57 Modern Solid Pilot
$1350
NH I-4, 4-6-2 w/Elesco, long vandy tdr,
sound, smoke
$1500
PRR A-5 0-4-0 F/P
$800
RDG G-1sas Crusader
$1100
RDG Matching Crusader Cars
$600
RDG G-2 Pacific #177
$975
SAL C/P USRA 0-6-0 Sound
$750
SOU C/P 4-8-2 Grn Stripes
$1500
B&O C/P T-3 W/Vandy Sound Smoke $1750

WM H-7 C/P Dull Alt #
C&O 2-8-0 C/P Dull
UP
’49er S/L 4-6-2
Williams
RDG L5 Camelback C/P
PRR E-6 C/P Late #6513
PRR B-6 C/P Dull #5244
PRR L-1 C/P Dull Dg’ Tdr #714
PRR L-1 C/P West Tdr #7345
PRR K-4 Custom Modern #646
Sound Smoke
SOU Ps-4 Custom w/Elesco system
Green w/Stripes #6689
N&W Class A 2-6-6-4 Detailed
N&W J 4-8-4 C/P #600 “dull”
B&A Custom 4-6-4, brass, upgraded

$750
$750
$1100
$750
$950
$750
$950
$1100
$1250
$1250
$1350
$650
$750

Westside Brass
RF&P Custom Governor 3-Rail Conversion
Sound Smoke Stripes Logo Etc. $2750
Sunset/3rd Rail
PRR H-6 C/P Late Scheme
$975
PRR H-6 C/P PRSL #6016
$1075
PRR E-6 F/P Sound
$1150
SP
4-4-2 Std
$1000
SP
4-4-2 F/P Daylight
$1150
UP
4-4-2 F/P
$1050
PRR Turbine – Upgraded
$1000
UP
Big Boy W/ Sound
$1950
ATSF Northern
$1200
GN S-2 4-8-4 Glacier
$1200
Sou Custom 4-8-2 Grn w/stripes, Weaver
motor and chassis, #6693
$1650
N&W K3 4-8-2 Water Buffalo
$1300
MTH
ACL 4-8-4 Custom Mod 8 wheel
tennder #1801
C&O 4-8-4 Greenbrier
C&O Custom Greenbrier Early #605
C&O Kanawah 2-8-4 w/Psgr Announ
DM&IR Yellowstone
N&W Class A Custom #1216 Correct
& Detailed
N&W Streamlined J 4-8-4
NYC Dreyfus Hudson
UP
Northern #8444
PRR T-1 Duplex #6110
CNW S/L Hudson
ERIE Custom Superdetailed K-5
w/Vandy Tdr
PRR Custom G-5 #5720 W/Brass Tdr
PRR K-4 Modified As K-3 C/P #9999
RF&P 2-8-4 Custom Modified W/Striping
WM H-9 2-8-0 c/p dull #802
WM Challenger, 2 numbers

$1650
$975
$1250
$1250
$1650
$1500
$1100
$975
$1250
$1250
$800
$1650
$1100
$1000
$1450
$950
CALL

3-Rail Scale Electric
Weaver
PRR GG-1, Tuscan 1 Stripe & Silver
1 stripe

$850

Williams
PRR GG1-Bruns 5 C/P dull
PRR GG1-Tuscan 5 C/P dull
PRR GG1- Tuscan dummy

$475
$475
$200

Sunset
PRR
P5A modified-sound
Lionel
DL&W MU pwd & dummey
DL&W MU combine/coach dum
L.I.R.R. custom pwd dum-Tuscan
MTH
MILW Bipolar
NH E3B
NH EP-3-M’Ginnis
PRR GG-1, Tuscan 5 & Conrail
K-Line
NH EP5
RDG MU 70’ TT green pwr/dum
RDG MU 70’ Blue/Wht pwr/dum
PRSL MU 60’ Tuscan w/poles
3-Rail Scale Diesel
Atlas
GN SW8 Green/Orange
AMTK DASH 8 #509
C&O RS-1
N&W SD-35
UP
SW-9
WT (Wash. Terminal) RS-1
LIONEL
EL
Alco PA A-A w/fact. sound
MTH
ATSF F-3 A-B-A
ATSF DL-109A/B custom fixed closed pilot
B&O E-6 A-B custom fixed closed pilot
B&O E-8 A-B-A
C&O F-3 A-B
C&NW DASH 9
FEC BL-2
GM&O GP-38
NYC E-8 A-A custom l/s
MILW DL-109
NH DL-109/110-Custom pilot scale cplr
PRR Centipedes-5 Stripe
PRR E-8 A-A custom Bruns 5 Stripe
PRR E-8 A-A custom Tuscan 5 Stripe
PRSL AS-616 custom #6000
SAL E-8 A-B-A Citrus Scheme
SAL E-6 A-B custom fixed closed pilot
SOU DL109/110-cust. ptd fixed pilot
RDG GP7 cust pt 1st scheme #600
RDG GP7 cust. pt no dynam. #660
RDG Trainmaster 1st scheme #860
RI
E-8 A-B-A
Weaver
B&O VO 1000
C&O RS-3
C&O RSD5
C&O GP-38
UP
E-8 AA

$800
$650
$550
$900
$775
$700
$875
$675
$350
$375
$425
$400

$325
$395
$375
$375
$350
$400
$575
$700
$650
$750
$650
$450
$275
$350
$300
$700
$300
$650
$1000
$700
$700
$475
$650
$750
$700
$475
$525
$550
$695
$199
$250
$250
$275
$375

Williams
Custom E7 Diesels - All with fixed pilots, scale
lead couplers and diaphragms.
ACL AB
$550
B&M A unit, custom single headlight
$300
CB&Q AB
$550
L&N AA
$450
Sou AA Custom Painted
$650

Correct passenger cars are available for most locomotives, custom and/or production. Inquire for availability.

Railroad Collectibles, 86 W. Johnson St., Philadelphia, PA 19144
Voice: 215-438-4330 • Fax: 215-438-7322 • Email:oguage.railroad@verizon.net
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Steam Era Structures Company
Unique buildings for any railroad era.

A. Woudin Sash & Door Company

1:48
Kit#9107-O
A craftsman kit featuring sheet brick, stone, and roofing
on cold press board with Grandt Line windows/doors and
Berkshire Valley details. Based on an existing clapboard
building covered with pressed tin brick and stone panels.
This kit is perfect for any light manufacturing operation.
Finished model is 8.75" x 15" x 11". Price: $175 plus $15
s&h. Send check or money order.

7136 Paddison Road, Cincinnati, OH 45230
website: www.steamerastructures.citymax.com

SEVEN MORE Reasons WHY OUR
FIGURES ARE
SPECIAL!
Painted / Unptd

1479
1480
1481
1482
1483

Realistic Figures Bring Your Layout to Life

3 Drunken men ..............
Railroad freight agent .......
Brakeman with flag ...........
Young woman jogging.......
Woman fixing shoe ...........

_19.99 /11.25_
_ 5.99 / 4.00_
_5.99 / 4.00_
_5.99 / 4.00_
_5.99 / 4.00_

People make
the difference!

Send $1.50 for our full color catalog featuring the nearly 400 PEWTER Figures AND Accessories
we produce in O Gauge All Made and Hand Painted in the USA with Pride. $7.95 S&H per order.
VISA & MC orders call 1 800 316-2493. For Information:302 455-0195. FAX orders: 302 455-0197
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105 Woodring Lane Newark DE 19702

Building an Adirondack
Car & Foundry Box Cab

Tom Houle
When I discovered the Chicago & Northwestern had operated three Alco/G.E./Ingersoll Rand box cabs numbered 1000,
1001 and 1002, I knew I’d have to build one for my CNW
- Soo branchline. Fortunately, Ed Reutling of Adirondack Car &
Foundry recently introduced a reasonably priced urethane kit
consisting of a one-piece body, frame, stack, truck bolsters, radiators, water tanks, and headlights (Photo 1). I checked the basic
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Frame and Drive

I began assembly with the frame. I prefer bare urethane castings for pencil layout, but the frame and body castings had a coat
of black primer while the rest of the parts didn’t. I tried removing
the primer with a water-based paint stripper. The stripper softened the frame to the point it had to be carefully straightened
by applying weight to it overnight. I let the softened frame sit for
a couple of days to out-gas the last of the stripper; then I added
0.125” x 0.1875” styrene strips to the bottom inside faces of the
side sills to straighten them out (Photo 2). Wash the castings in
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dimensions against a prototype drawing and found everything
to be spot-on. I did notice the webs of the side sills on the frame
were filled in, whereas my photos showed the webs running
unfilled to the end sills. Ed also angled the corners to the frame.
My references show the corners should be square. I’m sure the
prototypes had many variations.
The body and frame posed no assembly problems, but I’ve
never tackled a motor and drive system from scratch. This made
me a little nervous, since the written instructions with the kit
were minimal. Ed patiently answered all my questions and
provided a complete list of drive system components and parts
numbers, along with an assortment of photos. The frame comes
without the end sill and side steps. Due to the variety of step
configurations on the various railroads that operated these box
cabs, it’s probably best that Ed left these off. I’ve provided drawings and photos for the CNW configuration (Fig. 1, page 50).

lukewarm soapy water as you normally would, but do not apply
a stripper. A friend suggested lacquer thinner might work. I didn’t
try that, so I cannot say if it would work.
On his model, Ed attached a 0.060” thick brass sheet to the
underside of the urethane frame to which he attached the motor
and trucks. (See Fig. 1, Chassis Plate drawing.) I found a large
enough piece of brass in my scrap box, but it had a previous
hole in it from some long forgotten project. The hole wouldn’t
interfere with anything, so I used the piece. My plate takes into
account the two 0.125” x 0.1875” stiffening strips. If you don’t
use these, then add a 1/4” to the width of your plate. Using a
scriber, I laid out the plate outline along with the motor cut-out,
truck centers, and mounting hole centers on the brass sheet.
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Figure 1
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I attacked the cut-out for the motor first by drilling a series of
3/16” dia. holes along the scribed lines of the motor opening,
then snipped out the unwanted material. I filed the motor opening to its final outline using a large flat file. (Note: the motor
opening dimensions on my drawing are sized for a NWSL
18336/7-9 flat can motor. Adjust your opening to suit the motor
you use. A round motor should work as well as the flat version.)
With the chassis plate clamped in my bench vise, I hacksawed to the outline, leaving some extra material for final sanding to the line. I sanded the plate to its finished outline using a
belt sander. (Use eye protection - ed.) The two truck mounting
holes and the four corner mounting holes were drilled with a
3/32” dia. bit to accommodate 2-56 screws. I also drilled 5/32”
dia. holes on each side of the motor opening for routing the
motor leads up into the body and to also bind the motor to the
frame.
I centered the chassis plate on the underside of the frame casting, then marked and drilled the holes into the frame. I attached
the plate to the underside of the frame with 2-56 roundhead
screws and nuts. The nuts should go on the upper side of the
frame. Using CA glue, I attached two 0.250” square x 1” long
styrene strips to the top side of the frame. These strips are centered over the truck mounting holes and are drilled and tapped
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frames to the bolsters. I bent over the cut end of each pin where
it cleared the bottom of the bolster. Make sure the side frames
are loose enough on the bolsters to freely rotate and equalize on
uneven track (Photo 6).
The phosphor bronze pickups were next. I fabricated my pickups - two per truck for eight-wheel pickup - from Special Shapes
0.006” phosphor bronze. This material is easily cut with an old
pair of scissors. (See Fig. 1. for the pickup layout.) I drilled a
0.030” hole in each pickup tab, then soldered on black and red

7
to accept the truck mounting screws (Photos 3 & 4).
Adirondack Car & Foundry provides a pair of urethane truck
bolsters, which are configured to accept Q-Car Company side
frames (Part #CS236). Be sure to order a set of eight side frame
brass bearings (Part #B190), since these bearings are not included with the side frames. These bolsters and side frames will set
the deck at the correct height above the railhead. The Q-Car side
frames are crisp, well detailed white metal castings. To make
them prototypically correct for the Alco box cab, you’ll have to
nip off the ends and file them square (Photo 5). To attach the bolsters to the side frames, it’s necessary to drill holes in the bolsters
and side frame bosses that align with each other. I inserted each
side frame boss onto a bolster, and then mounted the assembled
pieces in a drill press vice making certain they were square to
each other. Using a variable speed Dremel tool in a drill stand,
I carefully drilled #68 holes through the truck bolsters and the
side frame bosses to accept straight pins that will hold the side

wire leads (Photo 7). I formed the pickups to ride with minimal
pressure on the backs of the wheels. The pickups are inserted
into slots cut with a razor saw in the locations shown on the bolster drawing and are retained with CA glue.
All that’s left to do on the trucks are the installation of the
Northwest Shortline gear boxes and the Grandt Line 8-tooth
sprockets. NWSL suggests test assembling and lubricating the
gearboxes to ensure smooth running. Following that, I removed
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the four insulated wheels from their respective axles. You may be
able to twist off the insulated wheels but I couldn’t; so I set the
wheelset into my vise for support and used a couple of gentle
hammer taps to free the insulated wheels from their shouldered
axles.
To locate the gears and sprockets on the axles, I used a NWSL
Sensi-Press, a couple of lengths of brass tubing, and a styrene
spacer block. The sprockets were pressed on first with the long
axle extension snug against the inside face of the uninsulated
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wheel (Photo 8). Installing it the opposite way will cause the
Delrin chain to foul the side of the bolster. The gearbox gear
should be centered on the axle. Given the 0.080” thickness of
the NWSL gear; my math indicated I needed a 0.528” spacer
between the inside face of the uninsulated wheel and the face of
the NWSL gear. I made a 0.528” U-shaped spacer from styrene.
The notch in it was large enough to slip over the sprocket extension and acted as a backstop for the press when re-attaching the
insulated wheels.
You’ll notice when you install the wheelsets that the tops of
the gearboxes will interfere with the underside of the bolsters. I
radiused the undersides of the bolster and added 0.060” square
styrene reinforcing strips on each side for additional support
(Photo 9). I did not add the Grandt Line Delrin chain at this time.
I chose to wait until I’d powered up the gearboxes.
As shown in Photo 10 and on the bolster drawing in Fig. 1,
I added 0.040” x 0.375” styrene strip torsion bars to the tops of
the bolsters. These prevent the gearboxes from rotating when the
motor is powered up. I then set the completed trucks aside while

I devoted some time to studying Ed’s drive train photos.
I glued a sheet of 0.040” styrene to the top of the frame over
the motor cutout (shown in Photos 3 & 4). The motor nestles
into this pocket, placing the motor shafts in correct alignment
with the gearbox shafts. Ed Reutling used a nylon tie to hold his
motor to the frame. I opted to run a length of soft copper wire
through the holes on either side of the motor cutout and simply
twisted the wire tight on the top of the frame. Either one is a
simple solution that allows you to easily remove the motor if you
ever have to. Referring to the drive layout drawing in Fig. 1, I cut
the NWSL gearbox and motor shafts to 5/16” length. The shafts
between the gearboxes and the motor were cut to 1-1/4”. To
clear the Kadee coupler boxes, I had to cut off the unused shaft
extensions at the opposite ends of the gearboxes. I did all the
cuts with a Dremel Moto tool and cut-off wheel. (Do wear safety
glasses when you make these cuts.) The intermediate shaft length
may vary, depending on the motor you use. I found a little axial
(length-wise) slop in the intermediate shaft was good. My first
blush drive assembly had the shaft snug between the gear box
and motor cups. Shortening the intermediate shafts by 0.030”
- 0.040” worked much better and was also quieter. Now that I’ve
built my own drive, I can say it’s a pretty easy task. However, you
will need a Sensi-Press or similar tool to press on the gear and
sprocket. I’m going to install this same drive in my scratchbuilt
brass Whitcomb 44-tonner.
The end sill steps, side steps, couplers, and air tanks are
installed next. I fabricated my end sills and pilot steps from styrene using a photo of CNW 1000. (See the step drawings in Fig.
1) The end sills and pilot steps are built in left-and-right hand
assemblies that are glued to the end sills on either side of the cou-
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pler draft gear (Photo 11). With the exception of the sheet steel
backing behind the vertical step hangers, I believe they are pretty
close to the original Alco steps. I detailed my steps with Tichy
Train Group 0.030” rivets. Just drill some #77 holes and drop in
the rivets. A light wash of plastic cement anchors them. The frame
casting has slightly rounded corners whereas the CNW frame is
square and has a deeper end sill. I squared off the frame corners
with triangles cut from 0.125” x 0.250” styrene.
I followed CNW’s practice for the coupler cut levers and end
sill grabs, forming them from 0.020” brass wire. The two cut
levers are held to the frame with turned brass stanchions from
my scrap box (Photo 12). The side sill steps were fabricated from
styrene strip (Photo 13). My drawing depicts how the CNW did
it. Your railroad may have done it differently; so check photos for
your road.
I used Kadee 806 couplers with the shortened box, due to the
tight clearances between the shaft extensions of the gearboxes
and the Kadee draft gear (Photo 14). The holes for the coupler
mounting screws are conveniently spotted on the underside of
the frame ends. My Kadee coupler jig indicated the coupler pads
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The air tank hanger straps are .0020” x 0.060” styrene strips.
With the chassis complete, it was time for a test run. Initially,
I powered up my unit on the bench without the Delrin chains. I
added the chains and had no problems. Next stop was the layout. The bare chassis motored around the layout, easily handling
half dozen cars and operating through 30” radius curves. I will
say the motor does wind up with those 36:1 gear boxes. I’d never
operated such a high ratio gear box before. Like the prototype,
my box cab with throttle wide open won’t do more than a scale
35 - 40 mph. Takes a little getting used to.

Body Assembly

I began work on the body by attaching 0.250” x 0.375” styrene strips inside each end with CA glue (Photo 15). I drilled
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were 1/32” too low. I filed 1/32” deep x 1/2” wide notches into
the end sills to raise the couplers to the correct height. I drilled
and tapped the coupler mounting holes for a 2-56 screw. The
excess screw length was cut off and filed flush with the top of the
frame.
The two air tanks were made from 1/2” dia. styrene tubing
(Fig. 1, Air tank drawing). Note that the long tank runs lengthwise with the frame and the short tank runs cross-wise to the
frame. Per the prototype, I recessed the tank ends by cutting the
long tank a 1/8” shorter than it should be, and then glued 0.030”
plates over the tank ends. After trimming the excess material, I
glued 1/16” long tubes to each end that aligned with the tank
diameter. All cuts were made in a Zona miter box. The short tank
has one recessed end with the other end hidden by the motor.

holes in the styrene strips, which align with the four holes
already drilled in the frame casting. I tapped the holes for 2-56
screws, which hold the body to the frame. I made sure the four
screw heads were accessible since things are tight on the underside.
Next, I drilled out the grab iron holes. Adirondack Car &
Foundry has conveniently spotted all of the grabiron and railing
locations. I drilled #74 holes with a pin vise, and then I bent up
the grabs and railings from 0.020” brass wire and attached them
with CA glue.
The roof mounted radiators and coolant/water tanks were
next. The water tanks are provided full width. The CNW tanks
were narrower. I rough cut my tanks on a band saw and then
belt sanded them to the final 1/4” thickness. The tanks were
glued onto the roof centerline. The radiator castings must be
trimmed to an overall width of 31/32”. This is easily done with
a Zona saw. The tops of the radiators join the tanks a 1/4” above
the roof. I penciled a reference line on each side of the coolant
tanks to facilitate spotting the radiators where I wanted them. I
removed the thick ridges at the outboard ends of the radiators
and replaced them with 0.030” x 0.060” styrene strips. I added
three 0.030” x 0.060” x 0.080” long strips to the undersides of
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the 0.030” x 0.060” styrene strips. As shown in Photo 16, these
short pieces are equally spaced to simulate the steel radiator
stand-offs on the prototype. The radiators were then glued to the
roof and tanks with CA glue.
At some point, the CNW replaced the original straight exhaust
stacks with homemade piping and mufflers. Lacking good photos
of this, I elected to stay with the original stacks. I did modify the
solid resin Adirondack castings by shortening the vertical portion and attaching 3/8” brass tubing cut to the correct height
(Photo 17).
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I mounted the two headlights on side-by side pieces of 1/8
channel. Before attaching the headlights to the roof, I drilled
1/16” holes through the backs of both headlights and corresponding holes through the water tanks that angled down toward
the interior of the body. At this juncture, I assembled the body to
the frame and did some trial switching. Except for the absence of
headlight illumination, all went well. Number 1000 was ready
for the paint shop (Photos 18, 19 & 20).
The paint stripper had also melted the window muntins on the
body casting, so I replaced them with some cut from a Grandt
Line window. I removed the body, trucks, and motor, and painted
the body and frame with a light coat of Floquil gray primer from
a spray can. Since my locomotive has CNW yellow and green
zebra-striped ends, I airbrushed the ends with a coat of Floquil
CNW Yellow GLS. I’m not sure if this particular paint is still available, but it’s a dead ringer for the CNW golden yellow hue.
After the paint dried for a couple of days, I masked off the
ends with 3M Scotch Magic tape. If you haven’t tried masking
with this tape, you should. It seals well and stretches to a degree
around corners and curves. You can tell when the tape is really
down because it darkens where you have a good seal. I sprayed
the body with Floquil Engine Black using a spray can. This paint
easily covered in one coat. Once again, I let the paint cure for
a couple of days. I brush painted the truck side frames with Floquil Engine Black and painted the headlight interiors with silver
enamel. I brushed Floquil Crystal Cote onto the body where the
decals would be applied. I didn’t apply Crystal Cote to the ends,
since the Floquil paint had cured to a hard gloss.
Now came the hard part: adding the dark green striping to
the ends. Microscale has the correct V-stripe decals, which come
with dark green stripes on a golden yellow background. Due
to the number of protuberances and recesses in the body ends,
I decided against trying to apply a one-piece decal. It seemed
easier to paint the ends yellow and then slice the green stripes
from the decal sheet and apply them separately. Turns out this
approach was a bit of a sticky wicket.
Applying the green stripes, getting them oriented, and snuggled down proved to be a real character building experience.
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Walthers Solvaset decal setting solution, which is more powerful than Microscale’s, made it somewhat easier by really settling
the decals into all the cracks and crevices. I applied a minimal
amount to avoid dissolving the decals. After some second efforts
and patching, it seemed to come out okay. Not perfect, mind
you, but at least okay. I sealed everything with Floquil Dullcote
using a spray can.
After painting the body, I installed a Miniatronics non-reversing lighting kit. With this kit, both headlights are always illuminated at full brightness. The 1/32” thick headlight lenses are cut
from Plastruct 3/8” dia. Lucite rod using a Zona Saw and a miter
box. I had to slightly turn down the 3/8” diameter of the Lucite

rod to allow the lenses to fit flush in the headlight castings. You
might wonder about the lenses being foggy after being sliced
from the rod. Well, they were, but the solution is ultra-simple.
After cutting, I lightly sanded the lenses, and then coated the
inside with Testors liquid plastic cement. This clears up the lens
so you can actually make out the bulb inside. I glued the lens
into the headlights and then applied the liquid cement to the
exterior lens faces. Presto - clear or nearly clear headlight lenses.
That completes locomotive assembly. My Chicago & Northwestern #1000 is now busy shuffling loads and empties about. On
my layout, a loco of this size is perfect for both run-through and
switching service. Ed Reutling informed me the first run of box
cab kits has sold out. However, they will be doing another run.
Contact Adirondack Car & Foundry for pricing and delivery. u
Box Cab Prototype and Modeling References
AGEIR Diesel-Electric Locomotives [http://sbiii.com/jfcageir/
ageir.html]. Photos and history.
Model Railroader – April - May, 1956 “Modeling the First Diesel”, two-part O scale construction article by Irv Winer.
Railroad Model Craftsman – Mar., 1967 “Alco Box Cab Diesel
– 300 HP – 1926”, O scale Erie box cab drawings and a short
history by William Schmidt.
Bill of Materials
Adirondack Car and Foundry - Urethane box cab kit by Ed
Reutling (reutling@xtn.net), 160 Harwood Road, Gray, TN 37615
Evergreen Styrene
1/2” dia. tubing
.030” sheet
.030” x .060” strip
.030” x .218” strip
.030 x .281” strip
1/16” angle

.125” x .250” strip
Grandt Line
7006 Delrin chain and 8 tooth sprocket set (2)
K & S Brass
.020” wire
.030” wire
3/8” dia. tube
Microscale CNW Decals
48-722
48-545
48-549
Miniatronics Corp
CL-011-01 constant lighting unit
NorthWest Short Line
18336/7-9 can motor
490-6 universal coupler set
154-6 HO gearbox (2)
8251-4 33” shouldered axle wheel sets
2024-4 2.4 mm shafting
Plastruct
3/8” dia. Lucite rod
Q-Car Company
CS236 Alco 84” wheelbase side frame set
B190 side frame bearings set
Special Shapes
15053 .006 phosphor bronze sheet
Tichy Train Group
8019 .030” round head rivets

These highly detailed hydrocal kits feature
full color graphics, laser cut doors and
windows and complete ﬁnishing instructions.
Fairly simple construction as most of the
amazing detail has been cast right in place.
Add a ﬂat $10.00 S & H no matter how many
kits you order. Satisfaction guaranteed.

DOWNTOWN DECO

5323 Fiddler Court ◆ Florence, MT 59833

406/273-0942

◆ E-mail:

Angels Flight
Hotel DD41
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$89.95
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Rocky
Flats
Depot
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downtowndeco@montana.com

Direct!
TBuy
WIN
WHISTLE SIGN & KIT CO.
31 Turnberry Drive, Arden, NC 28704 (828) 684-6785

Trackside
Tavern
$79.95

◆ Web site:
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www.downtowndeco.com

ASSEMBLED
BUILDINGS ARE
AVAILABLE!

The Classic!
Kit: $54.95

Footprint: 10” x 4.5”

Buy Directly from our e-store!
WWW.TWINWHISTLE.COM

• Pre-Cut Basswood Body
• Complete Instructions
• Assorted Castings
• Wide Selection of
Graphics
• Grandt Lines Doors &
Windows
• Scribed Interior Flooring
e-mail:
twinwhistle@hotmail.com
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NEWS: Landscape Materials
Bachmann Trains, 1400 East Erie Avenue,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19124 USA
(215)-533-1600 • www.bachmanntrains.com
Model railroad manufacturer Bachmann
Trains has announced the release of a wide variety of new SceneScapes™ landscaping materials. Categories include Foliage, Foliage Fiber,
Wire Foliage Branches, Ground Cover, Turf, Turf
Blends, and Gravel. The new landscaping materials join Bachmann’s extensive variety of tree
offerings.
The new SceneScapes™ products allow hobbyists to add detail and realism to model scenes
in virtually any scale, with variable density material (Foliage and Foliage Fiber) and texture variations (Ground Cover and Gravel). Turf and Turf Blends are available in medium
texture only. However, the neatest new product is the Wire Foliage Branches which
are bendable for shaping variations. There are 100 branches in each pack. They can be
used to make bushes or even trees.
All items are shipping now. Prices range from $4.95 to $8.95, except for the Wire
Branches which sell for $9.95.
NEWS: Books on CD in PDF format, MSRP: $18.95 plus $4.85
S&H (US), International Priority Mail to Canada and Mexico is
$9; $11 for all other countries.
Highlands Station, LLC, 4255 S. Buckley Rd, #137, Aurora, CO
80013-2951,
(303) 829-4449 • www.HighlandsStationLLC.com
Highlands Station, LLC, has just released a series of Books on
CD in PDF format (Adobe® Reader® 5.0 or later required).
Scratchbuilding Ward’s Sawmill
This CD contains the complete 62-page construction series
by Sam Swanson on building a water-powered sawmill. Sam’s
HO Scale diorama was based on
the prototype structure built by Ben
Ward that was featured in Foxfire 6
(Anchor Books, 1980). Sam’s series
was first published in Model Railroading magazine between February
and November 2003. Presented in
PDF format, the text is fully searchable; and all pages, including the
detailed illustrations, can be printed
out to aid the modeler. This CD book
contains dozens of detailed progress
photos, complete Bill of Materials
and step-by-step directions that can
assist modelers working in all scales.
Readers can get a closer look at fine details in the photos by
zooming in on them... something you can’t do with a printed
version.
S-1: ALCO’s First Standard Switcher and ALCO DL109: ALCO’s
First Cab Locomotive.
The CD contains George Melvin’s in-depth series on the history of ALCO’s S-1 and DL109 locomotives and the roads that
used them. Designed to be an invaluable tool for both modelers
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and historians, the CD presents both
series in PDF. The text is fully searchable, and all 256 high-resolution photos (75 in color) can be zoomed in on
for close examination of every detail.
Because the images are 300 dpi
rather than the more common 96 dpi,
readers can get an extremely close
look at fine details. Pages can be
printed for personal use. The 96-page
S-1 series was first published in the
October 2002 to August 2004 issues
of Model Railroading magazine, and
the 8-page DL109 series was in the
June and July 2005 issues.
Containers A-Z by David G. Casdorph.
This CD features Dave Casdorph’s
excellent series on containers. It
provides an extensive photographic
record of intermodal containers from
A to Z. Dave documents the ISO
types, characteristics, owner/operator information (when known), and
available models. You’ll find photos of
rare, as well as common, containers
and all are in color. This CD book is a
valuable research tool for both modelers and fans of intermodal transportation. Presented in PDF, the text is
fully searchable; and because all 315
high-resolution color photos are 300
dpi rather than the more common 96 dpi, readers can get an
extremely close look at fine details. Pages can be printed for
personal use. The 93-page series was first published in Model
Railroading magazine between April 2000 and February 2003.

NEWS: Brass Buildings & Smoothside Passenger Cars
Weaver Models, PO Box 231, Northumberland PA 17857
570-473-9434 • www.weavermodels.com
Buildings
Weaver is importing a series of brass structures building on
the line started last year with their Watchman’s and small Interlocking towers. Coming in 2008 are:
• PRR “Devon” baggage room in two different paint
schemes (buff w/green trim, and gray w/maroon trim). Footprint
is 5.5 inches by 9.5 inches, and it stands 5 inches high. MSRP:
$139.95
• PRR “Roy” Tower in two paint schemes (buff w/brown

trim, and buff w/maroon trim). Footprint is 4.5 inches by 6.75
inches and it stands 9.5 inches high. MSRP: $119.95
• PRR Standard Tool House in two different versions; horizontal siding (tan w/maroon trim), or vertical siding (buff
Passenger Car Sets
Weaver has also announced a new batch of 80’ 5-car
smooth-sided passenger car sets. Each set (except for the
N&W livery) will consist of one each diner, baggage, coach,
sleeper and observation. The N&W set will have one diner,
two sleepers, one coach and one observation. These cars
will be made from aluminum and will be factory painted for
six liveries: PRR “Fleet of Modernism”, Alaska RR, Central
of New Jersey, Lehigh Valley, Canadian National, Louisville &
Nashville, Grand Trunk Western, and Norfolk & Western. The

NEWS: Wired Surface-mount LEDs, MSRP: $3 to $4.50 each,
plus S&H
Richmond Controls, PO Box 1467, Richmond TX 77406
281-342-4895 • www.richmondcontrols.com
Richmond Controls is now shipping #603-sized, surfacemount LEDs with #36 gauge wires attached. These LEDs can be
inserted into a #56 hole (0.046”). The LEDs come in a variety of
colors: including, golden white, sunny white, red, amber, aqua,
green and blue. Prices are $3 each except for the green and blue
LEDs which are $4.50 each. Wire length is approx. six inches.
Special assemblies are available, including LEDs with wires exiting toward the end rather than out the back (e.g., for ditch lights).
Custom wire lengths and bi-color assemblies are available.
These LEDs are great for headlights, class lamps and marker

w/brown trim). Footprint is 4.25 inches by 7.75 inches and it
stands 3.5 inches high. MSRP: $119.95
Reserve now for a Spring 2008 delivery.

cars will have detailed interiors with figures and lighting (where
applicable), metal floors with detailed underframes and come
equipped with die-cast trucks and couplers. Sets will be offered
for both 2-Rail and 3-Rail, and will sell for $599 plus shipping.
Contact Weaver Models for more information and delivery
dates.

lights in any scale and easily replace even the smallest incandescent lamp.
Note: LEDs must always be used with a current limiting resistor. Richmond Controls can provide the proper resistor for the
LED chosen.
Contact Richmond Controls directly or a dealer who sells
Richmond Controls products.
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REVIEW: Canadian Pacific “Empress” Hudson, MSRP: w/o
Sound $995; with Sound (2 or 3-Rail) $1095
Weaver Models, PO Box 231, Northumberland PA 17857
570-473-9434 • www.weavermodels.com
Reviewed by Joe Giannovario

Background
The first Hudson type built for the Canadian Pacific was produced in 1929 by the Montreal Locomotive Works in Quebec,
Canada. In all, 65 of these 4-6-4 locomotives were produced for
the CPR. The classes ranged from H1a to H1e (#2800 - #2864).
The CPR #2816 is a class H1b Hudson locomotive built by
Montreal Locomotive Works in December 1930. Hudson #2816
is a non-streamlined locomotive and, therefore, not a “Royal”
Hudson. Hudsons numbered from 2820 through 2864 eventually were all designated “Royal” Hudsons. Hence, the sobriquet
of ”Empress” for #2816. You can learn more about the “Royal”
Hudsons at the Unofficial Royal Hudson website: [www.rrsites.
com/royalhudson/index.htm]
Initially, Hudson #2816 ran westward out of Winnipeg to
Calgary and eastward to Fort William, Ontario (now part of
Thunder Bay). She then moved into service on the Windsor-toQuebec City corridor. Its last assignment was at the front of a
Montreal-Rigaud commuter train, making its final revenue runs
on May 26, 1960. Having logged more than two million miles
in active service, #2816’s fires were extinguished and it was sold
in 1964 to the Steamtown National Historic Site in Scranton,
Pennsylvania. It was repatriated to Canadian Pacific in 2001
where it was rebuilt and restored by BC Rail. At that time it was
converted from its original coal burning tender to oil.
The Model
The locomotive is made of brass and constructed in the
typical manner. The locomotive and tender is factory painted
and lettered. The tender comes fitted as an oil burner, but also
included is a coal load since #2816 was originally built as a coal
burner. The front classification lights illuminate. Cab roof vents
slide and the tender water hatch opens. The sample I had was
without sound but the model is offered in 2 and 3-Rail versions
with sound and Engineer-On-Board® speed control. As this was
a pre-production model, it did not come with a Certificate of
Authenticity or an Instruction Manual. Weaver assures me they
are included in the production models. The model tested was
numbered 2816 and is also offered as number 2802 or un-numbered.
Fidelity
I could not find a drawing or diagram of these locomotives;
so I cannot tell you exactly how accurate the model is. From
what I can judge by comparing prototype photos of the 2816
to the Weaver model, it appears to be reasonably accurate.
One dimension I was able to check was the driver diameter. It
scaled out to 72” and should be 75”. However, that’s within my
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“acceptable limits” tolerance. Weaver produced a “Royal”
Hudson back in 1994 and I presume this model was built
to the same general specifications.
The paint and finish on this pre-production model was generally excellent. The main boiler sections are a beautiful gray color
accented with black domes, fittings, and smokebox and allweather cab. The running boards and tender are further accented by rich deep red panels, lined
and lettered in
light yellow (Dulux
gold). My sample
had some shiny
black items that
should have been
matte black, but
Weaver knows
that and will correct the finish on
the production
models.
You might be tempted to close-couple the locomotive and
tender and, indeed, you can with the drawbar provided. However, since the all-weather cab aprons are not articulated nor
sprung, the locomotive will not be able to negotiate any curves
at all, so don’t bother.
Compatibility
The model came with Weaver’s scale coupler installed and
it coupled up to my standard Kadee-equipped test train with no
problems.
All of the wheels and drivers were checked with an NMRA O
Scale gage. The drivers were a bit tight but there were no operational problems with the locomotive running on my layout.
Performance
Running light, the 2816 ran very well. It started moving at
about one-half volt drawing 400 mA. At that low voltage none
of the lights would illuminate. The lights finally came on at 2.5
volts. At 5 volts and drawing 800 mA, the model was running
at about 22 scale miles per hours. I rate this as excellent performance.
Hudsons are typically passenger locomotives. I do not have
anything in the way of passenger equipment ready for testing,
so I coupled the 2816 to my “standard” test train of 10 mixed
freight cars. It started on level track and pulled the train out of
my yard area onto the main where it encounters the start of a
3 percent grade. The Hudson sat at the foot of the grade and
spun its drivers. I had to reduce the number of cars until there
were only six in the train and then the Hudson made it around
the layout, but not without slipping its drivers in certain tough
spots. By comparison, this is the same train length that my PRR
H3 2-8-0 with 50-inch drivers is able to handle. The H3 is a
very small locomotive. The Hudson should have been able to
pull more; so I presume it needs more weight in the boiler. I
am totally clueless when it comes to passenger trains; so I don’t
know how many cars would make up a typical consist for one
of these Hudsons, but I suspect the model will not pull more
than four or five without more weight over the drivers. This is
typical with brass models which often require added weight for
optimal performance.
Conclusion
I am sure more knowledgeable modelers will let us know if
this is an accurate model or not. It does run extremely well and
looks to be painted and lettered correctly. It has most all the features we have come to expect from a brass steam locomotive. If
I were “into” passenger steam engines, this would be one that I

REVIEW: PRR K4s #3768 (streamlined) w/scale wheels
#20-3297-2; MSRP: $899.95
M.T.H. Electric Trains, 7020 Columbia Gateway Drive,
Columbia MD 21046
410-381-2580 • www.mth-railking.com
Reviewed by Joe Giannovario
The Prototype
I gave a brief history of the PRR K4s in my review of the
Sunset/3rd Rail model back in OST#16. I won’t bore you by
repeating it here, and there is plenty of information in print and
on the Net about the PRR K4s in general.
M.T.H. has released a model of PRR K4s #3768, the first
streamlined K-4. There’s not much verbage available on this
locomotive in general print other than the engine was styled by
famous industrial designer Raymond Loewy in 1936. Loewy also
designed the PRR S1 and T1 locomotives, as well as the 1938
Broadway Limited cars, which this locomotive pulled. K4s #3768
also headed the Spirit of St. Louis, which is the nameplate on this
particular model.
The Model
The M.T.H. model of #3768 looks very nice. The streamlined
shroud is nicely done as is the tender. The model is finished in
PRR Brunswick Green (DGLE to SPFs) with gold leaf striping.
Originally, #3768 was painted with a bronze finish and M.T.H.
had planned to release the model in this color, but feedback
from customers led them to choose the dark greenish-black for
the production run.
The tender appears to be lettered in Futura which is correct.
The tender rides on unique six-wheel trucks which appear to be
correct.
The locomotive and tender couple via the M.T.H. ”wireless”
drawbar which appears to be shorter than previously offered.
This gives a nice ”close-coupled” look to the pair.
The engine and tender weigh close to 10 pounds. As in real
life, the engine shrouding made handling a little difficult. Getting
the lead truck on the rails was hampered by the skirting.
Fidelity
I did not have detailed drawings of #3768 in shrouding, so I
had to make do with an erection card diagram and photos. From
the several photos I was able to view in books and on the Net,
M.T.H. appears to have captured both the look and feel of the
prototype locomotive. The shrouding, even though it is die-cast,
does not seem overly heavy.
I checked the basic dimensions and found the driver diameter to be 72” where it should be 80”. However, the driver
spacing is close to correct (82” vs. 83”). The lead truck wheel
diameter measured out at 33” vs. 36” on the prototype and the
trailing truck diameter measured an anemic 42” vs. 50” on the
real locomotive. That said, most of the mechanism is covered by
the shrouding and the size differences are not that noticeable.
The tender checked out in all major dimensions and comes
pre-drilled to accept a Kadee-compatible coupler pocket.
Other items to note were a missing vestibule cover between

the engine and tender, and the swing-out coupler cover on the
pilot is not mechanically attached to the engine but held in
place with springs. The front coupler is non-functional.
I am not personally familiar with the whistle sound of a K4s
but I am told the sound used in this model is an actual recording
of a K4s whistle. The other sounds were typical of the M.T.H.
DCS sound system. While I am talking about sound let me add a
gripe here. The factory preset sound levels are TOO LOUD!
Compatibility
All wheels passed the NMRA gauge check. The locomotive
runs under straight DC or M.T.H.’s proprietary DCS. Running
under DCS, the engine is only compatible with other DCS powered equipment.
Some manufacturers, like M.T.H., need to come to terms
with two-rail curve terminology. The catalog says this loco can
take a 34” radius with scale-wheels or an 0-72 curve with HiRail wheels. Well, O-72 is a 36” radius and this would be the
first time a scale loco could run into a tighter curve than a HiRail loco. The box says it needs 42” radius. So, which is it? I’m
confused.
Performance
Whenever I test a locomotive with sound and smoke, the
first thing I do is turn off the smoke unit because it always draws
excessive current. In straight DC mode, with both sound and
smoke turned off, it took a minimum of 10 volts and 600 mA to
get lights and movement from the K4. This seems high. Usually,
because of all the electronics on-board, a locomotive will start
to move at around six or seven volts. Starting at 10 volts doesn’t
leave a lot of control room at the top of the power knob.
At 10 volts the slow speed performance was a measured 5.25
smph. Not bad, but not great either. On the other hand, this isn’t
a freight locomotive where slow switching speed is essential.
I coupled the K4s to my ”standard” 10 car mixed freight
train and started it around the layout. It took everything on the
layout with aplomb. At 14 volts on a 3-1/2 percent grade, the
locomotive drew a maximum of 1000 mA (1Amp). I measured
the speed at 16.5 smph. This is excellent performance. Two prototype K4s’s were expected to pull 16 passenger cars at speed.
I have no doubt this single unit could do that without breaking
a sweat. With the smoke unit turned on, the total current draw
under load was 1800 mA.
Using DCS, the slow speed performance was excellent coming in at a measured 1.5 smph.
My tightest radius curve is 42” and the loco ran through it
with no problems.
Conclusions
M.T.H. has produced a very stylish model of a unique PRR
engine. If I were modeling the PRR, I would want to add one of
these to my collection. For those who care, the only other O
Scale 2-Rail model of #3768 was produced by Fine Art Models
for the Lionel Smithsonian set. These sell for around $2000 to
$2500 if you can find one.
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I’ll be getting into scratchbuilding a large structure or two
in the near future and accurately laying out and cutting 1’ x
2’ styrene sheets can be frustrating. I tried various methods
from using a scale rule to a drywall cutting square with limited
success. Even with a sandpaper backing, the scale rule would
often slip in the middle of a cut or be too short to complete a
long cut without having to reposition it; introducing errors or a
ragged line. The drywall square was simply too big and clumsy to use on the workbench. There had to be a better way.
As an artist I learned to do my own picture framing. Picture
framers have a tool called a mat cutter used to cut the matting
which surrounds artwork that is framed under glass. Matboard
is a high quality paperboard that comes in 32” x 40” or 40”
x 60” sheets. Mat cutters are sized to accommodate these
sheets, so they are quite large. They can be mounted flat on
a worktable or vertically on a wall to save space. There is a
pivoting bar with a cutter head that slides along its length. The
cutter head contains two replaceable knife blades: one mounted at forty five degrees to cut the window opening in the mat,
the other at ninety for cutting the sheets to size. There are also
adjustable stops for making repetitive cuts. The drawback is
these are very expensive precision tools, costing hundreds of
dollars. Not something many modelers are going to have in
their workshops. I thought about something similar for cutting
the large sheets of styrene I use for my scratchbuilding; so I set
out to see what I could do using the same principles. Photo 1
shows what I came up with.

2

3
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I made my cutter out of scrap wood I had laying around
the shop. I found a piece of 3/4” thick plywood measuring 111/2” x 30” (Photo 2). This was a good size, since the sheets of
styrene I use would fit with room to spare. A trip to the local
home improvement center yielded some 1/2” x 3/4” aluminum angle and some 1/8” x 1-1/2” aluminum bar stock. I had
plenty of screws and wood scraps to round out the rest of the
materials.
My design was very simple. I just wanted a straightedge
to guide my utility knife that would pivot out of the way, yet
remain stationary when making a cut (Photos 3-4). The aluminum angles hold the guide bar in place and also provide
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a stop to place the styrene sheets against. Having this stop at
ninety degrees to the guide bar ensures an accurate, square
cut. I didn’t try to build in any adjustable stops or other features found on commercial mat cutters, since I just wanted to
rough cut my pieces to size. I dressed up the base by trimming
it out with some pine to cover the raw edges of the plywood
and to provide some feet to lift it up off the workbench. I even
got extra fancy and inlaid a decorative strip of cherry. I know,
it’s over the top. I just can’t help myself.
There is nothing hard or complicated about building this

cutter. I cut the aluminum with a metal cutting blade in my
miter saw, but a vise and hacksaw will do a fine job too. The
aluminum is very soft and cuts easily. I used ordinary drill bits
for all of the required holes. I didn’t have a special counter
sinking bit; so I just drilled a pilot hole for the shank of the
screw and used a larger sized drill bit to make the counter
sinks for the screw heads (Photo 5). Be careful not to drill too

7

5
deeply or you will have a hole that is too big for the screw.
As I said earlier, I just used whatever size screws I had in the
shop, mostly 1/2” #3 bronze. I also used a couple of washers
to act as spacers on the pivot arms. The pivot arms are made
of cherry (scrap I had laying around) for extra strength (Photo
6). I rounded one end for clearance where they attach to the
angle stock and I cut a small recess so the guide bar would lay
flat on the base. I did this carefully on my table saw using the
miter gauge to safely hold this small piece before cutting it to
the finished length.
The most critical aspect of building this tool was making
certain that the guide bar was at ninety degrees to the angles
that hold it in place. I used a precision square to lay out and

8
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mark the locations and drilled pilot holes, carefully checking
that nothing had moved before I snugged things in place. I
attached the guide bar to the pivot arms then mounted it to
the base using screws and the pivot washers. Once it was all
together, I checked things again to be sure that the bar was
square to the stops and that it pivoted freely. I found that I had
to round off the corner of the aluminum angles a bit in order
to clear the guide bar as it was raised. Other than that everything worked fine. I took things apart, then gave the wooden

parts several coats of polyurethane and put it together for
good.
The cutter works just fine, giving accurate, straight cuts
with a minimum of cleanup (Photos 7-8-9). I didn’t include
any construction diagrams since this was just put together ad
hoc. Hopefully the photos will tell you everything about the
construction you need to know. Your cutter is likely going to
be a different size than mine anyway. One change I would
make is to recess a sacrificial strip of Masonite® hardboard or
something under the guide bar, since this area is getting pretty
chewed up with use. Having a replaceable cutting surface
would be a good improvement. This was an inexpensive and
useful tool, one that makes a great addition to the workshop. u
Materials List
(1) 3/4” x 12”x24” plywood or melamine coated shelf from
the home center. Scrap plywood works too if you have some.
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(1) length of 1/16” thick x 1/2” x 3/4” aluminum angle four
feet long. (Or a shorter length if you can find it. 16” will be
plenty.)
(1) 1/16” thick x 1-1/2” x 4’ aluminum bar stock.
(1) package of #4 or #6 x 1/2” long flathead woodscrews
(1) package of #6 x 9/16” fender washers
(1) package of furniture glides (rubber feet to raise it off the
workbench surface.)
A length of 3/4” x 3/4” x 16” long stock for the pivot arms
(Makes two with some left over stock. Scrap wood is fine if
you have it.)

All the materials can be purchased at your local hardware
or home improvement center.
Tools Needed
Miter saw with a metal cutting blade. (Convenient, but not
required. A hacksaw and a vise to hold the material being cut
will do the job too.
Power drill with 5/32” bit or one sized to match the screw
size. Plus an appropriately sized countersink bit or a larger
diameter drill bit for recessing the screw heads
Hand or power saw for cutting the pivot arms.

In Search of the Second Phoebe Snow
Bob Lavezzi

In 1948, the New York Society of Model Engineers
(NYSME) moved to the upper concourse of the Lackawanna Railroad Terminal in Hoboken. This space became
available after the World War II as the Lackawanna was
eliminating some of its ferry service. As part of the lease
agreement with the Society, an O Scale track plan had to
represent the Lackawanna Railroad from Hoboken, New
Jersey, to Scranton, Pennsylvania. There was the massive
station, the three track mainline to the Oranges, the overhead electrics, and, don’t forget, the Delaware Water Gap.
The second part of the Society’s lease required members
to build two Phoebe Snow model trains before the real-life
train went into service. In case you don’t know the story
about Phoebe Snow, she took a trip on the Lackawanna
Railroad wearing a white gown, and upon arriving at her
destination her gown was still white. Had she traveled on
other railroads she would not have arrived with her gown
still white. Railroads during the years of steam would burn
cheap bituminous coal, but the Lackawanna was burning hard anthracite coal. This coal burned cleaner giving
Phoebe a better, cleaner ride. The Railroad adopted this as
its advertising campaign... the “Route of the Phoebe Snow.”
There were a great number of poems and advertising copy
surrounding this.
The original order for the prototype cars was to go
to American Car & Foundry, but production problems
occurred, and the order was split. The day coaches went
to American Car & Foundry, while Budd handled the
diner and observation car, and Pullman Standard handled
the sleepers. Motive power for this new concept train
was General Motors’ new F3 ABA units. For the first several years of service the power was ample. But problems
occurred during the winter months when the F3s could not
supply enough steam heat to the cars. They were replaced
with E8s.
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The railroad furnished the NYSME with the actual drawings for the train. There were to be four different cars, day
coaches, diners, two blunt end observations, and sleepers.
The NYSME developed and built the two model trains. The
paint came from the Lackawanna company shops, and the
cars were hand-lettered.
One train ran on the club layout in Hoboken. The
motive power was a set of All Nation F3 ABA units, which
pulled one observation, one diner, one sleeper, three day
coaches, one baggage, and one RPO car. The second train
was for display only. The F3s on the display set were Ed
Alexander models and had no motors. The consist on display was three day coaches, an observation car, a diner,
and a sleeper, but no head cars.
This train was placed in a showcase and put on display
at all the stops the train was to make. The display model
train was returned to Mr. White, President of the Lackawanna, by the Society. In appreciation we also built and
presented him a model of his business car. Mr. White then
donated this model to the Boggs Museum in Massachusetts. The museum went bankrupt and we were able to get
this car back.
Prior to the inaugural run of the Phoebe Snow, the premier train on the Lackawanna was the Lackawanna Limited.
The original tail sign is on display at our home in Carlstadt,
NJ, along with the rectangular drumhead for the Phoebe
Snows. The round drumhead that we just recently acquired
was used only when the railroad president’s car was placed
on the rear of the Phoebe Snow.
For a short time the display model train was on display
at the Hoboken Station in NJ, but after that we lost track
of it. If anyone knows anything about the second Phoebe
Snow, we would deeply appreciate knowing where it is.
This is somewhat of a mystery to the NYSME members. u
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J. Terrell Colson, from the
Chicagoland area, sent these
traction photos in response
to “Observations” in OST#36.
He says, “The photos labeled
‘Trolley 1 & 2’ were taken on
my railroad. The ‘L’ cars are
Ed Halstead’s, and the CNS&M
#129 is Ed Heerdt’s car. ‘Trolley
3’ is from George Kanary’s
layout which is both traction
and steam.”

3
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Home Layouts and Clinics at
East Wind ’08, The 2008 O Scale National Convention
By John Roberts
In this article, we would like to talk a little about some of the
home layouts on tour and clinics that will be presented at the
2008 O Scale National Convention. As you have already read,
we are planning to have many modular layouts on the convention
floor; but to add to these, we will have a few home layouts open.
Home Layout Tours:
Ben Brown’s Chemung Northern Railroad (featured in
OST#36) is a freelance standard gauge shortline operating in the
Southern Tier of New York in the late 1940s. The railroad runs
from its terminus at Chemung, NY, north and west to an interchange located at Cayuta, NY.
Some of the features of Ben’s layout are a completed railroad
with finished cabinetry in a basement location. Lighting valences
with 24 hour effects, hand-laid trackage, and most structures are
scratchbuilt. The layout operates on DCC power with sound and
an option to operate in the late ’60s era. Ben also has a scratchbuilt milk car display you don’t want to miss.
Because Ben’s home is small and the basement has limited
space, guest staging is located outside in the company of Mary’s
1:24 scale garden railroad. The garden railroad is handicap accessible, whereas the Chemung Northern is not.
Bill Pirtel’s The Big Four with a Mountain Division is based on
Indianapolis, IN, the area where I grew up. The area’s prevalent
railroads in the 1940s were the Big Four (NYC), Pennsylvania,
Monon, and Nickel Plate.
The resulting 28’ X 53’ O Scale layout is a double-folded dog
bone against three walls, with one end of the bone 13” above the
other using a 1% grade. The 1% grade allows train lengths of 3550 (or more) cars, depending on the locomotive.
There are several features included in the layout. An operating
turntable serves a nine-stall Korber roundhouse. An interurban
system represents the Interstate Public Service lines in the early
1930s, including a section of an Indiana town and a country
run. A new addition to the layout is a model of the Monon’s
run-through station at Gosport, Indiana. This 1854 station was
modeled by Jimi Smith. The resulting model includes a complete
inside view of the passenger, baggage, and freight departments.
The layout took about five years to reach the point of having scenery everywhere; however, scenery and track revisions are ongoing.
Phil Opielowski’s The Ware River Railroad is a 1950s era O
Scale model of the Boston & Albany’s Ware River Branch. Structures on the system, some that are huge, are measured and exactly modeled from the prototypes, including the Richardson style
Palmer station—a duplicate of the actual station and site of the
Sunday brunch. The station took Phil a year to build. You’ll get to
see what the prototype looked like in an earlier era. The railroad
is still under construction and it includes some scenery. Actual
local scenes dominate this system. The mainline also features
detailed hand-laid switches. Anyone wishing to tour the region
Phil models will be provided with an easy-to-follow map, to see
these prototype scenes that are not too far away.
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The entrance to the Palmer, MA, Station, circa 1950, in O scale.

In 2008, you’ll not only pass this way again for the Sunday
Brunch, but you’ll also be able to relive and see this scene on the
model.
Clinics:
The process of organizing clinics and seminars is well underway. Several individuals have committed to run clinics already.
Others have agreed to present a clinic once they finalize their
plans to attend. Those who have agreed to run a clinic include the
following:
Joe Foehrkolb of Baldwin Forge and Machine will present a clinic on the conversion of 3-Rail locomotives to 2-Rail operation.
We fully expect this to be a well attended presentation. One sample of his fine work, a Lionel Boston & Maine Mogul, has been
pulling the mixed train on our club layout and doing it flawlessly.
Harry Hieke will present a “hands-on” clinic on torch soldering
and brass crafting. He also intends to offer repair services on-site
for your brass engines during the remainder of the convention.
Bring a brass engine of your own that you have had to relegate to
the dead storage track; leave it with him while you enjoy the rest
of the convention, and go home with an engine that can go back
on the ready track.
Brian Scace will be on hand to present a discussion on layout
design.
Dennis Lyons will discuss the availability of O Scale bus models to complement trains in your time period. This is an unusual
subject that we can be sure has never been done before at an O
Scale convention. Are you trying to justify an extra coach in your
branchline passenger train? How about a connecting bus that
continues on to the smaller towns never served by the railroad?
Did your favorite railroad own buses? If you’re trying to model
a wide variety of their passenger equipment, why not include a
bus? Attend this seminar to see a timeline of both city and overthe-road buses that can look appropriate on your train layout.
Michael Tylick has already agreed to cover two subjects. In ”The
Joy of Scratchbuilding,” Michael discusses several structure and
rolling stock projects built from a wide variety of materials. When
you can’t find what you want at the store, Michael shows how
you can make it yourself while spending very little money.
On the subject of ”Digital Photography,” Michael discusses the
classic methods that are still relevant, and through examples,
provides an introduction to photo manipulation on the computer.
Photo manipulation has become a craft unto itself. It is possible
to vastly improve the technical quality of our photography using
everyday computers with inexpensive software.
We are continuing to talk to others on subjects such as hand-laying track, weathering, and DCC. Some topics may be done by
more than one person, giving the convention attendee more than
one point of view. You can expect this convention to offer a very
well-rounded selection of clinics. See you at the convention. u
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Just TrainsTM Free Shipping over $200 on most orders Orders (888) 453-9742 Info (302) 453-0465 www.justrains.com
MTH 2008 Vol I 2 or 3 R MTH Premier - Instock
Atlas 2-Rail
Atlas 2-Rail
Korber Models
2-10-0 Russian Decapod

899 UP Heritage Set 445 Engine 385

ACL, Erie, Pitt Shaw& N, W. Md
0-6-0 525 PRR, ACL, MP, NKP
4-6-4 Royal Hudson
899
BC, CP, Southern, CP-Royal Tour
J-1e Hudson 899 NYC, B&A
NYC w/PT Tender $899
Orient Express 2-3-1 Pacifc 899
4-8-8-2 AC-6 Cab Forward 1299
SP Original, Rebuilt cab x 2
J-1e w/PT Tender Pass Set 999
SP Cab Forward Freight Set 1389
C&O M-1 Stm Turbine Pass Set 899
CNW E-4 Strm Hudson Pass Set 999

4-8-4 Northern 999 ACL, SF,
Frisco Meteor, Frisco Will Rogers
Alco S-2 359 CVT, JC, NP, SF
F-7 ABA 649
B-Unit 139
CP, Clinchfield, MR, SP

UP, CNW, MKT, RG, SP, MP, WP

Heritage High Cube 6-Pk 215
F-3 ABA $605 PRR, NYOW

Buy any engine and get
50% off any rolling stock

7840 BNSF Patch Job -8, DC 349
7841 BNSF Patch Job Dmy 195

Z-6 4-6-6-4 Challenger
1299
2110 BN GP-35, DC
GN, NP, SP&S
2-8-2 USRA Light Mikado
809
CN, NYC, PRR, Pere Marquette, UP
0-6-0 USRA Switcher
529
CNW, GT, SAL, P&WV, UP, PRR
4-4-0 American CP, UP, NYNE 635
64’ Passenger 3-Pk $209 Coach 75
PRR, NYC, LIRR, NYNE, UP, CP 2111 Reading GP-35, DC
EF-2 2-Unit GN, NH
875

299

299

7848 GE Demo Dash 8, DC

349

GP60M SF, DC

349

912 Roller Bearing Co.
915 Quaker Foods 9 x 12

85
45

917 Gen Lt & Power Sub Station

32

921 JLC Manufacturing
950 American Flag Co. 14 x 9

65
65

Diesel Locomotives
BL-2

Powered

355

Dmy 135

BAR, C&O, Monon, RI, WM

Union Pacific #80 oal Turbine 909

2112 SP GP-35, DC

PRR P-5a Box Cab Electric 739 Sharknose AB 488
A-Unit 135
PRR, NYC, B&O, EJ&E, D&H
Diesels Pwr 389 Dmy w/Lts 169
AC6000 NS, CSX, BNSF, UP
MTH Blow-outs, PS 2.0
AC4400cw CNW, KCS, Quebec, UP Premier
SD-80MAC NS, CSX
FM Erie-Built AB, 4 motor, PS 2.0 475 2113 Savannah & Atlanta
SD-9043MAC CP, UP
SF, PRR, KCS 35” Long
SD40-3 Tunnel CN
SD45T-2 Tunnel KCS, SP, SLSW
SD-35 Chessie, PRR, Sou, W. MD
2114 WM GP-35, DC
Diesels Power 359 Dmy w/Lts 169
Climax Logging Steam Loco
899
GP-40 B&O, CNW, Rdg, WC
PLC, Climax, W. Forest
GP38-2 BNSF, B & Pitt, MEC, W&S 20-3245/6-1 PRR 4-4-2 Atlantic 575
SD40-2 CN, Conrail, MoPac, UP
4-8-4 T-1 Steam Loco
895
GP-60M BNSF, Maersk, SF
20-3253/4-1 PRR 2-10-0 Decapod 925 2115 NKP GP-35, DC

299

299

GP60M BNSF, DC
349
GP60B BNSF Red/Silver DC 325
GP60B BNSF Red/Sil, Dmy 190

299
2263 VT Railway GP60, DC 349
Undec, SF 349 Dmy 185
GP-9, DC WM, C&O, SP 339

299
GP-35 also in PRR, CNW, GA

Premier Specialty Sets

953 Joe’s Pickle Factory 14 x 9
Flying Yankee Zephyr 4-Unit 649
Burlington Zephyr 4-Unit
649
Mark Twain Zephyr 4-Unit 649 20-4053 Sou Crescent 18” 5-Pk 209
Owned By Just Trains
Maersk GP-60M Twin-stack 649 20-4074 LIRR 18” Madison 5-Pk 285
NYC J-1e w/PT Passenger
999
2234 MR Hiawatha AA Set 549 304 3-Stall Roundhouse, 30”D 189
304A Xtra Stall or 304B Extender 45
CNW E-4 Hudson Passenger 999
2235 MR Hiawatha Power B 299
SP Cab Forward Freight Set 1399
C&O M-1 Steam Turbine Set 899
20-5560-1 VGN EP-3 Electric
615
PRR Scale GG-1 Beer Train 715
East Wing GG-1 Passenger Set 715
PRR Streamline K-4 Passenger 909
SP Black GS-4 Freight Set
1069
PC E-44 Tropicana Reefer Set 475

MTH 2007 Vol II 2 or 3-R
4-12-2 UP 9000, 2#

65

954 Buck Island Canning 8 x 12
49
955 RJK Tool & Die 9 x 14
65
956 James Company 13 x 8 x 9H 49

7890 Ann Arbor RS-1, DC
20-5566-1 PRR Green GG-1

339

565
305 Sandhouse, 16 x 6

1065

4-6-2 PRR K-4
809
Modern, Early, Streamline
CNW 4-6-4 E-4 Hudson
809 FF-1 Electric Locomotives
675
SP 4-8-4 Daylight 3#
975
NH x 2, GN, PRR x 2
SP Auxillary Water Tender 2x 179 Premier 0-8-0 Steam Switcher
449
N&W Auxillary Water Tender
179
A&S, Erie, NP, Sou
2-8-4 Berkshire
899 20-65039 KCS Strmline
5-pk 225
Chessie, Erie, NKP, RF&P
Golden Gate Depot
PRR Scale GG-1 5-S Grn, Tusc 629
E44 Electric Conrail, PRR
385
E33 Electric N&W, VA, NH
385
SD50
3R 385 2R 399 Dmy 137
Chessie, CSX, KCS, MP
ES44AC 3R 385 2R 399 Dmy 142
12-1 Sleepers $99
BNSF, CP, GE Demo, UP
SD70ACe 3R 385 2R 399 Dmy 142 2R: N&W, SP TTG, GN, CB&Q
MRL, G.W. Bush
3R: N&W, SP TT Gray, UP TT
SD70M-2 3R 385 2R 399 Dmy 142 Gray, CB&Q, NP, SP Green
EMD, FEC
AC4400cw 3R 385 2R 399 Dmy 145
BNSF, CP Rail, CSX, UP
Dash 8-40C Narrow 3R 385 2R 402
CNW, CSX, UP, NS
Dmy $142
GE U30C Power
3R 385 2R 399
New PRR (P70) 8#
BN, NS, Rdg, UP Dummy $142
PRSL, Keystones 4-Pk 399
Alco S-2 Switcher 3R 352 Dmy 145
NH, NYC, GTW, Southern
F40PH Diesel 3R 352 Dmy 137
VIA, Grand Canyon, Amtrak, Hardware
GP-9 Diesel
3R 352 Dmy 137
B&M, SF, Soo Line, WP
$450
GP38-2 Diesel 3R 352 Dmy 137
Alaska, CN, NS, ON Railway
K-Line 2-R Shay PLC, Lack
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45

7892 Washington Terminal 339
Other RS-1: NH, RI, C&O

958 Mill Works 11 x 7 w/Tower
49
959 Midland Supply 2-Story 8 x 6 32
302 One Stall Diesel Shed w/Shop 75

7805 Jersey Central SD-35 315
307 3-Stall Trolley Barn 23 x 11
315 Grain Silo, 7 x 19 x 22 H

7807 SP SD-35, DC

85
75

967 Shoe Co. 7 skylts 20 x 9 x 11 69

315
968 Jenco Freight

7822 CSX SD-35, DC

315 320 3-Stall Roundhouse 26” D
905 Blackshear Refrig. Transport

135
59

908 Shanahan Freight

75

49

7823 Penn Central SD-35, DC 315
Dash 8, DC Und, UP, BC, SP 349

Dummy for above 195

Fax Orders to
(302) 368-6447

969 Gen Lt & Pwr Office 6x13x12 65

Jus

Lionel 2007 Vol II

K-Line Circus

C628/630 Power 415 Dmy 205 Pulpwood 49 C&O, SF, Frisco, D&H 7-11020 Hogwarts Express 235

Info (302) 453-0465
Orders (888) 453-9742
*Mon-Fri 9-6 Sat 11-4*
Fax Orders (302) 368-6447
215 Newark Shopping Center
Newark, DE 19711
Store open 7 days a week 11-6
$200 Free Ship on Most Orders

MC VISA DISC. AMEX

Third Rail Brass

PRR Brill Gas Electric 2/3R 675

C&O L-2/L-2a Hudson

Atlas 2-Rail

Atlas O

Trains

1175

CPR D-10 4-6-0 Early or Late 875

UP 4-8-4 FEF, TMCC, EOB
1199
3 types up to $200 free rolling stock
CN U2g, GTW U3b, OC U3b 1175
TMCC, RS 4.0, EOB Cruise
C&O 4-8-4 Greenbrier, EOB 1125
North Shore Electroliner Set
899
Burlington S-4 #4000, EOB
1149
Sante Fe Dash 9 Conv w/Sound 550
Mercury 3-Car Passenger Set
775
PRR Q-1 Skirted, TMCC, EOB 1100
PRR N-1 2-10-2, Conv w/Sound 695

LV, Mono, PC, CN, SCL

40’ Airslide 45 RG, PRR, Brach, GN, Friends of Charleston Brass Set 315
Chessie, Erie, PC, Southern
TMCC UP SD90 Diesel Freight 425
Belt Railway, Erie, Frisco, LV, UP PS-4427 Hopper 52 4 for 200
31956 Thomas & Friends, 80W 129
Und, Cont. Grain, SOO, Producers,
Aliquippa & Southern $345
Expansion Pack x 2 $79 each
GP-9
2 or 3 Rail 389 Dmy 182 PRR, B&M, Transport Leasing
31960 Polar Express Set
229
War Em. Hopper 46 4/165 B&O,
B&O, Burl, NKP, NP, RG
30001 SF El Capitan, Sound
315
C424/425 Power 409
Dmy 205 C&O, GA, L&N, Alton, Ann Arbor, SF 30016 NYC Flyer, Sound
209
GB&W, M&E, SP&S, Wab, NH, EL 40’ Sgl Sheath Box 46 4/165 SP, PRR
Expansion Packs x 3 $79 each
40’ 1937 AAR SD Box 3R 52 2R 56 JC, CNJ, WM, RFP, Ann Arbor, MKT 30018 PRR Flyer Set, 80W
149
SP, B&M, C of GA, Monon, T&P +$4 40’ Steel Reefer 50 4/175 CNW, MP
Expansion Pack x 3 $79 each
40’ Reblt Wood Reefer 3R 52 2R 56 Roscoe Snyder&P, C&O, PRR, EJ&E 30034 Great West. Lincoln Log 159
Can Dry, Lack, Pere Marq, Prairie, SF 53’ Evans Plug Door 50 4/175 CNW
Expansion Pack $79
UP, BC, WC, MP, Aloha, MN&S 30020 North Pole Xmas, 80W
55-T Panel-Side 2-Bay 3R 45 2R 49
165
CV, D&H, NYC, RI, NH/PRR 2-Pk Illum. Caboose $60 2/$110 4/$200
Expansion Packs x 2 $79 each
X-29 Box Car 4# 3R 52
4/$205
E/V: BN, RG, BN Freedom, CBQ,
30045 Alaska Steam Work Set 202
B&O, JC, Pere Marq, CGW, W&LE
DMIR, Chessie Safety x 3, SF, SOO 30047 Northwest Diesel Freight 219
40’ GATX Airslide 4# 47 4/$185
Rutland, GN, IHB, RF&P, CR
30056 Transylvania Set
165
Corn, LV, NKP, Soo, WM, SP/SSW
Std Cupola: MRL, NS, N&W
11004 NASCAR Train Set
219
17,360 Gal Tank Car 4# 57 4/$225
NE-6: NH x 2, Clinch, PL&E, WL&E
Expansion Packs x 6 $93 each
ACFX, GATX, Occi, Hooker, SHPX
N&W, NYS&W, Conrail
31771 Flying Yankee 4-Unit
509
Anniversary Woodside 4-Pk $205 40’ Woodside $55 4 for $195 B&M 31757 #2289WS Berkshire Frt 619
Decker, Eagle Beer, Selecto, Krey’s
Grand Union, Ralston Purina, Blatz,
#101 Trolley & #1100 Trailer 377
40’ Steel Reefer
3R 52 2R 56
Del Maiz, Silver Edge, WP Ice, ART, UP FEF w/Legacy Grey or Blk 989
Burl, Erie, FGE, MDT/IC, PFE 4#
Phenix, Century, Merchant’s, Nash,
Mikado WP, UP, SF, MR
699
11K Tank Car 3R 52 Adirondack,
Fairmont, Donaldson-Burke
Shay Birch Valley, Cass Scenic 699
Anchor, Hooker, Texas, Wyandotte Fishbelly Hopper $46 4 for $165
2-8-0 Rdg, NYC, B&O, WM 377
PS 4427 Hopper 45 Any 4/175
14265 Sawmill w/Sounds
95
Und, NS, ACL, D&H, CNJ, ACY
Undec, Continental, BNSF, LV, PRR H-21 Hopper 55 4/$195 PC, VGN Traditional Product
Producers, ADM, B&M, Transport
89’ Die-Cast Flat 63 4/$225 GN, Sou 4-6-4 Hudson w/ Snd 175 Cab 30
ACF 3-Bay Cyl Hopper 45 4/175
NYC, C&O, ATSF, Lionel Lines
Erie-Western, FEC, SF, WP
EL, CSX, Cumberland, Hercules, USI 36’ Woodside $55 4/$195 Und, Swift, 30085 MTA M7 Commuter (4) 210
40’ Airslide 45 Erie, GN, PC, CGW Hormel, Oscar Mayer, Krey’s, Cudahy, 4-6-2 Pacific w/TMCC & RS 258
Mid Div PRR x 8 types 3R 58 2R 60 NKP, Pluto, Sou Star, Clicquot, Page,
UP, Erie, Southern, B&M
Coalveyor 45 DPC, WP, IA, RTPX
Pearl Brand, Peter Fox, Wescott, Crown PRR 4-6-2 K4 w/TMCC & RS 274
50’ PS-1 Box 45 UP, B&M, B&O
Kornblum, Rath, Columbus, Noack, PRR N5c Illuminated Caboose 38
PRR War Hopper 8# 49 4/190 8/370 Kahn, Clicquot, Swift Warbonds
50’ Flat w/Piggybacks 63 2-Pk 125
PRR War Bonds 2 # in-stock
REA, NYC, Lack, Milw. Rd, UP
11K Tank 55 4/$205 Und, Hooker
H21a Hopper 45 Und, PC, VA PRR 58 Col. Sou, Tank Gas, Warren
Scale Double Door Box Car
53
89’ Flat 3R 55 4/205 Erie, SF, WP 17K Tank 60 4/$225 Und, Shamrock,
UP, NKP, LV
Hooker, Stauffer, PPG
2007 Volume I
Dbl Sheath Box 46 4/$165 CNW, BM 18384 Milw. EP-2 BiPolar E-2
775
TH&B, Rutland, FEC, ACL
18385 Milw. Rd BiPolar E-1
775
USRA
55
Ton
Hopper
46
4/$165
11127 Sou Pac. GS-4, Legacy 1019
B&O Fishbelly 4# 49 4/190
NH, NYC, Pitt & Shaw, PRR, Public 25506 SP Daylight Hvywt 4-Pk 365
70T Covered Hopper 3R 45 4/175

SW-9 Switcher

2 or 3 Rail 335

GN, UP, B&M, D&H, Edgar, PM

Trainman
Train Set

305

349 w/Trans

RSD-7/15 Conv 189 TMCC 289

PRR O-1 2-Unit Electric, TMCC 975

PRR T-1 4-4-4-4 Conv. W/Snd 975
LIRR BB1 Rats (2), Conv w/Snd 575
B&M R-1 4-8-2, TMCC, EOB 925
Y-3 2-8-8-2 TMCC SF, VGN 1050
NYC L3B 4-8-2 Mohawk, EOB 950
P5a Streamline Conv w/Snd
595

Golden Gate Depot
21” Aluminum Passenger 6-pk 489

Full Interior, People, Detailed
NYC, SF 2-Pk 239
21” SP Daylt Alum 5-Pk 525
SP Articulated Diner Set 525

B&LE, PC, SF, Cotton Belt
RSD 4/5 CB, CNW RS-3 D&H, GN
RS-3
Conv. 189 TMCC 289
D&H, Reading, RI, GN
GP-15
Conv. 189 TMCC 289
Conrail, Chessie, NS, BN,
Rolling Stock
3R 33 2R 35
52’ Flat car w/Load CP, Erie, PC, UP
40’ Hycube Box MR, Burl, SF, UP
40’ Plug Dr Box NP, CO, CGW, WM
40’ Sgl Door Box BAR, JC, Lack, GN
3-Bay PS-2 Covered Hopper BN
Jack Frost, N&W, PLE (NYC)
50’ 6” Box Car Apalachicola North
Atl & St. Andrews Bay, CSX, Rail Box
B/W Caboose
3R 36 2R 39
CSX, MP, SP, Frisco/BN

Atlas Track
Remote Switch, Steel or Nickel 48.95
O36 O45 O54 O72 Wye

#5 Double-Slip Switch
O72/O54 Curved Switch or #5

7.5 (O81) High Speed Switch
399 40” Rigid 12.00 Case (12)

PRR P70 20” Coach 4-Pk
PRSL, PRR w/Keystones 12#

125
63

66
$139

Ringling Bros and Barnum & Bailey
Die-Cast Porter 89
S-2 Diesel 68
Flats w/ 3 Circus Wagons (2) 38 ea
Flat w/ Load (4) Logs, Crates, Con 38
Flat w/ 2 Tractor Trailers
47
13.5” Passenger 4-Pk 149 2-Pk 79
15” Aluminum Advertising Car 85

Lionel Blow-outs
C&O 4-Pk 250 2-Pk 140 Diner 150
25458 PRR Congressional Diner 150

Operating Hot Box w/RS 60 2/115
MDT, Swift, PFE, SF
Amtrak Acela 3-Pk , TMCC
395
PRR F-7 Pwr B 160 Breakdn B 150
24597 NYC E-7 Breakdown B
150
24593 Sante Fe F-7 Power B-Unit 165
Missile Launcher 205 Snd Car 115
28250 N&W C420 Dummy
99
31747 PRR Ballast Train Set
325
31754 N&W Space Freight Set 699

K-Line Specials

Tank Engine TMCC RS Cruise
CNJ,B&A, Rdg, Tenn 525

Sunset N YC RDC Power

450 18” 2-Pk 192 Stationsnd Diner 215
Weaver 2-Rail RS-11 225 MEC, Sou 11117 Sante Fe E6 Atlantic
499
VO-1000 DC WM, GN
219 31755 Tex Special E-7 Pass Set 1025
W.MD Fireball Plymouth Set
95
Hiawatha Morning 5-Car Set 475
21” 2-Pk or 21” Sound Diner 227
Die-Cast Plymouth & 6 Ore Cars
Gargraves (USA) CSX SD40-2 Husky Stack Set 639 Scale State Box NJ, PA, NY, DE 25
2826x UP Heritage SD70ACe
377
O Gauge
Lionel TMCC & Power
MoPac, WP, Katy, UP
37” Flex Tinplate $5.25 Cs 50 239
259
U30C MR, Conrail 382 Dmy 145 #990 Legacy Command Set
37” Flex Stainless Phantom Case 290
#993 Legacy Expansion Set
219
GP-7
Power
335
Non-Power
145
42, 72, 100” Tin Switch Man 30 Rem 49
TMCC Cab-1 55 Command Base 55
NYC, GN, RI, UP
Above w/DZ-2500 TMCC $55
109
E-7AA Power/Dmy 575 B Dmy 145 TMCC Command Set
RC Uncplr #107 $22 Op. #108 $27
TPC 400 147 TPC 300 109 PM-1 62
B&O,
PRR
Pwr
B
263
Breakdn
235
Gantry Crane Track $18 Stainless $20
725 ARC 73 ASC 67 AMC 73 BPC 67
90 Degree Crossing $18 Video $8 F-7 ABA Pwr/Dmy/Dmy
Pwr B 259 NYC, WP Breakdn 235 OTC 59 AVC 105 SC-2 Controller 74
Now with Wood Ties
Dmy B 137
Circle 032/ $37 042/ $43 054/ $57 NYC Shark AA 519
Weaver Models 2008
063/ $60 072/ $65 080/ $83 18” Heavyweight 4-Pk 365 2-Pk 195 CP 4-4-4 Jubilee 939 Cmd 1039
SF, SP Daylt, MR, PRR, B&O
089/ $88 096/ $90 106/$96
PRR C-1 0-8-0 455 TMCC 545
Traditional Product
DZ Products
Freight Sets add $100
51010 #246E O Gauge Pass Set 515
DZ-1010 Crossing Gate Set
79 0-4-0 Switcher RG, Army, Rdg 145 CN U4b Royal 4-8-4, Cmd 1045
DZ-1011 Block Signal Detectors
19 Rolling Stock
RPO w/ Celestory Roof 4# 79
DZ-1020 Crossing Signal Set
55 Husky Stack 63
2-Pk 125 B60 Baggage w/Celestory
75
DZ-1030 Wigwag Signal Set
79
CSX ,BN, A&Z, Greenbrier
PRR, NYC, CN, NH, N&W, B&M, SF
DZ-1040 UQ or LQ Semaphore 49 Northeastern Caboose
64 RPO w/Round Roof 4#
79
DZ-1050 3-Light Trackside Signal 36 Rdg, Chessie, Conrail, Jesey Central
75
DZ-1060 7-Light Trackside Signal 39 Die-Cast 2-Bay Hopper 48 3-Pk 107 B60 w/Round Roof 4#
Rdg, NYC, CP, CSS, UP, B&O, NH,
DZ-1200 Station Announcement 85
C&EI, Erie, Frisco, Chessie
PRR, LIRR, Unlettered,
DZ-1220 Trolley Stop & Control 79 PS-2 Covered 2-Bay 45
2-Pk 89
N&W
DZ-1240 Auto Stop & Reverse
38
UP, Imco, PC, NYC, SF, PRR

40”Flex/Concrete 13.00
CS $149 DZ-1260 Water Tower Animator 36
3-Bay Die-Cast Hopper 52 2-Pk 102
Case (48) $145
PRR B70 Baggage, PB70 Combine, 10” or O54 3.15
DZ-1265 Fuel Station Animator 38
C&O, PRR Power, SF, C&NW
1 ¾ 4-Pk 6.70 4.5” 2.60 5.5” 2.95
BM70 Mail RPO 3-Pk 359
1 ¾ Uncoupler 9.95 Under Table 13.30 DZ-2500 TMCC Switch Machine 25 Dble Sheath Box 48 UP,GN,CB,CNW
REA 54’ Steel Reefer, 4#
65 Accessory Rails 9.95 Switch Machine 10
Reefer Car 53 2-Pk 103 New Haven I-5 TMCC/EOB 1049
K-Line Blow-outs Mechanical
7 Variations
BNSF, SPFE, UPFE, GN
O36 Curve 3.15 2 Circles (24) 70
O-54, 24” L, Script or Block
VRE 21” Bombardier 4-Pk
250
Heavywt Diner/Obs 2-Pk 259 O45 Curve 3.60 2 Circles (24) 82 Lackawanna Alum 15” 4-Pk 199 40’ Flat w/Load 47 NYC, GN, SF, GT
O63
Curve
4.20
2
Circles
(32)
129
B&O, C&O, CB&Q, CP, GN, N&W,
40
O72 Curve 4.75 2 Circles (32) 145 616-6501 Nestle Scale Caboose
NH, NP, NYC, PRR, Pullman, SF, O81 Curve 5.55 1 Circle (16) 85 694-6201 NYPD Autoloader
35
NH Green Coach 4-Pk 415 6-Pk 615
SP x 3, UP x 2, Unlet
DRG Semi-Scale Boxcar 6-Pk
59
O90 Curve 6.60 1 Circle (16) 99
Heavyweight 20” 4-Pk Coaches 399 O99 Curve 7.45 1 Circle (16) 112 Smoking Aluminum Diner, Music 60
PRR, NYC, SF Midnight
Undec Green, , CNW, GN Empire,
3-Stall Roundhouse 30”L
165
MRC Dual Pure Power 270W 225
N&W, C&O, B&O, CN
24” Motorized Turntable
139 Operating Speeder Shed
Lionel ZW 365
180W Brick 75
75
Custom Runs Reading, DRG, B&M, Deck Bridge
2 or 3 Rail
82
Williams 150 Watt 99 Z-1000 75
NKP
L1
Hudson
TMCC
RS
525
MR, LV John Wilkes, Erie, JC
40” Bridge 105
40” Double 129
MTH Z-4000 375 Z-1000 Brick 59

Weaver Brass Sale

Transformers

www.justrains.com
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Buy–Sell–Trade

Buy-Sell-Trade ads are $5 for 30 words plus your address information. Additional words are $0.25 each. Subscribers are permitted one
free ad per subscription cycle . All B-S-T ads are prepaid. You may send ads by postal service with a check or money order. Ads sent by
email or called in must use a credit card. See our contact info on page 2.

WANTED: Small N&W custom-built or
scratchbuilt steam, 4-8-0, 2-8-0, 4-6-0.
Also looking for N&W brass parts, e.g.,
pilot, cylinders, domes, etc. Contact Joe
Giannovario, jag@oscalemag.com or call
610-363-7117.
VAN BUREN, ARKANSAS. Area’s
neatest hobby store from Z to O, new
and used. Visit Dave’s Hobby Shop at 600
Main St in the Anhauser Busch Building
or online at [www.daveswebshop.com],
479-471-0750.
WANTED: Joe Fischer pass. and headend
cars. PSC and Amer. Hvywt 10 sec.
Pullmans. Walther Erie coach, RTR only.
ATSF double vestibule combine, kit or
RTR. What have you? Mail only please.
Jim Seacrest, PO Box 6397, Lincoln, NE
68506-0397.
WANTED: Lobaugh Berkshire boiler;
Electric Shops kits, built-up or parts.
Always interested in parts, collections,

Events

March 2008
1: Wind Gap, PA
The Eastern O Scalers are hosting their
Spring 2-rail swap meet in Wind Gap, PA at
the Plainfield Fire Hall, 6480 Sullivan Trail
on Saturday, March 1, 2008 from 9 AM
to 1 PM. Tables are $16 for the first (incl.
1 admission) and $12 for each additional
table. (1 helper per table). General
admission is $5. Bring an index card with
your name, address, email, etc. and get
$1 off your admission! Send a SASE to:
Eastern O Scalers, PO Box 1781 Bensalem,
PA 19020 for registration email or call to:
eostrains@comcast.net or 1-215-264-9623
for information.

14-16: Arlington Heights, IL
The Chicago O Scale Meet is a 3 day
gathering of vendors, customers, clinics,
and fun held annually on St. Patrick’s
Day weekend in the Chicagoland area.
Hundreds of vendors gather to buy, sell,
and trade their products to the open
public. This is the Chicago O Scale train
show you’ve heard about. Anything the O
Scale enthusiast could want to find or buy
will be found here. Dealer setup on Friday,
14th, 4-9 PM. Registration fee: $20. Tables:
$60 after. Contact: marchmeet@sbcglobal.
net, or call 847-401-4333 or 847-823-1719.

28-30: Carlstadt, NJ
The New York Society of Model Engineers
82nd Anniversary Open House. The
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boilers, frames, castings, drivers, etc. Jerold
Townsend, 985 Abbey Dr, Madison, OH
44057-9784.
WANTED: Weaver C&NW 4-6-2 Yellow
Jacket, road# 1620, in 2-rail. Phone: 507237-2782, Harold A Storm, 23633 491 Ave,
Gaylord, MN 55334-2029.
FOR SALE: In-progress O Scale layout,
8 x 10 ft, with Boston & Maine seashore
theme. Includes 2 steam locos, 3 Diesel
locos, passenger cars, freight cars and
building kits. Take it away for $2000. Call
908-454-1246, weekdays after 3:00 PM.
FOR SALE: Large estate sale of over 600
models from the late Tony Ambrose.
For printed lists please send $10 to Ron
Dettmer, 2756 Connie Circle, Orange Park,
FL 32065. If you wish, I can attach a list at
no cost by emailing ROSCALER@bellsouth.
net.

NYSME is the oldest model railroad club
in America. It features 5000 square feet of
operating trains on two layouts “HO” and
“O” Scale. Plus, there are displays of railroad
memorabilia and railroad related exhibits.
Fri.7:00 to 10:00 PM Sat. and Sun. 1:00 to 6:00
PM Contact ajb1102@comcast.net

April 2008
4-13: Carlstadt,NJ
The New York Society of Model Engineers
82nd Anniversary Open House. The NYSME is
the oldest model railroad club in America. It
features 5000 square feet of operating trains
on two layouts “HO” and “O” Scale. Plus,
there are displays of railroad memorabilia
and railroad related exhibits. Fri.7:00 to 10:00
PM Sat. and Sun. 1:00 to 6:00 PM Contact
ajb1102@comcast.net

6: Hudson, MA
Metrowest Model RR Society’s New England
2 Rail & Hi-Rail O Scale train show on Sunday,
April 6, 2008 at the Hudson Elks Hall, 99 Park
St., Hudson, MA, from 10 AM to 4 PM. White
Elephant table, sales & exhibits, operating
layouts, model display area, door prizes, food
on site. 6 ft. vendor tables $15 before 3/1 and
$20 after (helpers must be registered), setup
6:30 to 10 am. Admission: $4.00, 5-12 $1.00.
Contact: Larry Grant, (508) 337-6661 Contact
BigBrotherLar@netzero.net

May 2008
17-18: Allentown Pa 18103

WANTED: Original (no copies) of oneeach back issue of O Scale Trains #1 and
#2. Contact: penncey@yahoo.com, Larry
Porco, PO Box 1019, Bronx, NY 10462-0573.
FOR SALE: Linde-Union tank Liquid Argon
F/P (OMI#80017) $600; Canadian HawkerSiddley covered hopper F/P (OMI-0776)
$325; PSC SP 4-6-2 F/P (#2467) $2300; SP
GS-3 4-8-4 U/P (OMI TRO w/new larger
Pitman motor) $2500; two SP 2-8-0 (PFM
and Glacier Park); ATSF 4-6-4 May Gray
(custom paint & drive by Doug Cockerham)
$27500. Best offers considered. Contact:
bantell@pacbell.net or call 650-347-4402;
Bruce Antell, 50 S San Mateo Dr, Ste 105,
San Mateo, CA 94401-3857
FREE O SCALE LIST: List of O Scale
shows for 2008. Send LSSAE to Bob
Retallack, Dept. OST08, 2224 Adner Ct,
Columbus, OH 43220.

The Great Lehigh valley Train meet is held
at Merchants Square. Now, 2 rooms, 2 days,
2 different shows. Come enjoy over 13,000
Square feet of toy and model trains, diecast,
photos, paper, repair parts, railroadiana, plus
more. Always expanding with over 350 tables
of different items over a 2 day period. Our
Saturday show is dedicated to HO, N, On30,
Z, brass and all scale items. With everything
for the Scale modeler and Collector. DCC
classes and more. Sunday is Dedicated to
S, O-27, Standard and G gauge. Contact
LVTrainmeet@yahoo.com

July 2008
23-26: Worcester, Mass.
The 2008 National O Scale Convention will
be held at the DCU Center in Worcester,
Massachusetts. The DCU Center will
provide us with over 50,000 square feet of
exhibition space. In this large area, we plan
to have a large amount of dealer tables,
wide aisle spacing and many operating
layouts, including the Southern New
England Modular Layout that measures
27’ x 81’. The DCU Center is located in
downtown Worcester about 2 blocks from
the newly renovated Union Station. One
of the Providence and Worcester mainlines
runs across the street from the front of
the DCU Center. An all day railfan trip is
in the planned for Convention goers on
Wednesday 7/23/08. Please check the website
[www.2008oscalenational.org/] for more
details.
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You Have Spoken
As soon as issue #36 reached our First Class subscribers, we
started to get feedback about the changes we announced in this
space. Of greatest concern to readers was my decision to run Roger
C. Parker’s ”Traction Action” column every other issue. Well, I
could not have judged it more incorrectly. As you can see in the
”Letters” section of this issue, many readers felt quite passionately
about the inclusion of a traction column in OST. Who knew?
More importantly, those who wrote asking us to keep the
”TA” column in every issue stated their case extremely well.
While there are traction specialty publications, they seem to
be published semi-infrequently, and most often focus only on
prototype information. Readers really appreciated Roger’s focus
on how to use prototype info for modeling, and Roger’s intuitive
grasp of where to find Internet resources for traction.
So, you spoke; we heard and we listened. Mike and I have
talked it over and we have asked Roger to continue writing ”TA”
for every issue. Roger has agreed and was most heartened to
know that you all appreciate what he does.
There was not enough time to get a ”TA” into this issue but
”TA” will return in the May issue. Not only will ”TA” return but
we will have two traction related articles coming over the next
two issues.
Whining Won’t Work
On the other hand, those of you who wrote complaining about
the demise of ”Narrow Minded” did not change our minds. Unlike
the O Scale traction modelers, O Scale narrow gauge modelers
have several excellent publications, not the least of which is Bob
Brown’s Narrow Gauge & Shortline Gazette [www.ngslgazette.
com]. Also, there is Gary Kohler’s Light Iron Digest (or LID) [www.
lightirondigest.com], another bimonthly publication covering all
things narrow gauge. If On30 is your cup of tea, then the 2008
On30 Annual by Chris Lane, published by Carstens [www.rrmodelcraftsman.com/companystore.html] needs to be on your bookshelf.
The latest issue of LID arrived the other day and in it were the
model contest results from the 27th Annual Narrow Gauge Convention. Of 39 categories, 21 were won by O Scale models, yet
we have not received a single narrow gauge specific construction
article in the past five years. So, yes, there are many O Scale narrow gaugers out there, but they patronize other publications with
their articles.
However, with all that said we are not abandoning anybody or
any niche of O Scale. There is no ”narrow gauge ban” in effect. I
will entertain the publication of any and all articles submitted to
us as long as the article is related to O Scale modeling. If you are
building an On2-3/4 narrow gauge model railroad and scratchbuilding all your equipment, I’d love to publish an article about
your railroad. Do you have tips for hand laying On3-7/8 track and
switches? Send it in! We will read it over, most likely publish it and
pay you for it, too. If enough people send in material that is narrow
gauge specific, I will consider re-instating ”Narrow Minded”. I am
hoping, with the response we received from the traction modelers,
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that we will see more traction related model articles, too.
In Defense of Manufacturers
Last issue I took the importers/manufacturers to task for catering too much to the ”toy nostalgia” crowd. This issue I’d like to
present a view from the opposite side of the fence.
Manufacturers/importers are often asked ”why”. ”Why did
that AB&C 4-8-2 have incorrect driver sizes? Why are the handrails on your plastic lightweight coach oversize? Why, why,
why?”
Well, because... the manufacturer/importer is not an engineer.
That’s why. The people responsible for getting these plastic,
die-cast, and brass models made and delivered are not injection
mold designers, not manufacturing engineers, not even mechanical engineers. For the most part, they are business people with
a passion for trains and a flair for marketing. In order to get a
model made, they have to get the best information they can lay
their hands on, get drawings, photos and whatever else they
need, and they give all that to whichever company is going to
manufacture their product for them. That’s where the engineering is done and that’s where the ”whys” happen. Often, the
manufacturer/importer doesn’t even know a ”why” exists until
one of us calls them on it.
This is what bugs me the most about outsourcing manufacturing. The companies that sell us trains, toys, and other goods
made overseas, either don’t or can’t get involved in the manufacturing details. So, when a Chinese injection mold designer
creates a drawing for that new plastic passenger car, he uses his
”best practice” knowledge and makes the handrails oversize so
they’ll come out of the mold in one piece. Maybe he doesn’t
know that part can be made smaller. Or, maybe, he designed
the part that way out of cost considerations. There could be any
number of reasons why. Because that designer is thousands of
miles away, it’s not practical to ask him ”why”. By the time the
model is in production, it’s too late to make changes.
I can sympathize with a small businessman who has to
depend on ”the kindness of strangers” to get their stuff manufactured. It would likely cost quite a bit of money to have the
all the engineering done here in the U.S. rather than overseas at
the manufacturer. But, if the engineering were done here, I’ll bet
there’d be a lot less ”whys”.
Some train manufacturers are very good at listening to their
customers’ ”whys”. Scott Mann at Golden Gate Depot/Sunset
is one of those. The first Golden Gate Depot heavyweight cars
did not have flush windows. People asked Scott ”why?” and he
asked his designers overseas ”why”. As it turns out, flush windows were not only feasible, they were not expensive to implement. Now the newest GGD cars have flush windows. Why?
Because someone asked ”why”; that’s why.
Finally, when you ask a manufacturer/importer a ”why” question, do it politely. These guys are in business to make money
feeding your passion. Tick ’em off and they just might stop making what you want.
Keep Highballin’ 					
u
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FAST FREIGHT POWER

O Scale Die-Cast Construction, Digital Sound Equipped

4-12-2 9000 Steam Engine
20-3293-2
w/Proto-Sound 2.0 (Scale Wheels)

$1,195.95

4-12-2 9000 Steam Engine
20-3294-2
w/Proto-Sound 2.0 (Scale Wheels)

$1,195.95

For much of the twentieth century, the
Union Pacific had a love affair with massive,
bigger-than-life locomotives. Some examples,
like the Challenger and Big Boy, were great
successes, while others like the gas turbines
and DD40AX "Centennial" diesel were noble
failures. One of the UP's earliest and most
successful big engines was the 9000-class 412-2, which boasted the longest rigid wheelbase of any American steam locomotive.
Designed for fast freight service, the eightyeight 9000-class engines were built by Alco in
1926-30, during a period when low-speed
"drag" freight service - the norm on
American railroads for decades - was being
largely supplanted by freight trains running
at passenger speeds. The 9000s could haul a
mile-long train at 50 mph, twice the speed of
the Mallet articulateds they replaced.
Now arriving, the 9000-class joins the other
unique and massive UP power that has
graced M.T.H.'s Premier lineup. With
smoother operation than any other model of
this unique engine, our 4-12-2 will feature
the wealth of added-on details you expect in
a Premier locomotive - including operating
third-cylinder valve gear on the pilot - and a
correct six chuffs per driver revolution.

Find your Nearest Dealer at

www.mthtrains.com
7020 Columbia Gateway Drive
Columbia, MD 21046

© 2008 M.T.H. Electric Trains

PRR GG-1 #4800 “OLD RIVETS”
$999.95 (MSRP) Available in 2R or 3R

T

oday you can see “Old Rivets” at the Strasburg Museum. Unlike any other GG-1 it had different curves and
rivets. Sunset Models will be decorating this fine scale model as PRR Original 5 Stripe, PRR 5 Stripe as it is
Today, Conrail and Bicentennial. Working Pantographs and detailed cab interior are just some of the many features
to be included. Don’t be left out, we are only make 25 of each version in 2 Rail and 3 Rail. Come join the FUN!!!

PRR PENNSY DOODLEBUGS

This will be a doodlebug you can be proud of. Using our latest in-truck propulsion, the entire interior will be open for
full detailing. GGD will provide some “Little People” and these little “Doodlebugs” will glide around your layout. A
PRR Fan’s Dream. Look for these to be available in late 2008. Your reservations make these projects possible.

CALL 800-3RD-RAIL TODAY!

SUNSET MODELS INC.

RESERVE YOURS TODAY!

37 South Fourth Street · Campbell, CA 95008 · 408-866-1727 · fax to 408-866-5674 · www.3rdrail.com

